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Content of the conditions
[1] (a Start of mission procedure is on-going) AND (the final attempt to set-up the safe 
radio connection failed)
[2] (the “connection status” timer expires)
[3] (no Start of mission procedure is on-going) AND (the requests to set-up a safe radio 
connection are stopped with the relevant RBC/RIU for reason other than the 
successful set-up)
[4] (the safe radio connection is set-up)
[5] (the safe radio connection is released)
[6] (the safe radio connection is lost) AND (the requests to set-up a safe radio 
connection are stopped with the relevant RBC/RIU for reason other than the 
successful set-up)
[7] (the safe radio connection is lost) AND (the train front is inside an announced radio 
hole)
Table 2: Transition conditions for the indication statuses of the safe radio connection
3.5.7.6 For the case of an RBC/RBC transition, the safe radio connection indicated to the 
driver shall switch from the indication status of the safe radio connection with the 
Handing over RBC to the one with the Accepting RBC as soon as one of the following 
conditions is met:
a) the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment sends a position report directly to the 
Accepting RBC with its maximum safe front end having passed the border, see 
3.15.1.3.5 (i.e. the Accepting RBC becomes the supervising RBC),
b) the safe radio connection is released with the Handing over RBC and the minimum 
safe rear end of the train has crossed the border, see 3.5.5.1 e) and 3.15.1.2.7.
3.5.7.6.1 Note: During an RBC/RBC handover procedure, an indication status transition table 
and a connection status timer might have to be managed at the same time, for each 
RBC.
3.5.7.7 For the case of safe radio connection with RIU’s, the safe radio connection indicated to 
the driver shall be the one related to the current infill area.
3.6 Location Principles, Train Position and Train Orientation
3.6.1 General
3.6.1.1 It shall be possible to identify:
a) Data that refers only to a given location, referred to as Location data (e.g. level 
transition orders, linking)








b) Data that remains valid for a certain distance, referred to as Profile data (e.g. SSP, 
gradient). 
3.6.1.2 Note: Determination of the Train Position is always longitudinal along the route, even 
though the route might be set through a complex track layout.
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Figure 6: Actual route of the train
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Figure 7: Route known by the train
3.6.1.3 The Train Position information defines the position of the train front in relation to a 
balise group, which is called LRBG (the Last Relevant Balise Group). It includes:
 The estimated train front end position, defined by the estimated distance between 
the LRBG and the front end of the train
 The train position confidence interval (see 3.6.4)
 Directional train position information in reference to the balise group orientation 
(see 3.4.2, also Figure 14) of the LRBG, regarding:
 the position of the train front end (nominal or reverse side of the LRBG)
 the train orientation 
 the train running direction
In case of an LRBG being a single balise group with no co-ordinate system 
assigned, directional information is defined in reference to the pair of LRBG and 
“previous LRBG”, see 3.4.2.3.3
 A list of LRBGs, which may alternatively be used by trackside for referencing 
location dependent information (see 3.6.2.2.2 c)).
3.6.1.4 Balise groups, which are marked as unlinked, shall never be used as LRBG.
3 System Requirements Sp...
3.1 Modification History
3.1[2] 3.1[2].[t]*
3.2 Table of Contents
3.3 Introduction
3.3.1 Scope and purpose
3.3.1.1 The chapter 3, Princip...
3.3.1.2 The principles define ...
3.3.1.3 The chapter is divided...
3.3.1.4 Notes, Justifications ...
3.4 Balise configuration a... 3.4.1 Balise Configurations ... 3.4.1.1 A balise group shall c...
3.4.1.2 In every balise shall ... 3.4.1.2.a The internal number (f...
3.4.1.2.b The number of balises ...
3.4.1.2.c The balise group ident...
3.4.1.3 The internal number of...
3.4.2 Balise Co-ordinate System 3.4.2.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN... 3.4.2.1.1 Every balise group has...
3.4.2.1.2 The orientation of the...
3.4.2.2 Balise groups composed...
3.4.2.2.1 The origin of the co-o...
3.4.2.2.2 The nominal direction ...
3.4.2.2.2[2] 3.4.2.2.2[2].[f]1 3.4.2.2.2[2].[f]1.C Figure 1: Orientation ...
3.4.2.3 Balise groups composed... 3.4.2.3.1 Note: Balise groups co...
3.4.2.3.1[2]
3.4.2.3.1[2].[f]1a 3.4.2.3.1[2].[f]1a.C Figure 1a: Single bali...
3.4.2.3.2 Level 1: 3.4.2.3.2.1 The assignment of the ...
3.4.2.3.2.2 For balise groups cons...
3.4.2.3.2.2[2] 3.4.2.3.2.2[2].[f]2 3.4.2.3.2.2[2].[f]2.C Figure 2: Assignment o...
3.4.2.3.2.3 The reference for the ...
3.4.2.3.3 Level 2/3:
3.4.2.3.3.1 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b... 3.4.2.3.3.1.1 Note: Receiving this t...
3.4.2.3.3.2 When a single balise g...
3.4.2.3.3.3 If the “previous LRBG ...
3.4.2.3.3.4 If a new single balise...
3.4.2.3.3.4[2] 3.4.2.3.3.4[2].[f]2a
3.4.2.3.3.4[2].[f]2a.C Figure 2a: Position re...
3.4.2.3.3.5 If a single balise gro...
3.4.2.3.3.6 The assignment of a co... 3.4.2.3.3.6.1 Note: From the sequenc...
3.4.2.3.3.6.1[2] 3.4.2.3.3.6.1[2].[f]2b
3.4.2.3.3.6.1[2].[f]2b.C Figure 2b: Example for...
3.4.2.3.3.7 For single balise grou... 3.4.2.3.3.7.1 Note: For a single bal...
3.4.2.3.3.8 A co-ordinate system a... 3.4.2.3.3.8.1 Note: If a single bali...
3.4.2.4 Balise groups composed...
3.4.2.4.1 A group of two balises...
3.4.3 Balise Information Typ...
3.4.3.1 In level 1, all inform...





3.4.3.2.2 Note: Infill informati...
3.4.3.3 Some information shall...
3.4.4 Linking 3.4.4.1 Introduction
3.4.4.1.1 Aim of linking:
3.4.4.1.1.*[1] To determine whether a...
3.4.4.1.1.*[2] To assign a co-ordinat...
3.4.4.1.1.*[3] To correct the confide...
3.4.4.1.2 A balise group is link... 3.4.4.1.2.1 Note: In cases where a...
3.4.4.2 Content of linking inf...
3.4.4.2.1 Linking information sh...
3.4.4.2.1.a The identity of the li...
3.4.4.2.1.b Where the location ref...
3.4.4.2.1.c The accuracy of this l...
3.4.4.2.1.d The direction with whi...
3.4.4.2.1.e The reaction required ...
3.4.4.2.1.1
3.4.4.2.2 Instead of the identit... 3.4.4.2.2.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.4.4.2.2.2 Note 1: Regarding the ...
3.4.4.2.2.3 Note 2: In case the id...
3.4.4.2.3 For each linked balise... 3.4.4.2.3.a Train trip  (Trip mode...
3.4.4.2.3.b Command service brake
3.4.4.2.3.c No reaction
3.4.4.2.3[2] For further details se...
3.4.4.3 Unlinked Balise Groups 3.4.4.3.1 A balise group, which ...3.4.4.3.2 Unlinked balise groups...
3.4.4.3.3 Unlinked balise groups...
3.4.4.4 Rules related to linking 3.4.4.4.1 When no linking inform...
3.4.4.4.2 When linking informati...
3.4.4.4.2.1 When linking informati...
3.4.4.4.2.1.a the on-board equipment...
3.4.4.4.2.1.b the balise group conta...
3.4.4.4.2.1.c the balise group is cr...
3.4.4.4.3 The on-board equipment... 3.4.4.4.3.*[1] when the max safe fron...
3.4.4.4.3[2] until 3.4.4.4.3[2].*[1] the min safe front end...
3.4.4.4.3[3] taking the offset betw... 3.4.4.4.3[3].1 Note: The first possib...
3.4.4.4.3[3].2 Note: The interval bet...3.4.4.4.4 In case of a balise gr...
3.4.4.4.5 The on-board equipment...
3.4.4.4.6 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.4.4.4.6.a the balise group is fo...
3.4.4.4.6.b a linking consistency ...
3.4.4.4.6.1 Linking consistency er...
3.5 Management of Radio Co... 3.5.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN... 3.5.1.1 Note: the following se...
3.5.2 General 3.5.2.1 Each communication ses...
3.5.2.2 Note: in the following...
3.5.2.3 The information Initia...
3.5.3 Establishing a communi...
3.5.3.1 It shall be possible f...
3.5.3.2 A Radio Infill Unit (s...
3.5.3.3 Note: Only communicati...
3.5.3.4 The on-board shall est...
3.5.3.4.a At Start of Mission (o...
3.5.3.4.b If ordered from tracks...
3.5.3.4.c If a mode change, not ...
3.5.3.4.d If the driver has manu...
3.5.3.4.e When the train front r...
3.5.3.4.f When the previous comm...
3.5.3.4.g When a Start of Missio...
3.5.3.4.1 In respect of a), b), ... 3.5.3.5 The order to contact a... 3.5.3.5.a The identity of the RBC.
3.5.3.5.b The telephone number o...
3.5.3.5.c The action to be perfo...
3.5.3.5.d Whether this applies a...
3.5.3.5.1 See table at the end o...
3.5.3.5.2 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.5.3.5.3 The order to contact a...
3.5.3.5.3.a The identity of the Ac...
3.5.3.5.3.b The telephone number o...
3.5.3.5.3.c Whether this applies a...
3.5.3.6 The order to contact a...
3.5.3.6.a The identity of the Ra...
3.5.3.6.b The telephone number o...
3.5.3.6.c The action to be perfo...
3.5.3.7 If the establishment o...
3.5.3.7.a The on-board shall req...
3.5.3.7.a[2] If this request is not...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[1] Safe radio connection ...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[2] End of Mission is perf...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[3] Order to terminate com...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[4] The train passes a lev...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[5] Order to establish com...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[6] The train passes a RBC...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[7] The train front passes...
3.5.3.7.a[2].*[8] Regards RIUs only: Lev...
3.5.3.7.a[3] A request shall be rep...
3.5.3.7.b As soon as the safe ra...
3.5.3.7.c As soon as the tracksi...
3.5.3.8 When the on-board rece...
3.5.3.8.a If one of its supporte...
3.5.3.8.b If none of its support...




3.5.3.9.1[2].[f]3.C Figure 3: Establishmen...
3.5.3.10 If the establishment o... 3.5.3.10.a The trackside shall re...3.5.3.10.b As soon as the safe ra...
3.5.3.10.c When the on-board rece...
3.5.3.10.d When the trackside rec...
3.5.3.10.d[2] 3.5.3.10.d[2].[f]4 3.5.3.10.d[2].[f]4.C Figure 4: Establishmen...
3.5.3.11 In case the RBC is the...
3.5.3.12 Note: In the case the ...
3.5.3.13 An order to contact th... 3.5.3.13.1 If there is no RBC ID/...
3.5.3.14 Note: If a short numbe...
3.5.3.15 An order to contact th...




3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2] CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2].[1] Order to contact RBC
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2].[2] Special value for RBC ...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2].[3] RBC Phone number irrel...3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][3] Contact last known RBC...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3] 3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][1] 23.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2].[1] Order to contact RBC
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2].[2] RBC ID   Special value...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][3] CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][3].[1] Contact given RBC by u...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][3].[2] Note: If the short num...
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4] 3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4].[c][1] 3
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4].[c][2] CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4].[c][2].[1] Order to contact RBC
3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4].[c][2].[2] RBC ID + RBC phone number3.5.3.16[2].[t]*.[r][4].[c][3] Contact given RBC by u...
3.5.4 Maintaining a communic...
3.5.4.1 When a communication s...
3.5.4.2 When EURORADIO indicat...
3.5.4.2.1 If the safe radio conn...
3.5.4.3 The attempts shall be ...
3.5.4.3.*[1] The safe radio connect...
3.5.4.3.*[2] The session is conside...
3.5.4.3.*[3] The train passes the l...
3.5.4.3.1 Note: if the session i...
3.5.4.4 Exception to 3.5.4.2 a...
3.5.4.5 In case a message has ...
3.5.5 Terminating a communic...
3.5.5.1 The termination of a c...
3.5.5.1.a If an order is receive...
3.5.5.1.b If an error condition ...
3.5.5.1.c The train is rejected ...
3.5.5.1.d If the driver closes t...
3.5.5.1.e In case the train has ...
3.5.5.1.f In case of communicati...
3.5.5.2 In case a session is e...
3.5.5.2.a The on-board equipment...
3.5.5.2.b As soon as this inform...
3.5.5.2.c When the acknowledgeme...
3.5.5.2.c[2] 3.5.5.2.c[2].[f]5 3.5.5.2.c[2].[f]5.C Figure 5: Termination ...
3.5.5.3 No further message sha...
3.5.5.3.1 Exception: In case a c...
3.5.5.3.2 After a defined number...
3.5.5.4 No further message sha...
3.5.5.5 The information Termin...
3.5.5.6 Messages from the RBC ...
3.5.5.7 In case an order to te...
3.5.6 Registering to the Rad...
3.5.6.1 ERTMS/ETCS on-board eq... 3.5.6.1.a At power-up
3.5.6.1.b Following driver entry...
3.5.6.1.c If ordered from the tr...
3.5.6.2 When powered-off, ERTM...
3.5.6.3 If no Radio Network id...
3.5.6.3.1 Note 1: the source use...
3.5.6.3.2 Note 2: if ERTMS/ETCS ...
3.5.6.4 Note: for Radio Networ...
3.5.6.5 On reception of the tr...
3.5.6.5.a it is not yet register...
3.5.6.5.b it is not used for an ...
3.5.6.5.c no safe radio connecti...
3.5.6.6 If a Mobile Terminal i...
3.5.6.7 If no Mobile Terminal ...
3.5.7 Safe Radio Connection ... 3.5.7.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.5.7.2 In addition, the ERTMS...
3.5.7.2.1 Note: The purpose of t...
3.5.7.3 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.5.7.3.a for what regards the s...
3.5.7.3.b for what regards maint...
3.5.7.4 If the “connection sta...
3.5.7.5 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.5.7.5[2]
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1 3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.C Table 1: Transitions b...
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][1]
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][1].ConnectionLostSet-Upfailed_NoConnection < 3 -p2-
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][1].ConnectionUp_NoConnection < 5, 6, 7 -p1-
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][2] 3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][2].NoConnection_ConnectionLostSet-Upfailed 1, 2 > -p2-3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][2].ConnectionUp_ConnectionLostSet-Upfailed <2 -p2-3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][3] 3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][3].NoConnection_ConnectionUp 4 > -p1-
3.5.7.5[2].[t]1.[r][3].ConnectionLostSet-Upfailed_ConnectionUp 4 > -p1-
3.5.7.5[3]
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.C Table 2: Transition co...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]1 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]1.Content (a Start of mission pr...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]2 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]2.Content (the “connection statu...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]3 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]3.Content (no Start of mission p...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]4 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]4.Content (the safe radio connec...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]5 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]5.Content (the safe radio connec...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]6 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]6.Content (the safe radio connec...
3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]7 3.5.7.5[3].[t]2.[C]7.Content (the safe radio connec...
3.5.7.6 For the case of an RBC...
3.5.7.6.a the ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.5.7.6.b the safe radio connect...
3.5.7.6.1 Note: During an RBC/RB...
3.5.7.7 For the case of safe r...
3.6 Location Principles, T...
3.6.1 General
3.6.1.1 It shall be possible t...
3.6.1.1.a Data that refers only ...
3.6.1.1.b Data that remains vali...
3.6.1.2 Note: Determination of...
3.6.1.2[2] 3.6.1.2[2].[f]6 3.6.1.2[2].[f]6.C Figure 6: Actual route...
3.6.1.2[3] 3.6.1.2[3].[f]7 3.6.1.2[3].[f]7.C Figure 7: Route known ...
3.6.1.3 The Train Position inf...
3.6.1.3.*[1] The estimated train fr...
3.6.1.3.*[2] The train position con...
3.6.1.3.*[3] Directional train posi... 3.6.1.3.*[3].*[1] the position of the tr...
3.6.1.3.*[3].*[2] the train orientation
3.6.1.3.*[3].*[3] the train running dire...
3.6.1.3.*[3][2] In case of an LRBG bei...
3.6.1.3.*[4] A list of LRBGs, which...
3.6.1.4 Balise groups, which a... 3.6.1.4.1 Justification: The loc...
3.6.1.5 If there is an active ...
3.6.1.6 The “train orientation...
3.6.1.6.1 Note: The train orient...
3.6.2 Location of Data Trans...
3.6.2.1 Data Transmitted by Ba...
3.6.2.1.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.1.2 Exception: Regarding i...
3.6.2.2 Data Transmitted by Ra...
3.6.2.2.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.2.2 For the LRBG the follo...
3.6.2.2.2.a The on-board equipment... 3.6.2.2.2.a.*[1] balise groups marked a...
3.6.2.2.2.a[2] or 3.6.2.2.2.a[2].*[1] the last balise group ...
3.6.2.2.2.a[3] shall be regarded.
3.6.2.2.2.b The RBC shall use the ...
3.6.2.2.2.c The on-board equipment...
3.6.2.2.2.1 Exception to a): When ...
3.6.2.2.2.2 Exception to b): When ...
3.6.2.2.2.3 Regarding c): From the...
3.6.2.2.3 Example: The following...
3.6.2.2.3[2]
3.6.2.2.3[2].[f]8
3.6.2.2.3[2].[f]8.C Figure 8: On-board and...
3.6.2.3 Data transmitted as In...
3.6.2.3.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.3.1.1 Justification:
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[1] At locations where rou...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2]
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2].[f]9 3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2].[f]9.C Figure 9: Routes Join ...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3] In case of an infill a...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2]
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2].[f]10
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2].[f]10.C Figure 10: Location re...
3.6.2.3.1.2 Note: The orientation ...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[1] In case of a balise gr...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[2] In case of loop, the o...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[3] In case of radio, the ...
3.6.2.4 Data transmitted by Loop 3.6.2.4.1 It shall be possible t... 3.6.2.4.1.1 Note: Regarding infill...
3.6.2.4.2 The orientation of dat...
3.6.3 Validity direction of ...
3.6.3.1 General
3.6.3.1.1 The direction for whic...
3.6.3.1.1.a the direction of the L...
3.6.3.1.1.b the direction of the b...
3.6.3.1.2 Data transmitted to th...
3.6.3.1.2.a both directions
3.6.3.1.2.b the nominal direction
3.6.3.1.2.c the reverse direction
3.6.3.1.2[2] of the referenced bali... 3.6.3.1.2[2].1 Deleted.
3.6.3.1.3 When receiving informa... 3.6.3.1.3.1 If the train position ...
3.6.3.1.4 If no co-ordinate syst...
3.6.3.1.4.1 Exception: if not reje...
3.6.3.1.4.1[2] Figure 11: Intentional...
3.6.3.2 Location, Continuous P... 3.6.3.2.1 Location and profile d...
3.6.3.2.1[2]
3.6.3.2.1[2].[f]12
3.6.3.2.1[2].[f]12.C Figure 12: General Str...
3.6.3.2.2 With regard to Figure ... 3.6.3.2.2.a Value (n) shall be val...
3.6.3.2.2.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.2.c Distances shall be giv...
3.6.3.2.2.d The last value (n) tra...
3.6.3.2.2.e If distance (n+1) = 0 ...
3.6.3.2.3 With regard to Figure ... 3.6.3.2.3.a Distances shall be giv...
3.6.3.2.3.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.3.c Each value (n) may rep...
3.6.3.2.4 According to Figure 12... 3.6.3.2.4.a Distance to the start ...
3.6.3.2.4.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.4.c Each value (n) may rep...
3.6.3.2.4.d Note: There is no rela...
3.6.3.2.5 It shall be possible f... 3.6.3.2.5.1 Justification: Refer t...
3.6.3.2.5.1[2] 3.6.3.2.5.1[2].[f]13 3.6.3.2.5.1[2].[f]13.C Figure 13: Shifted Loc...
3.6.3.2.6 With regards to Figure... 3.6.3.2.6.a The distance (1) shall...
3.6.3.2.6.b The distance (n) shall...
3.6.3.2.6.c Each value (n) shall r...
3.6.4 Train Position Confide... 3.6.4.1 All location related i...
3.6.4.2 The confidence interva...
3.6.4.2.a On-board over-reading ...
3.6.4.2.b The location accuracy ...
3.6.4.2.1 Distance information r...
3.6.4.2.2 Note: The confidence i...
3.6.4.2.3 The value of the Locat...
3.6.4.3 When another balise gr...
3.6.4.3.a the distance between t...
3.6.4.3.b in all other cases, th...
3.6.4.3.1 Justification: it is a...
3.6.4.3.1[2] 3.6.4.3.1[2].[f]13a
3.6.4.3.1[2].[f]13a.C Figure 13a:  Reset of ...
3.6.4.3.1[3] 3.6.4.3.1[3].[f]13b
3.6.4.3.1[3].[f]13b.C Figure 13b: Relocation...
3.6.4.4 The train front end po...
3.6.4.4.a The estimated front en...
3.6.4.4.b The max(imum) safe fro...
3.6.4.4.c The min(imum) safe fro...
3.6.4.4.1 Note: The rear end pos...
3.6.4.4.1[2] 3.6.4.4.1[2].[f]13c 3.6.4.4.1[2].[f]13c.C Figure 13c: Train conf...
3.6.4.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.4.6 The estimated front en...
3.6.4.7 Supervision of locatio...
3.6.4.7.1 By exception to clause...
3.6.4.7.2 If another balise grou... 3.6.4.7.2.a the additional confide...
3.6.4.7.2.b the location related i...
3.6.5 Position Reporting to ...
3.6.5.1 General
3.6.5.1.1 The position shall ref...
3.6.5.1.1.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.5.1.2 The position report sh... 3.6.5.1.2.a The distance between t...
3.6.5.1.2.b The distance from the ...
3.6.5.1.2.c The identity of the lo...
3.6.5.1.2.d The orientation of the...
3.6.5.1.2.e The position of the fr...
3.6.5.1.2.f The estimated speed
3.6.5.1.2.g Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.1.2.h Direction of train mov...
3.6.5.1.2.i Optionally, the previo...
3.6.5.1.2[2]
3.6.5.1.2[2].[f]14
3.6.5.1.2[2].[f]14.C Figure 14: Information...
3.6.5.1.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.5.1.4 The on-board equipment...
3.6.5.1.4.a The train reaches stan...
3.6.5.1.4.b The mode changes.
3.6.5.1.4.c The driver confirms tr...
3.6.5.1.4.d A loss of train integr...
3.6.5.1.4.e The train passes a RBC...
3.6.5.1.4.f The train passes a lev...
3.6.5.1.4.g The level changes.
3.6.5.1.4.h A communication sessio...
3.6.5.1.4.i Intentionally moved.
3.6.5.1.4.j The train passes an LR...
3.6.5.1.4.k The train passes a RBC...
3.6.5.1.4.1 If the position report...
3.6.5.1.5 For the position repor...
3.6.5.1.5.a Periodically in time.
3.6.5.1.5.b Periodically in space.
3.6.5.1.5.c When the max safe fron...
3.6.5.1.5.d At every passage of an...
3.6.5.1.5.e Immediately.
3.6.5.1.5.1 Note: d) and e) can no...
3.6.5.1.6 Deleted.
3.6.5.1.7 The given position rep...
3.6.5.1.8 The mode and level rep...
3.6.5.2 Report of Train Rear E...
3.6.5.2.1 Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.2 Driver input of train ...
3.6.5.2.3 The train integrity in... 3.6.5.2.3.a Train integrity status...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[1] No train integrity inf...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[2] Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[3] Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[4] Train integrity lost3.6.5.2.3.b Safe train length info...
3.6.5.2.4 The safe train length ...
3.6.5.2.5 The safe train length ...
3.6.5.2.5[2] 3.6.5.2.5[2].[f]15 3.6.5.2.5[2].[f]15.C Figure 15: Calculation...
3.6.6 Geographical position ...
3.6.6.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.6.6.2 The resolution of the ...
3.6.6.3 When receiving new geo...
3.6.6.4 Geographical position ... 3.6.6.4.a part of the last repor...
3.6.6.4.b the balise group trans...
3.6.6.4.c any balise group not y...
3.6.6.4.1 In case the informatio...
3.6.6.4.2 From the currently sto...
3.6.6.4.3 The announced and not ...
3.6.6.5 The distance travelled...
3.6.6.6 In cases where the tra...
3.6.6.7 In cases where single ...
3.6.6.8 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.6.9 The on-board equipment...
3.6.6.9.a a new track kilometre ...
3.6.6.9.b it is told not to do s...
3.6.6.9.c the calculated geograp...
3.6.6.9.d no more geographical p...
3.6.6.9.1 Once a track kilometre...
3.6.6.10 The following data sha...
3.6.6.10.*[1] Identity of the geogra...
3.6.6.10.*[2] Distance from geograph...
3.6.6.10.*[3] Value of the track kil...
3.6.6.10.*[4] Counting direction of ...
3.6.6.10[2] 3.6.6.10[2].[f]16
3.6.6.10[2].[f]16.C Figure 16: Geographica...
3.7 Completeness of data f...
3.7.1 Completeness of data
3.7.1.1 To control the train m...
3.7.1.1.a Permission and distanc...
3.7.1.1.b When needed, limitatio...
3.7.1.1.c Track description cove...
3.7.1.1.c.*[1] The Static Speed Profi...
3.7.1.1.c.*[2] The gradient profile (...
3.7.1.1.c.*[3] Optionally Axle load S...
3.7.1.1.c.*[4] Optionally Speed restr...
3.7.1.1.c.*[5] Optionally track condi...
3.7.1.1.c.*[6] Optionally route suita...
3.7.1.1.c.*[7] Optionally areas where...
3.7.1.1.c.*[8] Optionally changed adh...
3.7.1.1.d Linking information wh...
3.7.2 Responsibility for com... 3.7.2.1 The Movement Authority... 3.7.2.1.*[1] Together with the othe...3.7.2.1.*[2] Separately, if the oth...
3.7.2.2 The trackside shall be...
3.7.2.2.1 In case of LOA, tracks...
3.7.2.3 The MA and the related...
3.7.2.3.1 Note: Full length mean...
3.7.2.4 It shall be the respon...
3.7.2.4.*[1] Emergency messages (fr...
3.7.2.4.*[2] Request to stop earlie...
3.7.2.4.*[3] Temporary speed restri...
3.7.2.4.*[4] National values
3.7.2.4.*[5] Level transition infor...
3.7.2.4.*[6] LX speed restrictions
3.7.2.4.*[7] Inhibition of revocabl...
3.7.2.4.*[8] Virtual Balise Cover o...
3.7.3 Extension, replacement...
3.7.3.1 New track description ...
3.7.3.1.a New Static Speed Profi...
3.7.3.1.b New Gradient Profile i...
3.7.3.1.c New Axle Load Speed Pr...
3.7.3.1.d New Speed Restriction ...
3.7.3.1.e New track condition Ch...
3.7.3.1.f New track condition Bi...
3.7.3.1.g New track condition in...
3.7.3.1.h New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.i New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.j New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.k New reversing area inf...
3.7.3.1.l New adhesion factor in...
3.7.3.1.m New linking informatio...
3.7.3.1.n New linking informatio...
3.7.3.1.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.1.2 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.2 When requested by trac...
3.7.3.2.a for stored Speed Restr...
3.7.3.2.b for stored axle load s...
3.7.3.2.c through a single reque...
3.7.3.2.d through a single reque...
3.7.3.3 In some situations, th...
3.7.3.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.5 Deleted.
3.7.3.6 Note: regarding the ha...
3.8 Movement authority
3.8.1 Characteristics of a MA
3.8.1.1 The following characte...
3.8.1.1.a The End Of Authority (...
3.8.1.1.b The Target Speed at th...
3.8.1.1.c If no overlap exists, ...
3.8.1.1.d The end of an overlap ...
3.8.1.1.e A release speed is a s...
3.8.1.1.f The MA can be split in...
3.8.1.1.f.*[1] A first time-out value...
3.8.1.1.f.*[2] In addition, a second ...
3.8.1.2 The values of the time...
3.8.1.3 Note: A Danger Point c... 3.8.1.3.*[1] the entry point of an ...3.8.1.3.*[2] the position of the sa...
3.8.1.3.*[3] the fouling point of a...
3.8.1.4 Note: Traditionally th...
3.8.1.5 Note: Time-out values ... 3.8.1.5.a Section time-out or ti...3.8.1.5.b End Section time-out: ...
3.8.1.5.c Time-out for an overla...
3.8.1.6 Note: If the trackside...
3.8.2 MA request to the RBC
3.8.2.1 It shall be possible f...
3.8.2.2 The parameters for req...
3.8.2.3 In level 2/3, the foll...
3.8.2.3.a A defined time before ...
3.8.2.3.b A defined time before ...
3.8.2.3.1 Regards to the above p...
3.8.2.4 It shall be possible t...
3.8.2.5 The given data shall b...
3.8.2.6 In case no MA request ...
3.8.2.7 In level 2/3: an MA re... 3.8.2.7.1 In level 0, 1, NTC: if...
3.8.2.7.2 In level 0, 1, NTC: th...
3.8.2.7.3 In level 2/3: An MA re...
3.8.2.8 Together with the MA r...
3.8.2.8.a Start selection by dri...
3.8.2.8.b Time before reaching p...
3.8.2.8.c Time before a section ...
3.8.2.8.d The track description ...
3.8.2.8.e Track ahead free up to...
3.8.3 Structure of a Movemen...
3.8.3.1 The distance to End of...
3.8.3.2 For each section compo...
3.8.3.2.a Length of the section
3.8.3.2.b Optionally, Section ti...
3.8.3.3 In addition, the End S...
3.8.3.3.a End Section time-out v...
3.8.3.3.b Danger point informati...
3.8.3.3.c Overlap information (d...
3.8.3.3[2]
3.8.3.3[2].[f]17
3.8.3.3[2].[f]17.C Figure 17: Structure o...
3.8.3.3[2].1 Note: If only one sect...
3.8.3.4 The Section timer stop...
3.8.3.4.1 Note: the End Section ...
3.8.3.5 In level 3, no time-ou... 3.8.3.5.1 Note: For level 3 func...
3.8.3.6 When an MA is transmit...
3.8.3.7 In case a main signal ...
3.8.3.7.1 Justification: The bal...
3.8.3.8 In case the main signa...
3.8.3.9 When an MA is transmit...
3.8.3.10 It shall be possible t...
3.8.3.10.1 Note: A section can co...
3.8.3.10.1[2] 3.8.3.10.1[2].[f]18
3.8.3.10.1[2].[f]18.C Figure 18: Distance to...3.8.3.10.1[3] 3.8.3.10.1[3].[f]19
3.8.3.10.1[3].[f]19.C Figure 19 : Distance t...
3.8.3.11 In moving block operat...
3.8.3.11[2]
3.8.3.11[2].[f]20
3.8.3.11[2].[f]20.C Figure 20: MA in movin...
3.8.4 Use of the MA on board...
3.8.4.1 End Section Time-Out
3.8.4.1.1 The End Section timer ...
3.8.4.1.2 When the End Section t...
3.8.4.1.2.a The EOA/LOA shall be w...
3.8.4.1.2.b if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.1.3 In case no End Section...
3.8.4.1.3.1 Justification: in this...
3.8.4.1.4 In case an End Section...
3.8.4.1.4.1 Justification: this al...
3.8.4.2 Section Time-Outs
3.8.4.2.1 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.2.1.a For Level 2: at the va...
3.8.4.2.1.b For Level 1: at the ti...
3.8.4.2.1.1 Justification for b): ...
3.8.4.2.2 When a Section timer v...
3.8.4.2.2.a the EOA/LOA and the Sv...
3.8.4.2.2.b the National/ Default ...
3.8.4.2.2.c if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.2.2.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.8.4.2.3 The Section timer shal...
3.8.4.3 Time-out of the speed ...
3.8.4.3.1 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.3.1.a For Level 2: at the va...
3.8.4.3.1.b For Level 1: at the ti...
3.8.4.3.1.1 Justification for b): ...
3.8.4.3.2 When the LOA speed tim...
3.8.4.4 Time-out of Overlap
3.8.4.4.1 The Overlap timer shal...
3.8.4.4.2 When the Overlap timer...
3.8.4.4.2.a the overlap informatio...
3.8.4.4.2.b the release speed asso...
3.8.4.4.2.c if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.4.3 If the train comes to ...
3.8.4.4.4 In case no Overlap tim...
3.8.4.4.4.1 Justification: in this...
3.8.4.4.5 In case an Overlap tim...
3.8.4.4.5.1 Justification: this al...
3.8.4.5 Supervised Location
3.8.4.5.1 The Supervised Locatio...
3.8.4.5.1.a the end of overlap (if...
3.8.4.5.1.b if not, the Danger Poi...
3.8.4.5.1.c if not, the End Of Aut...
3.8.4.5.2 As long as a Limit of ...
3.8.4.6 Infill MA (level 1 only)
3.8.4.6.1 An MA given by an infi...
3.8.4.6.2 An infill MA shall be ...
3.8.4.6.3 The infill information...
3.8.4.6.4 An infill MA shall be ...
3.8.4.6.5 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.6.5.a When the infill inform...
3.8.4.6.5.b When the infill inform...
3.8.4.6.5.c When the infill inform...
3.8.5 MA Update
3.8.5.1 A new MA shall replace...
3.8.5.1.a When the new MA is giv...
3.8.5.1.b When the new MA is giv...
3.8.5.1.1 Note: This refers to a...
3.8.5.1.2 When an infill MA is r...
3.8.5.1.3 If the SvL defined fro...
3.8.5.1.4 If a new MA defines an...
3.8.5.2 It shall be possible t... 3.8.5.2.1 Note: The current sect...
3.8.5.2.2 Repositioning informat...
3.8.5.2.3 A balise group message... 3.8.5.2.3.1 Note: It is possible t...
3.8.5.2.4 The reception of repos...
3.8.5.3 Examples of MA update
3.8.5.3.1 Note: In the following...
3.8.5.3.2 Example: Extension of ...
3.8.5.3.2.*[1] by giving a new longer...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2] by giving a first sect...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2] 3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2].[f]21a
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2].[f]21a.C Figure 21a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3]
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3].[f]21b
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3].[f]21b.C Figure 21b: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.3 Example: MA update via...
3.8.5.3.3.*[1] MA extension, by givin...
3.8.5.3.3.*[2] MA shortening, see Fig...
3.8.5.3.3.*[3] MA repetition, see Fig...
3.8.5.3.3[2] 3.8.5.3.3[2].[f]22a 3.8.5.3.3[2].[f]22a.C Figure 22a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.3[3]
3.8.5.3.3[3].[f]22b 3.8.5.3.3[3].[f]22b.C Figure 22b: Shortening...
3.8.5.3.3[4]
3.8.5.3.3[4].[f]22c 3.8.5.3.3[4].[f]22c.C Figure 22c: Repetition...
3.8.5.3.4 Example: Extension of ... 3.8.5.3.4.*[1] by using the same LRBG...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2] by using a new LRBG, s...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2] 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2].[f]23a 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2].[f]23a.C Figure 23a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3] 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3].[f]23b 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3].[f]23b.C Figure 23b: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.5 Example: Extension of ...
3.8.5.3.5.1 Note: In some existing...
3.8.5.3.5.2 History of the situati...
3.8.5.3.5.2.a Signal A gives an aspe...
3.8.5.3.5.2.b Signal A can determine...
3.8.5.3.5.2.c In the situation descr...
3.8.5.3.5.2[2]
3.8.5.3.5.2[2].[f]24 3.8.5.3.5.2[2].[f]24.C Figure 24: Information...
3.8.5.3.5.3 In balise group A the ...
3.8.5.3.5.3.a The most restrictive t...
3.8.5.3.5.3.b The linking distance g...
3.8.5.3.5.3.c For a given aspect of ...
3.8.5.3.5.3.d If some sections are t...
3.8.5.3.5.4 Balise groups B (B1 or... 3.8.5.3.5.4.a This is repositioning ...
3.8.5.3.5.4.b Linking to the next ba...
3.8.5.3.5.4.c The distance to the en...
3.8.5.3.5.4.d The track description ...
3.8.5.3.5.4[2]
3.8.5.3.5.4[2].[f]25 3.8.5.3.5.4[2].[f]25.C Figure 25: Information...
3.8.6 Co-operative shortenin...
3.8.6.1 It shall be possible t...
3.8.6.1.a The RBC proposes a new...
3.8.6.1.b The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar... 3.8.6.1.b.*[1] If it is in rear, the ...
3.8.6.1.b.*[2] If it is in advance, t...
3.8.6.1.c The RBC shall be infor...
3.8.6.2 If the request from th...
3.9 Means to transmit Infi...
3.9.1 General
3.9.1.1 It shall be possible t... 3.9.1.1.a Balise groups
3.9.1.1.b Euroloops
3.9.1.1.c Radio infill units.
3.9.1.1.1 Note: If the informati...
3.9.1.2 The principle used for...
3.9.1.3 If the on-board system...
3.9.1.4 Note: No additional de...
3.9.2 Infill by loop
3.9.2.1 An End Of Loop Marker ...
3.9.2.2 Balise groups shall be...
3.9.2.3 EOLMs have an orientat...
3.9.2.4 EOLM information might...
3.9.2.5 The EOLM shall send th...
3.9.2.6 The on-board shall onl...
3.9.2.7 Deleted.
3.9.2.8 Deleted.
3.9.2.9 The following informat... 3.9.2.9.*[1] Loop identity used to ...
3.9.2.9.*[2] Key to select the spre...
3.9.2.9.*[3] Distance to the loop g...
3.9.2.9.*[4] Length of the loop giv...
3.9.2.9.*[5] Indicator telling the ...
3.9.2.10 The on-board shall be ...
3.9.2.11 When the on-board equi...
3.9.2.12 The distances given in...
3.9.3 Infill by radio
3.9.3.1 In level 1 areas it sh...
3.9.3.2 The orders shall be se...
3.9.3.3 The order to establish...
3.9.3.3.a Intentionally deleted.
3.9.3.3.b If the on-board equipm...
3.9.3.4 If the on-board equipm...
3.9.3.5 If the order to establ...
3.9.3.5.1 Case 1: the on-board c... 3.9.3.5.1.a terminate the existing...
3.9.3.5.1.b establish a communicat...
3.9.3.5.1.1 The order shall be ign...
3.9.3.5.2 Case 2: the on-board c... 3.9.3.5.2.a terminate any communic...
3.9.3.5.2.b as soon as a new commu...
3.9.3.6 If the order to establ...
3.9.3.6.a If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.6.b If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.6.c If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.7 A Radio Infill Unit sh...
3.9.3.8 The order to establish...
3.9.3.8.a Location where to perf...
3.9.3.8.b Next main signal balis...
3.9.3.8.1 The order to establish...
3.9.3.9 The establishment of a...
3.9.3.10 The on-board equipment...
3.9.3.10.a As soon as the locatio...
3.9.3.10.b As soon as the next ma...
3.9.3.11 The information sent t...
3.9.3.11.a Train identity (ETCS-I...
3.9.3.11.b Position report
3.9.3.11.c Identifier of the next...
3.9.3.11.d Time stamp
3.9.3.11.1 Justification: 3.9.3.11.1.a The train identity is ...
3.9.3.11.1.b The identifier of the ...
3.9.3.12 As soon as the radio i...
3.9.3.12.a Terminate a possible p...
3.9.3.12.b Send cyclically the in...
3.9.3.12.1 Justification: case a)...
3.9.3.12.2 Note: A Radio infill u...
3.9.3.12.2[2]
3.9.3.12.2[2].[f]25a
3.9.3.12.2[2].[f]25a.C Figure 25a: Line equip...
3.9.3.13 The radio infill unit ...
3.9.3.14 The radio infill unit ...
3.9.3.15 When the on-board equi...




3.10.1.1 Emergency messages sha... 3.10.1.1.1 Justification: In case...
3.10.1.2 An emergency message s...
3.10.1.3 The same identifier sh... 3.10.1.3.1 If the on-board receiv...
3.10.1.4 Each emergency message...
3.10.1.4.1 Note: This acknowledge...3.10.2 Emergency Stop
3.10.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.10.2.2 A conditional emergenc...
3.10.2.2.*[1] the train has already ...
3.10.2.2.*[2] the train has not yet ...
3.10.2.3 When receiving an unco...
3.10.2.4 New movement authority...
3.10.2.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.10.2.6 The driver shall be in...
3.10.3 Revocation of an Emerg... 3.10.3.1 The revocation message...
3.10.3.2 The revocation message...
3.10.3.3 The revocation of an e...
3.10.3.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.11 Static Speed Restricti...
3.11.1 Introduction
3.11.1.1 The permitted speed at...
3.11.1.2 A Static Speed Restric...
3.11.2 Definition of Static S...
3.11.2.1 Static Speed Restricti...
3.11.2.2 There are eleven categ...
3.11.2.2.a Static Speed Profile (...
3.11.2.2.b Axle load Speed Profil...
3.11.2.2.c Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.2.2.d Maximum Train Speed
3.11.2.2.e Signalling related spe...
3.11.2.2.f Mode related Speed Res...
3.11.2.2.g STM Max speed (for det...
3.11.2.2.h STM System speed (for ...
3.11.2.2.i Level Crossing speed r...
3.11.2.2.j Override function rela...
3.11.2.2.k Speed restriction to e...
3.11.2.3 The Static Speed Restr...
3.11.2.3[2] 3.11.2.3[2].[f]26 3.11.2.3[2].[f]26.C Figure 26: Example of ...
3.11.2.4 Depending on the type ...
3.11.2.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.2.6 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3 Static Speed Profile (... 3.11.3.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN...
3.11.3.1.1 The Static Speed Profi...
3.11.3.1.2 The Static Speed Profi...
3.11.3.1.3 It shall be possible f...
3.11.3.2 Static Speed Profile C...
3.11.3.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.3.2.1.1 The specific SSP categ... 3.11.3.2.1.1.a The “Cant Deficiency” ...
3.11.3.2.1.1.b The “other specific” S...
3.11.3.2.1.2 Whenever the type of s...
3.11.3.2.2 For each part of the S... 3.11.3.2.2.a always give the Basic ...
3.11.3.2.2.b optionally give one or...
3.11.3.2.2.c specify, for each “oth...
3.11.3.2.3 For each part of the S...
3.11.3.2.3.a if available, the “Can...
3.11.3.2.3.b if available, the “Can...
3.11.3.2.3.c the Basic SSP
3.11.3.2.3.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3.2.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3.2.5 “Other Specific” SSP c...
3.11.3.2.6 For each part of the S...
3.11.3.2.6.a the ” Cant Deficiency”...
3.11.3.2.6.b all the “other specifi...
3.11.3.3 Train categories
3.11.3.3.1 A maximum of 31 train ...
3.11.3.3.2 A train shall always b...
3.11.3.3.3 The train category(ies...
3.11.4 Axle load Speed Profile 3.11.4.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.4.2 For each section with ...
3.11.4.2.1 Note: Different speed ...
3.11.4.3 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.11.4.4 For trains with an axl...
3.11.4.5 The initial state for ...
3.11.4.6 Whether a speed increa...
3.11.5 Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.5.1 The temporary speed re...
3.11.5.2 All Temporary Speed Re...
3.11.5.3 Whether a speed increa...
3.11.5.4 When two or more tempo...
3.11.5.5 Each Temporary Speed R...
3.11.5.6 It shall be possible t...
3.11.5.7 A new Temporary Speed ...
3.11.5.8 Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.5.9 If the on-board equipm...
3.11.5.10 In case the train has ...
3.11.5.11 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.5.12 It shall be possible f...
3.11.5.13 When ERTMS/ETCS on-boa...
3.11.5.14 The inhibition of revo... 3.11.5.14.*[1] the communication sess...
3.11.5.14.*[2] in case of RBC/RBC han...
3.11.5.15 Note: this inhibition ...
3.11.6 Signalling related spe... 3.11.6.1 In level 1, it shall b...3.11.6.2 This speed value shall...
3.11.6.3 The speed restriction ...
3.11.6.3.1 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.11.6.4 In case of a signal at...
3.11.6.5 In case of infill info...
3.11.6.5.1 Note: The infill infor...
3.11.7 Mode related speed res...
3.11.7.1 The value of the mode ...
3.11.7.1.1 Exception 1: For the m...
3.11.7.1.2 Exception 2: For the m...
3.11.7.1.3 Exception 3: For the m...
3.11.8 Train related speed re...
3.11.8.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.9 LX speed restriction
3.11.9.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.10 Override function rela...
3.11.10.1 While the “override” f...
3.11.11 Speed restriction to e...
3.11.11.1 It shall be possible f...
3.11.11.2 The order shall be giv...
3.11.11.2.*[1] The start and end loca...
3.11.11.2.*[2] The permitted braking ...
3.11.11.2.*[3] Whether the permitted ...
3.11.11.2.*[4] A single gradient valu...3.11.11.3 The speed restriction ...
3.11.11.4 The calculation of the... 3.11.11.4.*[1] The gradient value rec...
3.11.11.4.*[2] For the calculation of...
3.11.11.4.*[3] If the permitted braki...
3.11.11.4.*[4] If the permitted braki...
3.11.11.4[2] The result of the calc...
3.11.11.5 The derived EBI, or FL...
3.11.11.6 From the SB ceiling sp...
3.11.11.6.*[1] Subtracting the applic...
3.11.11.6.*[2] Rounding the result do...3.11.11.7 The initial state for ...
3.11.12 Gradients
3.11.12.1 The gradient informati...
3.11.12.2 The gradient profile s...
3.11.12.3 A gradient value shall...
3.11.12.4 The gradient profile s...
3.11.12.4[2]
3.11.12.4[2].[f]27
3.11.12.4[2].[f]27.C Figure 27: Gradient pr...
3.11.12.4[2].1 Note: The figure above...
3.11.12.5 It shall be possible v...
3.11.12.6 The Default Gradient f...
3.12 Other Profiles
3.12.1 Track Conditions
3.12.1.1 The Track Condition fu...
3.12.1.2 A Track Condition shal...
3.12.1.2.1 The starting point of ...
3.12.1.2.1.1 Note: The timing of ou...
3.12.1.2.1.2 Exception 1: The start...
3.12.1.2.1.3 Exception 2: The end o...
3.12.1.2.1.4 Exception 3: The start...
3.12.1.3 The types of track con...
3.12.1.3.*[1] Powerless section, low...
3.12.1.3.*[2] Powerless section, swi...
3.12.1.3.*[3] Air tightness (initial...
3.12.1.3.*[4] Sound horn (initial st...
3.12.1.3.*[5] Non stopping area (ini...
3.12.1.3.*[6] Tunnel stopping area (...
3.12.1.3.*[7] Change of traction sys...
3.12.1.3.*[8] Change of allowed curr...
3.12.1.3.*[9] Big metal masses, igno...
3.12.1.3.*[10] Radio hole, stop super...
3.12.1.3.*[11] Switch off regenerativ...
3.12.1.3.*[12] Switch off eddy curren...
3.12.1.3.*[13] Switch off eddy curren...
3.12.1.3.*[14] Switch off magnetic sh...
3.12.1.3.*[15] Station platforms, ena...
3.12.1.3.1 Note: In case of regen...
3.12.1.3.2 Note: In case of eddy ...
3.12.1.3.3 Note: in case of power...
3.12.1.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.1.5 The following actions ...
3.12.1.5.a Indicate on DMI (see c...
3.12.1.5.b Send information with ...
3.12.1.5.1 Note: Whether some inf...
3.12.1.5.2 Note: The ERTMS/ETCS e...
3.12.1.6 The train is permitted...
3.12.2 Route Suitability 3.12.2.1 Route suitability data...
3.12.2.2 The route suitability ...
3.12.2.3 On reception of route ...
3.12.2.3.a The loading gauge prof...
3.12.2.3.b The list of traction s...
3.12.2.3.c The axle load category...
3.12.2.4 If at least one unsuit...
3.12.2.5 Intentionally deleted. 3.12.2.5.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.6 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.7 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.8 If, for any reasons, t...
3.12.2.9 The Train Data concern... 3.12.2.9.1 Note: This allows for ...
3.12.2.10 The train is permitted...
3.12.3 Text Transmission
3.12.3.1 General Rules
3.12.3.1.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.1.2 Text messages shall al...
3.12.3.1.3 Text messages and the ...
3.12.3.1.4 Text messages can cont...





3.12.3.1.9 The following data sha...
3.12.3.1.9.*[1] Class of message
3.12.3.1.9.*[2] Plain text message or ...
3.12.3.1.9.*[3] Conditions for start o...
3.12.3.1.9.*[4] Conditions for end of ...
3.12.3.1.9.*[5] If driver acknowledgem...
3.12.3.1.10 The appearance of a me...
3.12.3.1.11 A text message from tr...
3.12.3.2 Text Message Classes
3.12.3.2.1 Text messages shall be...
3.12.3.2.1[2]
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]* 3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2] 3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][1] Auxiliary Information
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2] Displayed and deleted ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][3] Auxiliary operational ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3]
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][1] Important Information
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] Displayed and deleted ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][3] Important operational ...




3.12.3.4 Conditions for Start/E...
3.12.3.4.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.4.2 The following events c...
3.12.3.4.2.*[1] Location
3.12.3.4.2.*[2] Mode (start display as...
3.12.3.4.2.*[3] Level (start display a...
3.12.3.4.3 The following events c...
3.12.3.4.3.*[1] Location
3.12.3.4.3.*[2] Time
3.12.3.4.3.*[3] Mode (stop display whe...
3.12.3.4.3.*[4] Level (stop display wh...
3.12.3.4.3.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.4.3.2 In case a confirmation... 3.12.3.4.3.2.a As always ending the t...
3.12.3.4.3.2.b As a necessary conditi...
3.12.3.4.4 The end condition shal...
3.12.3.4.5 Once the text message ...
3.12.3.4.6 When the end event 
3.12.3.4.7 In case a confirmation... 3.12.3.4.7.1 If the driver does not...
3.12.3.4.7.2 If the driver acknowle...
3.12.3.4.8 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.3.5 Report of driver ackno...
3.12.3.5.1 If trackside requests ... 3.12.3.5.1.*[1] a text message identifier
3.12.3.5.1.*[2] the identity of the RB...
3.12.3.5.2 When the driver has ac...
3.12.3.5.3 A new text message wit...
3.12.4 Mode profile
3.12.4.1 The Mode Profile can r...
3.12.4.2 For OS and LS mode the...
3.12.4.3 On reception of a new ... 3.12.4.3.1 Exception: When receiv...
3.12.4.4 In case the mode profi...
3.12.4.5 The beginning of the M...
3.12.4.6 The end of the mode pr...
3.12.5 Level Crossings
3.12.5.1 It shall be possible f...
3.12.5.2 Each Level Crossing sh...
3.12.5.3 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.12.5.4 Level Crossing informa...
3.12.5.5 Level Crossing informa...
3.12.5.6 In case the LX is not ... 3.12.5.6.a at which speed the LX ...
3.12.5.6.b whether the stopping o...
3.12.5.7 In case stopping in re...
3.13 Speed and distance mon...
3.13.1 Introduction
3.13.1.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.1.1.1 Note: The speed and di...
3.13.1.1.1.*[1] Brake system of the tr...
3.13.1.1.1.*[2] wheel/rail adhesion is...
3.13.1.1.1.*[3] Brake characteristics ...
3.13.1.2 Note: The ERTMS/ETCS o...
3.13.1.3 Figure 28 gives an ove...
3.13.1.3[2] 3.13.1.3[2].[f]28 3.13.1.3[2].[f]28.C Figure 28: Speed and d...
3.13.1.4 Throughout the followi...
3.13.2 Inputs for speed and d...
3.13.2.1 Introduction
3.13.2.1.1 The traction / braking...
3.13.2.1.2 However, railway brake...
3.13.2.1.3 The correction factors...
3.13.2.2 Train related inputs
3.13.2.2.1 Introduction
3.13.2.2.1.1 The train related inpu...
3.13.2.2.1.1.a Traction model
3.13.2.2.1.1.b Braking models (brake ...
3.13.2.2.1.1.c Brake position
3.13.2.2.1.1.d Special brakes
3.13.2.2.1.1.e Service brake interface
3.13.2.2.1.1.f Traction cut-off inter...
3.13.2.2.1.1.g On-board correction fa...
3.13.2.2.1.1.h Nominal rotating mass
3.13.2.2.1.1.i Train length
3.13.2.2.1.1.j Fixed values related t...
3.13.2.2.1.1.k Train related speed re...
3.13.2.2.1.2 All train related inpu...
3.13.2.2.1.3 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.2 Traction model 3.13.2.2.2.1 The traction model sha...
3.13.2.2.2.1[2] 3.13.2.2.2.1[2].[f]29
3.13.2.2.2.1[2].[f]29.C Figure 29: Traction Model
3.13.2.2.2.2 Note: The current valu...
3.13.2.2.3 Braking Models
3.13.2.2.3.1 Speed Dependent Decele...
3.13.2.2.3.1.1 The deceleration due t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3 Note: An example with ... 3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[1] A_brake = AD_0  when 0...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[2] A_brake = AD_1  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[3] A_brake = AD_2  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[4] A_brake = AD_3  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2]
3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2].[f]30 3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2].[f]30.C Figure 30: Speed Depen...
3.13.2.2.3.1.4 The last step of A_bra...
3.13.2.2.3.1.5 The model shall be app...
3.13.2.2.3.1.6 The model shall be use...
3.13.2.2.3.1.7 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.8 Note: Individual decel...
3.13.2.2.3.1.9 It shall be possible t... 3.13.2.2.3.1.9.a one set applicable whe...
3.13.2.2.3.1.9.b one set applicable whe...3.13.2.2.3.1.10 A set of A_brake_norma...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[2] If A_brake_service(V =...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[3] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[4] if A_SB01 < A_brake_se...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[5] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[6] if A_SB12 < A_brake_se...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[7] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.11 Note: the two pivot va...
3.13.2.2.3.2 Brake build up time
3.13.2.2.3.2.1 The deceleration A_bra...
3.13.2.2.3.2.2 The model for the brak...
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2]
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2].[f]31
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2].[f]31.C Figure 31: Brake Build...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3 In Figure 31, the foll...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.a T_brake_react (t0…t1) ...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.b T_brake_increase (t1.....
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.c T_brake_build_up (t0.....
3.13.2.2.3.2.4 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.2.2.3.2.5 This model for T_brake...
3.13.2.2.3.2.6 Note: The equivalent b...
3.13.2.2.3.2.7 Note: T_brake_react an...
3.13.2.2.3.2.8 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.2.9 Note: Individual value...
3.13.2.2.3.2.10 Note: In general, T_br...
3.13.2.2.4 Brake Position
3.13.2.2.4.1 The brake position sha... 3.13.2.2.4.1.a Passenger train in P
3.13.2.2.4.1.b Freight train in P
3.13.2.2.4.1.c Freight train in G
3.13.2.2.4.2 Note: The brake positi...
3.13.2.2.5 Brake Percentage
3.13.2.2.5.1 If the brake percentag...
3.13.2.2.5.2 Note: the conversion m...
3.13.2.2.6 Special Brakes
3.13.2.2.6.1 For each special brake...
3.13.2.2.6.1[2]
3.13.2.2.6.1[2].[t]3

























3.13.2.2.6.2 When an interface exis...
3.13.2.2.6.2[2]
3.13.2.2.6.2[2].[t]4

























3.13.2.2.6.3 When the brake percent...
3.13.2.2.6.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.2.2.6.5 Note: the choice to se...
3.13.2.2.6.6 If it is allowed to ta...
3.13.2.2.7 Service brake interface
3.13.2.2.7.1 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.7.2 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.8 Traction cut-off inter...
3.13.2.2.8.1 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.9 On-board Correction Fa...
3.13.2.2.9.1 Correction factors for...
3.13.2.2.9.1.1 If the braking models ...
3.13.2.2.9.1.2 For each defined indiv...
3.13.2.2.9.1.3 For a given confidence...
3.13.2.2.9.1.4 The confidence level o...
3.13.2.2.9.1.5 The rolling stock corr...
3.13.2.2.9.2 Correction factor for ...
3.13.2.2.9.2.1 The speed dependent co...
3.13.2.2.9.2.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[1] Kn = Kn_0 when 0 ≤ spe...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[2] Kn = Kn_1 when V1 < sp...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[3] Kn = Kn_2 when V2 < sp...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[4] Kn = Kn_3 when V3 < speed
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2]
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2].[f]32
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2].[f]32.C Figure 32  Speed depen...
3.13.2.2.9.2.4 Kn+(V) shall be applic...
3.13.2.2.9.2.5 Kn-(V) shall be applic...
3.13.2.2.9.2.6 The last step of the K...
3.13.2.2.10 Nominal Rotating mass 3.13.2.2.10.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.11 Train length
3.13.2.2.11.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.12 Fixed values
3.13.2.2.12.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.13 Maximum train speed 3.13.2.2.13.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3 Trackside related inputs
3.13.2.3.1 Introduction 3.13.2.3.1.1 The trackside related ...
3.13.2.3.1.1.a Trackside related spee...
3.13.2.3.1.1.b Gradients
3.13.2.3.1.1.c Track conditions relat...
3.13.2.3.1.1.d Track conditions relat...
3.13.2.3.1.1.e Reduced adhesion condi...
3.13.2.3.1.1.f Specific speed and dis...
3.13.2.3.1.1.g National Values
3.13.2.3.2 Trackside related spee... 3.13.2.3.2.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.3 Gradients
3.13.2.3.3.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.4 Track conditions 3.13.2.3.4.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.5 Reduced adhesion condi...
3.13.2.3.5.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.6 Specific speed / dista... 3.13.2.3.6.1 The speed and distance... 3.13.2.3.6.1.a the Limit of Authority...
3.13.2.3.6.1.b the maximum permitted ...
3.13.2.3.7 National Values for sp...
3.13.2.3.7.1 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.2.a the Permitted Speed su...
3.13.2.3.7.2.b the train is at stands...
3.13.2.3.7.3 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.4 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.5 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.6 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.7 In order to adapt the ...
3.13.2.3.7.7.a the first value shall ...
3.13.2.3.7.7.b the second value shall...
3.13.2.3.7.7.c the third value shall ...
3.13.2.3.7.8 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.9 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.10 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.11 The speed dependent co...
3.13.2.3.7.11.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[1] Kv_int = Kv_int_0 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[2] Kv_int = Kv_int_1 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[3] Kv_int = Kv_int_2 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[4] Kv_int = Kv_int_3 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2]
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2].[f]33
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2].[f]33.C Figure 33  Speed depen...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3[2] 1)  Freight trains 2) ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3[2].1 Note: Different sets o...
3.13.2.3.7.11.4 The set of Kv_int for ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.5 Subset Kv_int_x_a shal...
3.13.2.3.7.11.6 Subset Kv_int_x_b shal...
3.13.2.3.7.12 The train length depen...
3.13.2.3.7.12.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[1] Kr_int = Kr_int_0 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[2] Kr_int = Kr_int_1 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[3] Kr_int = Kr_int_2 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[4] Kr_int = Kr_int_3 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2]
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2].[f]34
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2].[f]34.C Figure 34  Train lengt...
3.13.2.3.7.13 The last step of the K...
3.13.2.3.7.14 The correction factor ...
3.13.3 Conversion Models 3.13.3.1 Introduction 3.13.3.1.1 For trains with variab...
3.13.3.1.2 Note: The process for ...
3.13.3.2 Applicability of the c...
3.13.3.2.a The conversion models ...
3.13.3.2.b 0 ≤ V ≤ 200, where V i...
3.13.3.2.c 30 ≤ λ ≤ 250, where λ ...
3.13.3.2.d 0 ≤ L ≤ Lmax, where L ...
3.13.3.2.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN... 3.13.3.2.1.1 Note: The overspeed ab...
3.13.3.2.2 For trains not fitting...
3.13.3.3 Brake percentage conve...
3.13.3.3.1 Input parameters
3.13.3.3.1.1 The input for the mode...
3.13.3.3.2 Calculation of the bas...
3.13.3.3.2.1 The basic deceleration...
3.13.3.3.3 Output parameters
3.13.3.3.3.1 The output of the brak...
3.13.3.4 Brake position convers...
3.13.3.4.1 Input parameters
3.13.3.4.1.1 The input for the mode...
3.13.3.4.2 Calculation of the eme... 3.13.3.4.2.1 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.3.4.3 Calculation of the ful...
3.13.3.4.3.1 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.3.4.4 Output parameters
3.13.3.4.4.1 The outputs of the bra... 3.13.3.4.4.1.a two values of the equi...
3.13.3.4.4.1.a[2] T_brake_emergency_cm0 ...
3.13.3.4.4.1.a[3] T_brake_service_cm0 as...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b two values of the equi...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b[2] T_brake_emergency_cmt ...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b[3] T_brake_service_cmt as...
3.13.4 Acceleration / Deceler...
3.13.4.1 Introduction
3.13.4.1.1 The elements of the gr...
3.13.4.1.1.a in location according ...
3.13.4.1.1.b in value according to ...
3.13.4.1.1[2]
3.13.4.1.1[2].[f]35 3.13.4.1.1[2].[f]35.C Figure 35: Compensatio...
3.13.4.1.2 The default gradient f...
3.13.4.1.3 For all locations not ... 3.13.4.1.3.a the default gradient f...
3.13.4.1.3.b zero, for other cases.
3.13.4.2 Train length compensation
3.13.4.2.1 Assuming that a fictiv...
3.13.4.3 Rotating mass
3.13.4.3.1 The influence of gradi... 3.13.4.3.1.1 Note: Since the rotati...
3.13.4.3.1.2 Note: For the influenc...
3.13.4.3.2 The following formulas...
3.13.4.3.2.a If M_rotating_nom is u...
3.13.4.3.2.a.*[1] Uphill: A_gradient = g...
3.13.4.3.2.a.*[2] Downhill: A_gradient =...
3.13.4.3.2.b If M_rotating_nom is k...
3.13.4.3.2.b.*[1] Uphill: A_gradient = g...
3.13.4.3.2.b.*[2] Downhill: A_gradient =...
3.13.4.3.2[2] Legend:
3.13.4.3.2[3] A_gradient = accelerat...
3.13.4.3.2[4] g = 9.81 m/s2 - accele...
3.13.4.3.2[5] grad = gradient values...
3.13.4.3.2[6] M_rotating_nom = nomin...
3.13.4.3.2[7] M_rotating_max = maxim...
3.13.4.3.2[8] M_rotating_min = minim...
3.13.5 Determination of locat...
3.13.5.1 As long as it uses a t...
3.13.5.2 If the status of a spe...
3.13.5.2.1 Note: in such case, a ...
3.13.5.3 From the adhesion prof...
3.13.5.4 When slippery rail is ...
3.13.5.5 The speed and distance...
3.13.6 Calculation of the dec... 3.13.6.1 Introduction
3.13.6.1.1 This chapter describes...
3.13.6.2 Emergency brake
3.13.6.2.1 Safe deceleration
3.13.6.2.1.1 The safe deceleration,...
3.13.6.2.1.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.2.1.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.2.1.2.b The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.2.1.2.c The locations with red...
3.13.6.2.1.2.d The National Values fo...
3.13.6.2.1.2.e The locations without ...
3.13.6.2.1.2.f The rolling stock corr...
3.13.6.2.1.2.g The National Values fo...
3.13.6.2.1.2.h The integrated correct...
3.13.6.2.1.2.i The brake position (se...
3.13.6.2.1.2.j The acquired train len...
3.13.6.2.1.3 A_safe(V,d) shall be e...
3.13.6.2.1.3[2] For locations with nor...
3.13.6.2.1.3[3] A_safe(V,d) = A_brake_...
3.13.6.2.1.3[4] For locations with red...
3.13.6.2.1.3[5] A_safe(V,d) = MIN(A_br...
3.13.6.2.1.4 A_brake_safe(V,d) shal...
3.13.6.2.1.4[2] If the speed dependent...
3.13.6.2.1.4[3] A_brake_safe(V,d) = Kd...
3.13.6.2.1.4[4] If the conversion mode...







3.13.6.2.1.5[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.2.1.5[8] A_brake_emergencyx(V) ...
3.13.6.2.1.5[9] 3.13.6.2.1.5[9].[f]36 3.13.6.2.1.5[9].[f]36.C Figure 36: Influence o...
3.13.6.2.1.6 A_MAXREDADH shall be t...
3.13.6.2.1.6.a its brake position
3.13.6.2.1.6.b whether special/additi...
3.13.6.2.1.7 Kdry_rst(V, M_NVEBCL) ...
3.13.6.2.1.8 Kv_int(V) shall be the...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1 If the brake position ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[2] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_a ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[3] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_b ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[4] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_a ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5]
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5].[f]37
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5].[f]37.C Figure 37: Kv_int stru...
3.13.6.2.1.8.2 The maximum EB deceler...
3.13.6.2.1.9 Note: Figure 38 gives ...
3.13.6.2.1.9[2] 3.13.6.2.1.9[2].[f]38 3.13.6.2.1.9[2].[f]38.C Figure 38: Influence o...
3.13.6.2.2 Safe brake build up time
3.13.6.2.2.1 The safe brake build u...
3.13.6.2.2.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.2.2.2.a The values of T_brake_...
3.13.6.2.2.2.b The integrated correct...
3.13.6.2.2.2.c The status of the rege...
3.13.6.2.2.3 The safe brake build u...
3.13.6.2.2.3[2] If values of T_brake_e...
3.13.6.2.2.3[3] T_be = T_brake_emergen...
3.13.6.2.2.3[4] If the conversion mode...
3.13.6.2.2.3[5] T_be = Kt_int * T_brak...
3.13.6.3 Service brake
3.13.6.3.1 Expected deceleration
3.13.6.3.1.1 Since the expected dec...
3.13.6.3.1.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.3.1.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.3.1.2.b The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.3.1.2.c The locations without ...
3.13.6.3.1.3 A_expected(V,d) shall ...







3.13.6.3.1.4[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.3.1.4[8] A_brake_servicex(V) is...
3.13.6.3.2 Expected brake build u... 3.13.6.3.2.1 Since the expected bra...
3.13.6.3.2.2 No track related chara...
3.13.6.3.2.3 The train related char...
3.13.6.3.2.3.a The values of T_brake_...
3.13.6.3.2.3.b The status of the rege...
3.13.6.3.2.4 The expected brake bui...
3.13.6.3.2.4[2] T_bs = T_brake_service...
3.13.6.4 Normal service brake d... 3.13.6.4.1 Since the normal servi...
3.13.6.4.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.4.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.4.2.b The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.4.2.c The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.4.2.d The brake position (se...
3.13.6.4.2.e The on-board correctio...
3.13.6.4.2.f The locations without ...
3.13.6.4.3 The normal service bra...
3.13.6.4.3[2] For positive gradient ...
3.13.6.4.3[3] A_normal_service(V,d) ...
3.13.6.4.3[4] For negative gradient ...
3.13.6.4.3[5] A_normal_service(V,d) ...
3.13.6.4.3[6] Where







3.13.6.4.4[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.4.4[8] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.7 Determination of Most ...
3.13.7.1 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.7.2 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.7.2[2] 3.13.7.2[2].[f]39 3.13.7.2[2].[f]39.C Figure 39: Most Restri...
3.13.7.3 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.8 Determination of targe...
3.13.8.1 Introduction
3.13.8.1.1 A target is defined by...
3.13.8.1.2 For that purpose, the ...
3.13.8.1.3 These deceleration val...
3.13.8.2 Determination of the s...
3.13.8.2.1 The on-board shall con...
3.13.8.2.1.a the locations correspo...
3.13.8.2.1.b the Limit of Authority...
3.13.8.2.1.c the End of Authority (...
3.13.8.2.1.d the location deduced f...
3.13.8.2.1.1 Note: depending on the...
3.13.8.2.2 The list of supervised...
3.13.8.2.3 A target corresponding... 3.13.8.3 Emergency Brake Decele... 3.13.8.3.1 If a target belongs to...
3.13.8.3.1[2]
3.13.8.3.1[2].[f]40 3.13.8.3.1[2].[f]40.C Figure 40: Calculation...3.13.8.3.2 If a target is an SvL,...
3.13.8.3.3 If a target is the loc...
3.13.8.3.3[2]
3.13.8.3.3[2].[f]41
3.13.8.3.3[2].[f]41.C Figure 41: Calculation...
3.13.8.4 Service Brake Decelera... 3.13.8.4.1 If a target is an EOA,...
3.13.8.4.1[2] 3.13.8.4.1[2].[f]42 3.13.8.4.1[2].[f]42.C Figure 42: Calculation...
3.13.8.5 Guidance curves (GUI) 3.13.8.5.1 The purpose of the gui...
3.13.8.5.2 If the National Value ... 3.13.8.5.2.a the target location, i...
3.13.8.5.2.b the location defined i...
3.13.9 Supervision limits
3.13.9.1 Overview
3.13.9.1.1 In this chapter the fo...
3.13.9.1.1.*[1] Emergency brake interv...
3.13.9.1.1.*[2] Service brake interven...
3.13.9.1.1.*[3] Warning (W)
3.13.9.1.1.*[4] Permitted speed (P)
3.13.9.1.1.*[5] Indication (I)
3.13.9.1.1.*[6] Pre-Indication location
3.13.9.1.1.*[7] Release speed monitori...
3.13.9.1.2 The purpose of the eme...
3.13.9.1.3 The purpose of all oth...
3.13.9.2 Ceiling supervision li...
3.13.9.2.1 The ceiling supervisio...
3.13.9.2.2 From an MRSP element o...
3.13.9.2.2[2] 3.13.9.2.2[2].[f]43 3.13.9.2.2[2].[f]43.C Figure 43: Ceiling sup...





3.13.9.2.3[6] 3.13.9.2.3[6].[f]44 3.13.9.2.3[6].[f]44.C Figure 44: Definition ...
3.13.9.2.4 dV_ebi_min, dV_ebi_max...
3.13.9.2.5 For dV_sbi, the same f...
3.13.9.2.6 For dV_warning, the sa...
3.13.9.2.7 For LOA, the same form...
3.13.9.2.8 The SBI supervision li...
3.13.9.3 Braking to target supe...
3.13.9.3.1 Overview
3.13.9.3.1.1 The braking to target ...
3.13.9.3.1.2 From an EBD curve, the...
3.13.9.3.1.2[2]
3.13.9.3.1.2[2].[f]45 3.13.9.3.1.2[2].[f]45.C Figure 45: Braking to ...
3.13.9.3.1.3 From the SBD curve, Se...
3.13.9.3.1.3[2] 3.13.9.3.1.3[2].[f]46 3.13.9.3.1.3[2].[f]46.C Figure 46: Braking to ...
3.13.9.3.1.4 No specific supervisio...
3.13.9.3.2 EBI supervision limit
3.13.9.3.2.1 If not inhibited by Na...
3.13.9.3.2.2 The time elapsed betwe...
3.13.9.3.2.2.a Time during which the ...
3.13.9.3.2.2.b Remaining time during ...
3.13.9.3.2.3 The traction time (T_T...
3.13.9.3.2.3.a when the traction cut-...
3.13.9.3.2.3.a[2] T_traction = MAX((T_tr...
3.13.9.3.2.3.b when the traction cut-...
3.13.9.3.2.4 Note: When the tractio...
3.13.9.3.2.5 T_bs2 and T_warning ar...
3.13.9.3.2.6 The remaining time wit...
3.13.9.3.2.7 Note: T_Traction excee...
3.13.9.3.2.8 During T_traction, the...
3.13.9.3.2.9 If T_be > T_traction, ...
3.13.9.3.2.10 The compensated speed ...
3.13.9.3.2.10[2]
3.13.9.3.2.10[3]
3.13.9.3.2.10[4] with  or  (if compensa...
3.13.9.3.2.10[5] with  and
3.13.9.3.2.11 Note: The formula avoi...
3.13.9.3.2.12 For the estimated spee...
3.13.9.3.2.12[2]
3.13.9.3.3 SBI supervision limit
3.13.9.3.3.1 For the EOA, the on-bo...
3.13.9.3.3.1[2]
3.13.9.3.3.2 For an EBD based targe...
3.13.9.3.3.2[2]
3.13.9.3.3.3 If the service brake c...
3.13.9.3.3.4 If both the service br... 3.13.9.3.3.4.1 In case T_bs < T_bs2_l...
3.13.9.3.3.5 If the service brake c...
3.13.9.3.3.6 Note: The values T_bs1...
3.13.9.3.3.7 For display purpose on...
3.13.9.3.3.7[2]
3.13.9.3.3.7[3] if
3.13.9.3.3.7[4] 3.13.9.3.3.7[4].[f]47 3.13.9.3.3.7[4].[f]47.C Figure 47: Calculation...
3.13.9.3.3.8 For display purpose on...
3.13.9.3.3.8[2]
3.13.9.3.3.8[3] if
3.13.9.3.3.8[4] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.3.8[5] 3.13.9.3.3.8[5].[f]48 3.13.9.3.3.8[5].[f]48.C Figure 48: Calculation...3.13.9.3.3.8[5].1 Note: the re-use of th...




3.13.9.3.3.9[5] MREBDT = Most Restrict...
3.13.9.3.4 Warning supervision li...
3.13.9.3.4.1 The on-board shall cal...
3.13.9.3.4.1[2]
3.13.9.3.4.2 T_warning is defined a...
3.13.9.3.5 Permitted speed superv...
3.13.9.3.5.1 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.1[2]
3.13.9.3.5.2 T_driver is defined as...
3.13.9.3.5.3 Note: The reference fo...
3.13.9.3.5.4 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.4[2]
3.13.9.3.5.5 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.5[2]
3.13.9.3.5.5[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.6 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.6[2]
3.13.9.3.5.6[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.7 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.7[2]
3.13.9.3.5.7[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.7[4] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.5.7[5] 3.13.9.3.5.7[5].[f]49
3.13.9.3.5.7[5].[f]49.C Figure 49: Calculation...
3.13.9.3.5.7[5].1 Note: the re-use of th...




3.13.9.3.5.8[5] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.5.9 In order to determine ...
3.13.9.3.5.9.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.3.5.9.b if not inhibited by Na...
3.13.9.3.5.10 To do so, the same for...
3.13.9.3.5.10[2]
3.13.9.3.5.10[3] 3.13.9.3.5.10[3].1 Justification: these a...
3.13.9.3.5.11 In case a non protecte...
3.13.9.3.5.11.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.3.5.11.b if not inhibited by Na...





3.13.9.3.5.12[6] Or  if
3.13.9.3.5.12[7] In case the GUI curve ...
3.13.9.3.5.12[8] In case the GUI curve ...
3.13.9.3.6 Indication supervision...
3.13.9.3.6.1 The on-board shall cal...
3.13.9.3.6.1[2]
3.13.9.3.6.2 If the service brake f...
3.13.9.3.6.2[2]
3.13.9.3.6.3 Note: The reduction of...
3.13.9.3.6.4 If the service brake f...
3.13.9.4 Release speed supervis...
3.13.9.4.1 The release speed is a...
3.13.9.4.2 Note: The release spee...
3.13.9.4.3 With each MA, it shall...
3.13.9.4.3.a Give the value of the ...
3.13.9.4.3.b Instruct the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.3.c Instruct the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.4 In case the MA does no...
3.13.9.4.5 Note: When the release...
3.13.9.4.6 The start location of ...
3.13.9.4.6.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.4.6.b if not inhibited by Na...





3.13.9.4.7[6] Or  if
3.13.9.4.7[7]
3.13.9.4.7[7].[f]50 3.13.9.4.7[7].[f]50.C Figure 50: Start locat...
3.13.9.4.8 When the Release Speed...
3.13.9.4.8[2]
3.13.9.4.8[2].[f]51
3.13.9.4.8[2].[f]51.C Figure 51: Calculated ...
3.13.9.4.8[2].1 In order to calculate ...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2 The release speed shal...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[2]




3.13.9.4.8[2].2[7] And with if level = 1




3.13.9.4.8[2].2[12] as soon as
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13] with
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1 Note: The above formul...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1.*[1] the distance confidenc...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1.*[2] the speed under readin...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1[2] Whenever the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.9 If the release speed (...
3.13.9.4.9[2]
3.13.9.4.9[2].[f]52
3.13.9.4.9[2].[f]52.C Figure 52: Release Spe...
3.13.9.5 Pre-indication location
3.13.9.5.1 The purpose of the pre...
3.13.9.5.2 For an EBD based targe...
3.13.9.5.3 Starting from the firs...
3.13.9.5.3.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.5.3.b if not inhibited by Na...




3.13.9.5.4[5] With  if the GUI curve...
3.13.9.5.4[6] Or  if the GUI curve i...
3.13.9.5.5 If the Indication supe...
3.13.9.5.5[2] If
3.13.9.5.5[3] Then
3.13.9.5.6 If the Indication supe...




3.13.9.5.6[4].[f]53.C Figure 53: Pre-indicat...
3.13.9.5.7 T_preindication is def...
3.13.9.5.8 For the EOA, the on-bo...
3.13.9.5.8[2]
3.13.9.5.8[3]
3.13.9.5.8[4] With  if the GUI curve...
3.13.9.5.8[5] Or if the GUI curve is...
3.13.9.5.9 If, in exceptional sit...
3.13.9.5.10 If, in exceptional sit...
3.13.9.5.11 Note 1: For ergonomic ...
3.13.9.5.12 Note 2: For trackside ...
3.13.9.5.13 For display purpose on...
3.13.10 Speed and distance mon...
3.13.10.1 Introduction
3.13.10.1.1 By comparing the train...
3.13.10.1.2 The following types of...
3.13.10.1.2.*[1] Ceiling speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.2.*[2] Target speed monitorin...
3.13.10.1.2.*[3] Release speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2]
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2].[f]54
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2].[f]54.C Figure 54: Different t...
3.13.10.1.3 Ceiling speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.4 Target speed monitorin...
3.13.10.1.5 Release speed monitori...
3.13.10.2 General requirements 3.13.10.2.1 The train speed indica...
3.13.10.2.2 Once a Train Interface...
3.13.10.2.3 If there is no on-boar...
3.13.10.2.4 The emergency brake co...
3.13.10.2.5 The on-board shall rev...
3.13.10.2.6 In level 2/3: Train tr...
3.13.10.2.7 In Level 1: Train Trip...
3.13.10.3 Requirements for Ceili...
3.13.10.3.1 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.3.2 When the supervision s...
3.13.10.3.3 The on-board shall com...
3.13.10.3.3[2]
3.13.10.3.3[2].[t]5

































3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand.[1] SB
3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand.[2] EB (only if allowed by...




3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention Status (i...
3.13.10.3.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.3.4[2]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.C Table 7: Transitions b...
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Indicationstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Overspeedstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Warningstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Interventionstatus_Normalstatus < r0, r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3].Normalstatus_Overspeedstatus t2 > -p3-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3].Indicationstatus_Overspeedstatus t2 > -p3-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Normalstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Indicationstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Overspeedstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.5 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.3.6 The Indication status ...
3.13.10.3.7 The locations correspo...
3.13.10.4 Requirements for Targe...
3.13.10.4.1 In target speed monito...
3.13.10.4.2 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.2[2]
3.13.10.4.2[2].1 Once the service brake...
3.13.10.4.3 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.3[2]
3.13.10.4.4 When the supervision s...
3.13.10.4.4[2] in case of MRSP target...
3.13.10.4.4[3] in case of EOA or SvL
3.13.10.4.5 Note: the MRDT is need...
3.13.10.4.6 If the MRDT is either ...
3.13.10.4.7 If the MRDT is neither...
3.13.10.4.7[2] Target distance =
3.13.10.4.7[2].1 Once the service brake...
3.13.10.4.8 If the MRDT is either ...
3.13.10.4.8[2] Target distance =
3.13.10.4.9 The on-board shall con... 3.13.10.4.9.a The service brake comm...
3.13.10.4.9.b The national value inh...
3.13.10.4.10 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.10[2]
3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8


















3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]4.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]4.Position.[1] if









3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]6 3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]6.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]6.Position.[1] if















3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]9 3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]9.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]9.Position.[1] if


























3.13.10.4.10[3].[f]55.C Figure 55: Triggering ...
3.13.10.4.10[4]
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.C Table 9: Triggering of...















3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]4.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]4.Position.[1] if










3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]6.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]6.Position.[1] if















3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]9 3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]9.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]9.Position.[1] if



























3.13.10.4.10[5] 3.13.10.4.10[5].[f]56 3.13.10.4.10[5].[f]56.C Figure 56: Triggering ...
3.13.10.4.11 The braking to target ...
3.13.10.4.12 Note: Figure 56 shows ...
3.13.10.4.12[2]
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10








3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[3] EB (in case V_target ≠...




3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Speed
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position.[2] OR if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3 3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position.[2] OR  if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[1] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[2] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[3] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3] 3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11







3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[3] EB (in case V_target ≠...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2 3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Speed
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position.[2] OR if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position.[2] OR  if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[1] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[2] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[3] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.13 In case of target EOA/...
3.13.10.4.14 Note: as long as the s...
3.13.10.4.15 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.15[2]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.C Table 12: Transitions ...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Indicationstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Overspeedstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Warningstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Interventionstatus_Normalstatus < r0, r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Normalstatus_Indicationstatus t3 > -p4-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Overspeedstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Warningstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Interventionstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3].Normalstatus_Overspeedstatus t4, t5, t6 > -p3-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3].Indicationstatus_Overspeedstatus t4, t5, t6 > -p3-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Normalstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Indicationstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Overspeedstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.16 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.5 Requirements for relea...
3.13.10.5.1 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.2 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.3 The braking to target ...
3.13.10.5.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.4[2]
3.13.10.5.4[2].[t]13



















3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL... 3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision.[1] Overspeed Status
3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision.[2] Warning Status
3.13.10.5.5 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.5[2] 3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.C Table 15: Transitions ...
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2] 3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Normalstatus_Indicationstatus t1 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Overspeedstatus_Indicationstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Warningstatus_Indicationstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Interventionstatus_Indicationstatus < r0 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5]
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-3.13.10.5.6 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.5.7 The Normal, Warning an...
3.13.10.6 Transitions between ty...
3.13.10.6.1 The transitions betwee...
3.13.10.6.1[2]
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.C Table 16: Transitions ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1 3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.Content (The train has passed ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.CSM ARROW TO: [C]1.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2 3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.Content (The train has passed ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.TSM ARROW TO: [C]2.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.TSM ARROW TO: [C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.RSM ARROW TO: [C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.CSM ARROW TO: [C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.RSM ARROW TO: [C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5 3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.CSM ARROW TO: [C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.TSM ARROW TO: [C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.2 If a transition of spe...
3.13.10.6.2.1 Note: This means that ...
3.13.10.6.3 If a transition from t...
3.13.10.6.4 If a transition from t...
3.13.10.6.5 On executing a transit...
3.14 Brake Command Handling...
3.14.1 Brake Command Handling
3.14.1.1 Note: Whenever the typ...
3.14.1.2 In case only the appli...
3.14.1.3 If the emergency brake...
3.14.1.4 For handling of brake ...
3.14.1.5 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.6 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.1 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.2 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.3 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.4 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.5 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.8 An indication shall be...
3.14.2 Roll Away Protection
3.14.2.1 Note: This protection ...
3.14.2.2 The Roll Away Protecti...
3.14.2.3 If the controller is i...
3.14.2.4 When the system recogn...
3.14.2.5 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.2.6 An indication shall be...
3.14.2.7 After revocation of th...
3.14.3 Reverse Movement Prote...
3.14.3.1 The Reverse Movement P...
3.14.3.2 When a reverse movemen...
3.14.3.3 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.3.4 An indication shall be...
3.14.3.5 After revocation of th...
3.14.3.6 Information received f...
3.14.4 Standstill supervision 3.14.4.1 This function shall pr...
3.14.4.2 When a movement is det...
3.14.4.3 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.4.4 After revocation of th...




3.15.1.1.1 Trains with one or mor...
3.15.1.1.2 Since an RBC is unable...
3.15.1.1.3 An RBC/RBC handover pe...
3.15.1.1.4 In level 3, trains fol...
3.15.1.2 Handing Over RBC
3.15.1.2.1 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.1.a Intentionally deleted.
3.15.1.2.1.b To the Accepting RBC t...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[1] The ETCS identity of t...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[2] The border location th...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[3] Current mode of the on...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[4] Optionally, Train Data;
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[5] Optionally, for a non-...
3.15.1.2.2 The Handing Over RBC s...
3.15.1.2.3 It shall be possible f...
3.15.1.2.3.1 Note: Route related in...
3.15.1.2.3.1.a Movement authorities
3.15.1.2.3.1.b Linking
3.15.1.2.3.1.c International static s...
3.15.1.2.3.1.d Axle Load Speed profiles
3.15.1.2.3.1.e Gradients




3.15.1.2.3.1.j Level Transition orders
3.15.1.2.3.1.k Intentionally deleted




3.15.1.2.3.1.p Permitted Braking Dist...
3.15.1.2.3.2 Note: The amount of in...
3.15.1.2.4 Note: Route related in...
3.15.1.2.5 Deleted.
3.15.1.2.6 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.6.1 Note: This information...
3.15.1.2.7 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.8 When the Accepting RBC...
3.15.1.2.9 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.9.1 Note: For instance, th...
3.15.1.2.9.1.*[1] Change to a route whic...
3.15.1.2.9.1.*[2] The sending of an “end...
3.15.1.3 On-board equipment
3.15.1.3.1 When receiving an orde...
3.15.1.3.1.a Establish the communic...
3.15.1.3.1.b Send a position report...
3.15.1.3.1.c Send a position report...
3.15.1.3.2 It is up to the on-boa...
3.15.1.3.2.a If it is able to handl...
3.15.1.3.2.b If it is able to handl...
3.15.1.3.3 As soon as the on-boar...
3.15.1.3.4 When the on-board equi...
3.15.1.3.4.1 If the on-board equipm...
3.15.1.3.5 When the on-board send...
3.15.1.3.5.1 Note: This requirement...
3.15.1.3.6 In case two communicat...
3.15.1.3.6.1 Note: for the exhausti...
3.15.1.3.7 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.1.4 Accepting RBC
3.15.1.4.1 The Accepting RBC shal...
3.15.1.4.2 As soon as the Accepti...
3.15.1.4.3 When the Accepting RBC...
3.15.1.4.4 If the Accepting RBC r...
3.15.1.4.5 The Accepting RBC shal...3.15.1.5 RBC/RBC message acknow...
3.15.1.5.1 As soon as a consisten...
3.15.1.5.2 The RBC/RBC message is... 3.15.1.5.2.a It has passed the chec...
3.15.1.5.2.b Variables in the messa...
3.15.1.5.3 The acknowledgement me...
3.15.2 Handling of Trains wit...
3.15.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.15.2.2 Only the leading engin...
3.15.3 Splitting/joining 3.15.3.1 ERTMS/ETCS shall allow...
3.15.3.2 Splitting only refers ... 3.15.3.2.1 Note: This must be ens...
3.15.3.3 ERTMS/ETCS is not resp...
3.15.3.4 Justification: ERTMS/E...
3.15.4 Reversing of movement ...
3.15.4.1 It shall be possible t... 3.15.4.1.1 A new reversing area g...
3.15.4.2 Together with start an... 3.15.4.2.a Maximum distance to ru...
3.15.4.2.b Reversing mode speed l...
3.15.4.2[2]
3.15.4.2[2].[f]57
3.15.4.2[2].[f]57.C Figure 57: Reversing a...
3.15.4.2[2].1 Note: If a closer SvL ...
3.15.4.2[2].1[2]
3.15.4.2[2].1[2].[f]58
3.15.4.2[2].1[2].[f]58.C Figure 58: Influence o...
3.15.4.2[2].2 Note: All locations re...
3.15.4.3 New distance to run an... 3.15.4.3.1 In case of update of d...
3.15.4.3.1[2]
3.15.4.3.1[2].[f]59
3.15.4.3.1[2].[f]59.C Figure 59: New maximum...
3.15.4.4 While at standstill wi...
3.15.4.5 The on-board equipment...
3.15.4.6 Note: level transition...
3.15.4.7 When at standstill the...
3.15.4.8 If the end location of...
3.15.5 Track ahead free
3.15.5.1 In a level 2/3 area, t...
3.15.5.2 The track ahead free r... 3.15.5.2.a at which location the ...
3.15.5.2.b at which location the ...
3.15.5.3 The driver shall have ...
3.15.5.4 When the driver acknow...
3.15.5.5 There shall be no rest...
3.15.5.6 A new track ahead free...
3.15.6 Handling of National S...
3.15.6.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.6.2 In case the ERTMS/ETCS... 3.15.6.2.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.5 Amongst the data to be... 3.15.6.5.1 Note: Definition of wh...
3.15.7 Tolerance of Big Metal...
3.15.7.1 Big metal object in th...
3.15.7.2 In Levels 0/NTC, the a...
3.15.7.3 Justification: Ignorin...
3.15.8 Cold Movement Detection
3.15.8.1 After being switched o...
3.15.8.2 When powered on again,...
3.15.8.3 Note: information memo...
3.15.8.3.a no Cold Movement Detec...
3.15.8.3.b the Cold Movement Dete...
3.15.9 Virtual Balise Cover
3.15.9.1 It shall be possible t...
3.15.9.1.a A marker corresponding...
3.15.9.1.b Its validity period.
3.15.9.2 During a start of miss...
3.15.9.3 As long as a VBC is st...
3.15.9.3.a The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.9.3.b No reaction shall be a...
3.15.9.4 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.15.9.5 A VBC shall be retaine...
3.15.9.5.a it is ordered by track...
3.15.9.5.b its validity period ha...
3.15.9.5.c it is removed by the d...
3.15.9.5.d a mismatch is detected...
3.15.10 Advance display of rou...
3.15.10.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.10.2 With regards to the MR...
3.15.10.3 With regards to the gr...
3.15.10.4 The overview of route ...
3.16 Data Consistency
3.16.1 Criteria of consistency
3.16.1.1 The on-board shall not...
3.16.1.1.a Correctness of the rec...
3.16.1.1.b The message shall be r...
3.16.1.1.c The message shall be r...
3.16.1.1[2] as stated below. 3.16.1.1[2].1 Note: a value of a var...
3.16.2 Balises
3.16.2.1 Definitions
3.16.2.1.1 The information that i...
3.16.2.1.2 The whole set of infor...
3.16.2.1.2.1 Note: In case of a bal...
3.16.2.1.3 A balise within a bali...
3.16.2.1.3.a No balise is found wit...
3.16.2.1.3[2] or 3.16.2.1.3[2].b A following balise wit...
3.16.2.2 General
3.16.2.2.1 If the on-board is not...
3.16.2.2.2 Deleted
3.16.2.3 Linking Consistency
3.16.2.3.1 If linking information...
3.16.2.3.1.a If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.1.b If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.1.c If inside the expectat...
3.16.2.3.1.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.16.2.3.2 The on-board shall rej... 3.16.2.3.2.1 Exception: When the ex...
3.16.2.3.3 If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.4 If the balise duplicat...
3.16.2.4 Balise Group Message C... 3.16.2.4.1 If linking information...
3.16.2.4.1.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.4.1.b A balise is detected b...
3.16.2.4.1.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.4.1.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.4.2 Exception: Concerning ...
3.16.2.4.3 If linking information...
3.16.2.4.4 If no linking informat...
3.16.2.4.4.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.4.4.b A balise is detected, ...
3.16.2.4.4.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.4.4.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.4.4.1 Exceptions: Concerning...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a shall not reject the m... 3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[1] directional informatio...3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[2] only information valid...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[3] neither directional in...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[4] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[5] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.4.4.1.b shall not command appl...
3.16.2.4.4.2 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.4.4.3 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.4.5 A message counter shal...
3.16.2.4.6 Instead of a message c... 3.16.2.4.6.1 It shall also be possi...
3.16.2.4.7 Comparing message coun... 3.16.2.4.7.1 In case of single bali...3.16.2.4.8 It shall be possible t...
3.16.2.4.8.1 If one (and only one) ...
3.16.2.4.8.2 When duplicated balise...
3.16.2.4.9 If a message has been ...
3.16.2.5 Unlinked Balise Group ...
3.16.2.5.1 An on-board equipment ...
3.16.2.5.1.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.5.1.b A balise is detected, ...
3.16.2.5.1.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.5.1.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.5.1.1 Exceptions: Concerning...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a shall not reject the m... 3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[1] directional informatio...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[2] only information valid...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[3] neither directional in...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[4] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[5] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.5.1.1.b shall not command appl...
3.16.2.5.2 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.5.3 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.6 Linking Reactions 3.16.2.6.1 When the linking react...
3.16.2.6.2 If the service brake i...
3.16.2.7 RAMS related supervisi...
3.16.2.7.1 Mitigation of balise r...
3.16.2.7.1.1 If 2 consecutive linke...
3.16.2.7.2 Mitigation of balise c...
3.16.2.7.2.1 If repositioning is an...
3.16.2.7.2.1.a the on-board antenna l...
3.16.2.7.2.1.b a linked balise group ...
3.16.2.7.2.2 If a second balise gro...
3.16.2.7.2.3 Note: this function is...
3.16.3 Radio
3.16.3.1 General issues
3.16.3.1.1 A radio message is con...
3.16.3.1.1.a Checks performed by Eu...
3.16.3.1.1.b Time stamps checks hav...
3.16.3.1.1.c Variables in the messa...
3.16.3.1.1.1 The on-board shall rej...
3.16.3.1.1.2 The on-board shall inf...
3.16.3.1.2 Emergency messages sha...
3.16.3.1.3 Other messages shall b...
3.16.3.1.3.1 Messages shall only be...
3.16.3.1.4 The chapters 3.16.3.2 ...
3.16.3.2 Time stamping
3.16.3.2.1 The trackside shall al...
3.16.3.2.2 To time-stamp its mess...
3.16.3.2.3 Wrap around of the onb...
3.16.3.3 Supervision of Sequence 3.16.3.3.1 The trackside shall ti...
3.16.3.3.2 There shall always be ...
3.16.3.3.3 If the time stamp of t...
3.16.3.3.3.1 Only time stamps of me...
3.16.3.3.3.2 Note: The supervision ...
3.16.3.3.4 If, at the initiation ...
3.16.3.3.4[2] 3.16.3.3.4[2].[f]60 3.16.3.3.4[2].[f]60.C Figure 60: Supervision...
3.16.3.4 Supervision of safe ra...
3.16.3.4.1 When the difference be...
3.16.3.4.1.1 After the on-board equ...
3.16.3.4.1.2 When an RBC/RBC handov...
3.16.3.4.1.3 After a train has pass...
3.16.3.4.1.3[2]
3.16.3.4.1.3[2].[f]61
3.16.3.4.1.3[2].[f]61.C Figure 61: Supervision...
3.16.3.4.1.3[3]
3.16.3.4.1.3[3].[f]62
3.16.3.4.1.3[3].[f]62.C Figure 62: Supervision...
3.16.3.4.2 It shall be possible t...
3.16.3.4.2.a Train trip
3.16.3.4.2.b Apply service brake
3.16.3.4.2.c No reaction
3.16.3.4.3 For all reactions, if ...
3.16.3.4.4 When the reaction lead...
3.16.3.4.5 If the service brake i...
3.16.3.4.5.a For brake command rele...
3.16.3.4.5.b If no new consistent m...
3.16.3.4.6 It shall be possible f...
3.16.3.4.7 To avoid the expiratio...
3.16.3.5 Message Acknowledgement
3.16.3.5.1 As soon as a consisten... 3.16.3.5.1.1 Note: In order to ensu...
3.16.3.5.2 Intentionally deleted
3.16.3.5.3 The acknowledgement me...
3.16.3.5.4 Intentionally deleted ...
3.16.4 Error reporting to RBC
3.16.4.1 In level 2/3, if a rad...
3.16.4.2 This refers to balise ...
3.16.4.3 If linking information...
3.17 System Version Management
3.17.1 Introduction
3.17.1.1 Definitions, high leve...
3.17.1.2 The objective of this ...
3.17.1.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.17.2 Determination of the o... 3.17.2.1 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.2 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.3 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.4 It shall be possible f...
3.17.2.5 On receiving the order...
3.17.2.5.1 Note: the system versi...3.17.2.6 If a mismatch has been...
3.17.2.7 If the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8 In case of communicati...
3.17.2.8.a if the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8.b if the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8.c in case of session est...
3.17.2.8.d in case the on-board e...
3.17.2.8.e in case the engine pas...
3.17.2.9 The system version cur... 3.17.2.9.1 If the on-board equipm...
3.17.3 Handling of trackside ...
3.17.3.1 Every telegram transmi...
3.17.3.2 All messages transmitt...




3.17.3.5 The on-board equipment...
3.17.3.5.a In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.b In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.c In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.d In levels 1, 2 and 3, ...
3.17.3.5.e In levels 0 and NTC, i...
3.17.3.6 In level 1 the on-boar... 3.17.3.6.a if this system version...
3.17.3.6.b if this system version...
3.17.3.6.c If this system version...




3.17.3.11 For trackside informat...
3.17.3.11.a unknown packet include...
3.17.3.11.b unknown radio message ...






3.18.1.1 Note: Appendix to chap...
3.18.2 National / Default Values
3.18.2.1 Note: Appendix to chap...
3.18.2.2 Trains shall be superv...
3.18.2.3 National Values are tr...
3.18.2.4 Evaluating a balise gr...
3.18.2.5 For each National Valu...
3.18.2.5.*[1] the National Value  is...
3.18.2.5.*[2] a mismatch has been de...
3.18.2.6 Note: even though the ...
3.18.2.7 The National Values cu...
3.18.2.7.1 Justification:  The ai...
3.18.2.8 The applicable set of ...
3.18.2.8.1 When a new set of Nati...
3.18.2.9 A previously received ...
3.18.2.9.*[1] a new set of National ...
3.18.2.9.*[2] the ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.18.2.10 If a National Value be...
3.18.2.11 When a new set of Nati...
3.18.3 Train Data
3.18.3.1 Train Data shall neith...
3.18.3.2 Before starting a miss...
3.18.3.2.a Train category(ies)
3.18.3.2.b Train length
3.18.3.2.c Traction / brake param...
3.18.3.2.d Maximum train speed
3.18.3.2.e Loading gauge
3.18.3.2.f Axle load category
3.18.3.2.g Traction system(s) acc...
3.18.3.2.h Train fitted with airt...
3.18.3.2.i List of National Syste...
3.18.3.2.j Intentionally deleted
3.18.3.2.k Axle number
3.18.3.2.1 The Train Data may com...
3.18.3.2.2 Exception: The driver ...
3.18.3.3 At standstill, it shal...
3.18.3.3.1 In normal operation af...
3.18.3.4 Following any entry/mo... 3.18.3.4.a Train category(ies).
3.18.3.4.b Train length.
3.18.3.4.c Maximum train speed.
3.18.3.4.d Loading gauge.
3.18.3.4.e Axle load category.
3.18.3.4.f Traction system(s) acc...
3.18.3.4.g Train fitted with airt...
3.18.3.4.h List of National Syste...
3.18.3.4.i Axle number
3.18.3.4.1 The RBC shall acknowle...
3.18.3.4.2 In case the safe radio...
3.18.3.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.3.6 For modification of Tr...
3.18.3.7 In case the Train Data...
3.18.3.7.a the location based inf...
3.18.3.7.b the stored MA, linking...
3.18.3.8 In case the Train Data...
3.18.4 Additional Data
3.18.4.1 Driver ID
3.18.4.1.1 The driver ID shall be...
3.18.4.1.1.1 Note: This data is use...
3.18.4.1.2 If allowed by a Nation...
3.18.4.1.3 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.2 ERTMS/ETCS Level
3.18.4.2.1 The driver shall have ...
3.18.4.2.2 The ERTMS/ETCS level i...
3.18.4.2.3 In normal operation af...
3.18.4.2.4 For operational fallba... 3.18.4.2.4.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.4.2.5 If the table of suppor...
3.18.4.3 Radio Network identifi...
3.18.4.3.1 Note: If a valid RBC i...
3.18.4.3.2 If the driver enters l...
3.18.4.3.3 In normal operation af...
3.18.4.3.4 If the driver selects ...
3.18.4.3.4.1 Note: If the short num...
3.18.4.4 ETCS Identity 3.18.4.4.1 The ETCS identity of a...3.18.4.4.2 All on-board equipment...
3.18.4.4.3 The assignment of (uni...
3.18.4.5 Train Running Number
3.18.4.5.1 During the Start of Mi...
3.18.4.5.2 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.5.3 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.5.4 Following any entry/mo...
3.18.4.5.4.1 Exception: if the trai...
3.18.4.6 Adhesion Factor
3.18.4.6.1 The adhesion factor sh...
3.18.4.6.2 The adhesion factor ma...
3.18.4.6.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.6.2.2 The adhesion factor sh...
3.18.4.6.2.3 The driver shall be in...
3.18.4.6.3 The selection of the a... 3.18.4.6.3.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.4.6.4 The default value for ...
3.18.4.6.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.5 Date and Time
3.18.5.1 Each ERTMS/ETCS on-boa...
3.18.5.2 The local time shall b...
3.18.5.3 Deleted.
3.18.6 Data view
3.18.6.1 Outside the context of...




3.20.1.1 The on-board recording...









A.3 Appendix to Chapter 3




























A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][8].Data Value of MRSP where dV...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][8].Value 210 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][8].Name V_ebi_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][9] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][9].Data Speed difference betwe...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][9].Value 5.5 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][9].Name dV_sbi_min
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][10] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][10].Data Speed difference betwe...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][10].Value 10 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][10].Name dV_sbi_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][11] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][11].Data Value of MRSP where dV...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][11].Value 110 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][11].Name V_sbi_min
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][12] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][12].Data Value of MRSP where dV...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][12].Value 210 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][12].Name V_sbi_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][13] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][13].Data Speed difference betwe...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][13].Value 4 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][13].Name dV_warning_min
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][14] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][14].Data Speed difference betwe...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][14].Value 5 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][14].Name dV_warning_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][15] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][15].Data Value of MRSP where dV...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][15].Value 110 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][15].Name V_warning_min
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][16] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][16].Data Value of MRSP where dV...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][16].Value 140 km/h
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][16].Name V_warning_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][17] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][17].Data Time between Warning s...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][17].Value 2 s
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][17].Name T_warning
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][18] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][18].Data Driver reaction time b...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][18].Value 4 s
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][18].Name T_driver
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][19] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][19].Data Time between the pre-i...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][19].Value 7 s
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][19].Name T_preindication
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][20] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][20].Data Maximum possible rotat...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][20].Value 15 %
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][20].Name M_rotating_max
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][21] A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][21].Data Minimum possible rotat...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][21].Value 2 %
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][21].Name M_rotating_min




































A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Data “Connection status” ti...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Value 45 s
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Name
A.3.2 List of National / Def...
A.3.2[2]
A.3.2[2].[t]*
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][2] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][2].Data Modification of adhesi...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][2].Value Not allowed
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][2].Name Q_NVDRIVER_ADHES
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][3] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][3].Data Shunting mode speed limit
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][3].Value 30km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][3].Name V_NVSHUNT
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][4] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][4].Data Staff Responsible mode...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][4].Value 40km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][4].Name V_NVSTFF
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][5] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][5].Data On Sight mode speed limit
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][5].Value 30km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][5].Name V_NVONSIGHT
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][6] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][6].Data Limited Supervision mo...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][6].Value 100 km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][6].Name V_NVLIMSUPERV
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][7] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][7].Data Unfitted mode speed limit
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][7].Value 100km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][7].Name V_NVUNFIT
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][8] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][8].Data Release Speed
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][8].Value 40km/h
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][8].Name V_NVREL
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][9] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][9].Data Distance to be used in...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][9].Value 2m
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][9].Name D_NVROLL
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][10] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][10].Data Permission to use serv...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][10].Value Yes
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][10].Name Q_NVSBTSMPERM
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Data Permission to release ...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Value Only at standstill
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Name Q_NVEMRRLS
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][12] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][12].Data Permission to use guid...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][12].Value No
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][12].Name Q_NVGUIPERM
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][13] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][13].Data Permission to use the ...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][13].Value No
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][13].Name Q_NVSBFBPERM
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][14] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][14].Data Permission to inhibit ...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][14].Value No
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][14].Name Q_NVINHSMICPERM








































































A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][33].Data Maximum deceleration v...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][33].Value 0.7 m/s2
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][33].Name A_NVMAXREDADH2
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][34] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][34].Data Maximum deceleration v...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][34].Value 0.7 m/s2
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][34].Name A_NVMAXREDADH3
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][35] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][35].Data Lower deceleration lim...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][35].Value N/A
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][35].Name A_NVP12
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36] A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Data Upper deceleration lim...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Value N/A
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Name A_NVP23
A.3.2[3] *The default value of ...
A.3.3 Intentionally deleted
A.3.4 Handling of Accepted a... A.3.4.1 Introduction
A.3.4.1.1 All data that can be s...
A.3.4.1.2 The situations acting ...
A.3.4.1.2.a the execution of a con...
A.3.4.1.2.b the reception of a sho...
A.3.4.1.2.c the stored MA is short...
A.3.4.1.2.d the SvL is shifted (to...
A.3.4.1.2.e the stored MA is short...
A.3.4.1.2.f a cooperative MA revoc...
A.3.4.1.2.g inconsistency in a bal...
A.3.4.1.2.h a linking reaction led...
A.3.4.1.2.i the reaction due to th...
A.3.4.1.2.j the train category, ax...
A.3.4.1.2.k driver closes the desk...
A.3.4.1.2.l RAMS related supervisi...
A.3.4.1.2.m inconsistency in a bal...
A.3.4.1.2.n the Limit of Authority...
A.3.4.1.3 Depending on the situa...
A.3.4.1.3.a data is deleted,
A.3.4.1.3.b data is reset (set to ...
A.3.4.1.3.c data status is unchanged,
A.3.4.1.3.d data is to be revalidated
A.3.4.1.3.d[2]
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1] A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].D D = Deleted
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].U U = Unchanged
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].R R = Reset
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].TBR TBR = To Be Revalidated
A.3.4.1.3.d[3]
A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*



























































































































































































A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*.[r][42] A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*.[r][42].[c][1] Driver IDA.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*.[r][42].[c][2] U
A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*.[r][42].[c][3] U
A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*.[r][42].[c][4] TBR

















































A.3.4.1.3.d[4] [1]: beyond the new Sv...
A.3.4.1.3.d[5] [2]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[6] [3]: In case of recept...
A.3.4.1.3.d[7] [4]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[8] [5]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[9] [6]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[10] [7]: If the start loca...
A.3.4.1.3.d[11] [8]: only if the locat...
A.3.4.1.3.d[12] [9]: unchanged if the ...
A.3.4.1.3.d[13] [10]: beyond the curre...
A.3.4.1.3.d[14] [11]: the ERTMS/ETCS o...
A.3.4.1.3.d[15] [12]: If the start loc...
A.3.4.1.3.d[16] [13]: only if the loca...
A.3.4.1.3.d[17] [14]: In case of recep...
A.3.4.1.4 NOTES:
A.3.4.1.4.1 “Location” contains LR...
A.3.4.1.4.2 The following informat...
A.3.4.1.4.2.a Repositioning information
A.3.4.1.4.2.b Session Management (ex...
A.3.4.1.4.2.c Danger for SH information
A.3.4.1.4.2.d Assignment of Co-ordin...
A.3.4.1.4.2.e Infill Location Reference
A.3.4.1.4.2.f Location Identity (NID...
A.3.4.1.4.2.g Recognition of exit fr...
A.3.4.1.4.2.h Acknowledgement of Tra...
A.3.4.1.4.2.i SH refused
A.3.4.1.4.2.j SH authorised
A.3.4.1.4.2.k Balise/loop system ver...
A.3.4.1.4.2.l Track Condition Statio...
A.3.4.1.4.2.m Track Condition Change...
A.3.4.1.4.2.n Revocation of Emergenc...
A.3.4.1.4.2.o Temporary Speed Restri...
A.3.4.1.4.2.p Initiation of communic...
A.3.4.1.4.2.q Acknowledgement of ses...




A.3.4.1.4.2.v SoM position report co...
A.3.4.1.4.2.w Track Ahead Free up to...
A.3.4.1.4.2.x Signalling related spe...
A.3.4.1.4.2.y Stop if in SR mode
A.3.4.1.4.2.z Data to be forwarded t...
A.3.5 Handling of Actions in...
A.3.5.1 Regards actions execut...
A.3.5.1.*[1] Change of National Val...
A.3.5.1.*[2] Request to acknowledge...
A.3.5.1.*[3] Start and stop display...
A.3.5.1.*[4] Request to acknowledge...
A.3.5.1.*[5] Start and stop accepti...
A.3.5.1.*[6] Actions related to RBC...
A.3.5.1.*[7] Actions related to tra...
A.3.5.1.*[8] Permission to initiate...
A.3.5.1.*[9] Start and stop Track A...
A.3.5.1.*[10] Start and stop calcula...
A.3.5.2 Once the ERTMS/ETCS on...
A.3.5.2.1 Example 1: in level 1,...
A.3.5.2.2 Example 2: when the ov...A.3.6 Deletion of accepted a...
A.3.6.1 Standard case
A.3.6.1.1 When the train moves i...
A.3.6.1.1.1 Note: The requirement ...
A.3.6.2 Exception
A.3.6.2.1 Following information ...
A.3.6.2.1.*[1] location dependent sta...
A.3.6.2.1.*[2] gradient information,
A.3.6.2.1.*[3] reduced adhesion infor...
A.3.6.2.1.*[4] Track condition “Big m...
A.3.6.2.1.1 Note: The above inform...
A.3.6.2.1.*[5] With the exception of ...
A.3.6.2.1.*[6] Track condition “Big m...
A.3.6.2.1.2 Note: The distance to ...
A.3.7 Calculation of the bas...
A.3.7.1 The brake percentage (...
A.3.7.1[2] λo = λ for calculation...
A.3.7.1[3] λo = MIN (λ, 135) for ...
A.3.7.1[4] where λ is the brake p...
A.3.7.2 The calculation of the...
A.3.7.3 The speed limit for th...
A.3.7.3[2] V_lim is the speed lim...
A.3.7.3[3] x = 16.85
A.3.7.3[4] y = 0.428
A.3.7.4 The first step of the ...
A.3.7.4[2] AD_0 is the basic dece...
A.3.7.4[3] A = 0.0075
A.3.7.4[4] B = 0.076
A.3.7.5 The following steps of...
A.3.7.5[2] AD_n = a3_n * λo3 + a2...
A.3.7.5[3] and with the following...
A.3.7.5[4] n = 1   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[5] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[6] n = 2   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[7] valid for 100 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[8] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[9] n = 3   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[10] valid for 120 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[11] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[12] n = 4   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[13] valid for 150 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[14] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[15] n = 5   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[16] valid for 180 < speed ...




















































A.3.8 Calculation of the eme...
A.3.8.1 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.1[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.1[3] where
A.3.8.1[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.8.1[5] a = 2.30
A.3.8.1[6] b = 0.00
A.3.8.1[7] c = 0.17
A.3.8.2 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.2[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.2[3] where
A.3.8.2[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.8.2[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.8.2[6] a = 2.30
A.3.8.2[7] b = 0.00
A.3.8.2[8] c = 0.17
A.3.8.2[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.8.2[10] a = -0.40
A.3.8.2[11] b = 1.60
A.3.8.2[12] c = 0.03
A.3.8.3 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.3[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.3[3] where
A.3.8.3[4] L = train length in m
A.3.8.3[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.8.3[6] a = 12.00
A.3.8.3[7] b = 0.00
A.3.8.3[8] c = 0.05
A.3.8.3[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.8.3[10] a = -0.40
A.3.8.3[11] b = 1.60
A.3.8.3[12] c = 0.03




A.3.8.4[5] V_target is the target...
A.3.8.5 The correction factor ...
A.3.8.5[2] kto = 1 + Ct
A.3.8.5[3] where
A.3.8.5[4] Ct = 0.16  for freight...
A.3.8.5[5] Ct = 0.20  for freight...
A.3.8.5[6] Ct = 0.20  for passeng...
A.3.9 Calculation of the ful...
A.3.9.1 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.1[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.1[3] where
A.3.9.1[4] L = train length in m
A.3.9.1[5] a = 3.00
A.3.9.1[6] b = 1.50
A.3.9.1[7] c = 0.10
A.3.9.2 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.2[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.2[3] where
A.3.9.2[4] L = train length in m
A.3.9.2[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.9.2[6] a = 3.00
A.3.9.2[7] b = 2.77
A.3.9.2[8] c = 0.00
A.3.9.2[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.9.2[10] a = 10.50
A.3.9.2[11] b = 0.32
A.3.9.2[12] c = 0.18
A.3.9.3 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.3[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.3[3] where
A.3.9.3[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.9.3[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.9.3[6] a = 3.00
A.3.9.3[7] b = 2.77
A.3.9.3[8] c = 0.00
A.3.9.3[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.9.3[10] a = 10.50
A.3.9.3[11] b = 0.32
A.3.9.3[12] c = 0.18
A.3.9.4 The equivalent brake b...
A.3.9.4[2] T_brake_service_cm0 = ...
A.3.9.4[3] T_brake_service_cmt = ...
A.3.9.5 The correction factor ...
A.3.9.6 The values of a, b, c ...
A.3.9.7 Note: Although certain...
A.3.10 Service brake feedback
A.3.10.1 The purpose of service...
A.3.10.2 The on-board shall con...
A.3.10.2.a The service brake feed...
A.3.10.2.b The national value doe...
A.3.10.3 Two different types of...
A.3.10.3[2] p = fictive main brake...
A.3.10.3[3] p_cylinder = brake cyl...
A.3.10.3[4] k1 = vehicle dependent...
A.3.10.3[5] p =  500  - p_cylinder...
A.3.10.4 The value of T_bs1 and...
A.3.10.4[2] p = current main brake...
A.3.10.4[3] p0 = reference pressur...
A.3.10.4[4] p1 = pressure at which...
A.3.10.4[5] p2 = pressure limit, u...
A.3.10.4[6] p3 = pressure at full ...
A.3.10.4[7] Q_feedback_started = a...
A.3.10.4[8] Q_Tbslocked = a boolea...
A.3.10.4[9] T_bs1_locked =  0 s.
A.3.10.4[10] T_bs2_locked =  2 s.
A.3.10.4[11] If (Q_Tbslocked) or (Q...
A.3.10.4[12] If Q_Tbslocked then
A.3.10.4[13] T_bs1 = T_bs1_locked
A.3.10.4[14] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked
A.3.10.4[15] Else
A.3.10.4[16] If p > p2 then
A.3.10.4[17] If Q_feedback_started ...
A.3.10.4[18] Q_feedback_started = true
A.3.10.4[19] T_bs_feedback = T_bs *...
A.3.10.4[20] T_bs1 = T_bs2 = T_bs_f...
A.3.10.4[21] If T_bs_feedback > T_b...
A.3.10.4[22] T_bs1 = T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[23] Else if T_bs_feedback ...
A.3.10.4[24] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked
A.3.10.4[25] End If
A.3.10.4[26] Else
A.3.10.4[27] T_bs1 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[28] T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[29] End If
A.3.10.4[30] Else
A.3.10.4[31] T_bs1 = T_bs1_locked
A.3.10.4[32] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked




A.3.10.4[37] T_bs1 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[38] T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[39] End if
A.3.10.4[40] If (the target speed m...
A.3.10.4[41] Q_Tbslocked = false
A.3.10.4[42] Q_feedback_started = f...
A.3.10.4[43] End If
A.3.10.4[44]
A.3.10.4[45] The reference pressure...
A.3.10.4[46] a) To the first stable...
A.3.10.4[47] b) Stable in this inst...















A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] p > p0









A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][2] p0 > p > p0 - 30
A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][3] p0 = p0 − 0,5
A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][4] Decreasing pressure
A.3.10.4[50] Where:
A.3.10.4[51] - p is limited to max ...
A.3.10.4[52] - Values given in kPa.
A.3.10.5 Note: If T_bs1 and T_b...













ETCS subset-026, Baseline 3.3.0,
538 pages of Microsoft Word documents
Tree of requirements
This visualization shows chapter 3 
of subset-026 with approx. 3.500 
requirement artifacts connected by 
4.200 edges which bear hierarchical or 
other custom relations.
Processed requirements
Eclipse‘s ProR (above) and IBM DOORS (below) displaying 
an excerpt of the specification
Turning the requirements into a system
Esterel‘s SCADE Suite displaying a model of a part of the ETCS EVC. The 






Modern systems are becoming increasingly complex. This has proven to be challenging es-
pecially for safety-critical applications where such systems need to remain maintainable for 
their entire, often decades-long, operating lifetimes.
Since maintainability must be guaranteed irrespective of the original supplier and their indi-
vidual business decisions (bankruptcy, arbitrary “end of life”), the idea of a so-called “open 
proofs” approach was born. For today’s ever more common software-driven applications 
this mandates to make both the resulting software program and all auxiliary tools 
used for its creation available as open-source. Thus, anyone with the respective 
skills can examine the functioning of the system and take over its maintenance 
at any point in time.
This thesis shows an implementation of that approach with a 
tool to enable proper requirements management for the 
European Train Control System (ETCS).
2 OBJECTIvE
ETCS requirements are provided as Microsoft 
Word files which are neither easily implementa-
ble (no metadata, no information on changes bet-
ween versions) nor sufficiently traceable (as man-
dated by EN 50128:2011, clause D.58 for SIL 3/4).
Therefore, this thesis provides a tool which can 
read these Word documents and transform them 
into an appropriate, openly standardized format 
which does not suffer from these problems.
Single processed requirement
domain-specific metadata of a single requirement as shown in ProR
3 IMPLE-
MENTATION
Although there exist nu-
merous commercial soft-
ware products for the pur-
pose of requirement import 
from Word, they perform poorly for the 
core ETCS specification “subset-026” 
which constituted the focus of the thesis. 
This is mostly due to the lack of proper struc-
ture and the peculiar formatting of those files.
Hence, a novel tool comprising some 16k SLOC 
of Java was developed to automatically convert 
those documents into the Requirement Interchange 
Format (ReqIF). This is a relatively new, but standard-
ized XML-based file format specifically designed for the 
storage and exchange of requirements.
To do so, the tool first reads the files using a customized, 
open-source library to access the internal Word file structure. 
It then elicits individual requirements (usually single paragraphs 
or cells in tables) and assigns them unique, context-sensitive 
identifiers. Through the employment of regular expressions and 
Natural Language Processing the textual contents of those require-
ments are subsequently enhanced for implementation purposes 
with various metadata. In the next step relations between different 
requirements are detected and other artifacts (pictures, equations) 
are handled. The result of these efforts is stored in a tree which 
eventually gets written to ReqIF. This output can then be consumed 
by common RM-tools such as DOORS or modelled using SCADE.
4 CON-
CLUSION
The developed tool is 
capable of handling all 
eight chapters of subset-
026 and processes them 
into roughly 22.000 individ-
ual requirements.
Its output is used produc-
tively within the R&D-project 
“openETCS” aimed at creating 
a manufacturer-independent ref-
erence implementation covering 
the software part of ETCS’ core on-
board component, the European Vi-
tal Computer (EVC).
Currently, the tool is tailored to this 
specific use-case. However, a reconfigu-
ration for other specification documents 
is also feasible. Thereby it could become 
an accelerator for the wider adoption of 
ReqIF, and thus formalized requirements 














































sample lifespans: Airbus A300 1970|1972 – 2050
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a piece of software to automatically extract requirements captured in Mi-
crosoft Word files while using domain knowledge. In a subsequent step, these requirements
are enhanced for implementation purposes and ultimately saved to ReqIF, an XML-based file
format for the exchange of specification documents. ReqIF can be processed by a wide range
of industry-standard requirements management tools. By way of this enhancement a formaliza-
tion of both the document structure and selected elements of its natural language contents is
achieved.
In its current version, the software was specifically developed for processing the Subset-026,
a conceptually demanding specification document covering the core functionality of the pan-
European train protection system ETCS.
Despite this initial focus, the two-part design of this thesis facilitates a generic applicability of its
findings: Section 2 presents the fundamental challenges of weakly structured specification doc-
uments and devotes a large part to the computation of unique, but human-readable requirement
identifiers. Section 3, however, delves into more domain-specific features, the text processing
capabilities, and the actual implementation of this novel software.
Due to the open-source nature of the application, an adaption to other use-cases can be achieved
with comparably little effort.
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit einer Software zur automatisierten Extraktion von Anforderun-
gen aus Dokumenten im Microsoft Word Format unter Nutzung von Domänenwissen. In einem
nachgelagerten Schritt werden diese Anforderungen für Implementierungszwecke aufgewertet
und schließlich als ReqIF, einem XML-basierten Dateiformat zum Austausch von Spezifikations-
dokumenten, gespeichert. ReqIF wird von zahlreichen branchenüblichen Anforderungsmana-
gementwerkzeugen unterstützt. Durch die Aufwertung wird eine Formalisierung der Struktur
sowie ausgewählter Teile der natürlichsprachlichen Inhalte des Dokuments erreicht.
Die jetzige Version der Software wurde speziell für die Verarbeitung des Subset-026 entwickelt,
eines konzeptionell anspruchsvollen Anforderungsdokuments zur Beschreibung der Kernfunktio-
nalität des europaweiten Zugsicherungssystems ETCS.
Trotz dieser ursprünglichen Intention erlaubt die zweigeteilte Gestaltung der Arbeit eine allge-
meine Anwendung der Ergebnisse: Abschnitt 2 zeigt die grundsätzlichen Herausforderungen in
Bezug auf schwach strukturierte Anforderungsdokumente auf und widmet sich dabei ausführlich
der Ermittlung von eindeutigen, aber dennoch menschenlesbaren Anforderungsidentifikatoren.
Abschnitt 3 befasst sich hingegen eingehender mit den domänenspezifischen Eigenschaften,
den Textaufbereitungsmöglichkeiten und der konkreten Implementierung der neuen Software.
Da die Software unter open-source Prinzipien entwickelt wurde, ist eine Anpassung an andere
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THESES
1. The Microsoft Word file format is not especially beneficial to the storage of specification
documents due to its low degree of structure and high functional excess.
2. Requirements captured within Microsoft Word files can be automatically extracted and
formalized by using domain knowledge.
3. Traceability is an important property of requirements, and Microsoft Word files cannot
serve as a decent trace source without dedicated postprocessing.
4. The current representation of Subset-026 does not particularly lend itself as an input to a
highly regulated development process in accordance with EN 50128.
5. ReqIF is a file format tailored to the task of requirements management that can represent
the contents of specification documents in a manner substantially more formal than Mi-
crosoft Word.
6. To derive maximum profit from the efforts on formalization, its representation must be
easily consumable by humans as well as by automated means.
7. In a domain-specific context, a regex-based approach to natural language contents is still
preferable to NLP / Machine Learning because of its speed and predictability.
8. When processing the raw specification documents of systems of sufficient complexity,
using a fully automated tool is indispensable in order to rule out human error.
9. A tool without proper tailoring to the domain will inevitably underperform and may even
omit important elements of the specification, with the possible result of fatal outcomes.
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deleted epigraph – Peter Norvig, [Sei09, p. 311]
Europe’s railway network construction peaked during the Industrial Revolution in the mid 19th
and early 20th centuries when the continent was still very much partitioned into small individual
countries, all proudly state-owning their respective individual railway operators. Each of those
companies quickly started to maintain their very own operational rules and guidances blanket-
ing their knowledge of how they thought a train should safely move from A to B. Since running
trains in the early days was in fact merely an A-to-B business and it took quite some time for
the underlying networks of each operator to begin converging, nobody felt any urgent need to
change this approach. Even more so, incompatibility, the obvious outcome of this distinctive
sectionalism, was seen as a protective factor against possible invasions by neighbouring coun-
tries – Europe’s different track gauges still bear visible witness of that tradition [Kle02, p. 17 &
pp. 62 f.].
Despite all these intentional hindrances, history has left the continent with the densest railway
network on the planet. And today, in a more and more globalized world with bureaucrats from
Brussels pressuring, the interests of those individual network operators are steadily shifting to-
wards what is commonly referred to as interoperability. Previous efforts in this direction, how-
ever, almost exclusively involved such decisive features as standardizing the size, shape and ma-
terial of toilet seats in passenger carriages [UIC90, Sec. 4.1.4 ff.] (i.e. “non-vital parts”) while
the aforementioned rules and guidances, the blood-tainted holy grail of train operation, have re-
mained largely untouched.
One major part of those national rules regards train protection systems, technical devices which
in essence allow or restrict movements of trains on the basis of trackside inputs. Europe is
blessed with a plethora of different such systems, making it difficult for a locomotive, where
the system’s trainborne part is usually installed, to operate in several countries.
To overcome this drawback the idea of a common protection system was born in the late 1980ies
[UNI13] and later became known as European Train Control System (ETCS). By exposing stan-
dardized trackside interfaces to the locomotive in every country of operation, it theoretically
allows free movement of all equipped rolling stock on all equipped lines. However, in practise
there are two main reasons why that is still far from reality. The technical reason refers to addi-
tional train parameters unrelated to ETCS which also must be taken into account when speaking
about true interoperability, like different loading gauges or traction systems. But more impor-
tantly, there is a second not-so-technical reason which essentially boils down to the current im-
plementation of ETCS itself.
As the core ETCS specification, the so-called Subset-026, was written in a joint effort by the
Union Industry of Signalling (UNISIG), a consortium of Europe’s major railway suppliers, and the
ERTMS Users Group (EUG), which represents the European network infrastructure owners, it
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comes at no big surprise that they were not always able to agree on a common implementa-
tion for a specific functionality. Moreover, some contributors may have even been tempted to
add parts of their respective old fashioned, but field-proven national rules1 and techniques2 as a
supplement to the system, thereby enhancing its complexity. In addition, ETCS allows to imple-
ment only a restricted set of its operational modes on a certain track in order to avoid technolog-
ical overkills on rarely used branch lines and thus helps keeping costs down.
Hence, for the average time- and money-constrained implementer of the trainborne part of ETCS,
all of the aspects above lead to the fair conclusion to take into account only parts of the original
specification, namely those which are relevant to the specific country and the track a newly built
or retrofitted locomotive is supposed to run on. Although this completely contradicts the original
aim of interoperability, it is exactly what the market faces today: A variety of on-board comput-
ers, so-called European Vital Computers (EVCs), built by different manufacturers for different
locomotives, none of which are really interchangeable.
In an attempt to solve this dilemma, DB Netz, the German railway infrastructure operator and
driving force behind this thesis, teamed up with several partners from different European coun-
tries in the scope of an EU-funded research & development project entitled “openETCS” to try
and build the software part of the first complete EVC based on open-source methodologies. Not
only should this software finally allow for the long awaited interoperability, but the open-source
approach also solves the lifecycle issue, which refers to the inherent problem of all long-living
devices: At some point support and maintenance may be brought to an end by the original sup-
plier and nobody else will be able to take over. Furthermore, openETCS gives EVC hardware
manufacturers the chance to fit their products with a standardized core they can easily extend
according to individual needs and thereby significantly decrease time-to-market and develop-
ment costs.
1.1 Motivation
Creating software from a given set of specifications by using nothing but open-source auxiliary
tools, while maintaining compliance with the ambitious Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 4 require-
ments of the relevant software safety standard EN 50128 [CEN11] at the same time, is not ex-
actly an easy task. One problem that comes up right in the beginning concerns the ETCS speci-
fication documents itself. Fortunately, those are publicly available through the European Railway
Agency (ERA) which has recently taken over their maintenance from UNISIG. However, their
high degree of natural language contents in plain (Brussels-)English together with little attention
to any kind of formalization (inconsistent layout, unclear boolean relations, ill-defined formulas,
. . . ) make them hard to digest as an input to any actual implementation work. Since the cur-
rent version (3.3.0)3 of the core specification document, the so-called Subset-026 mentioned
earlier, already comprises 538 pages spread across eight individual chapters (and this excludes
any supplementary material concerning system tests, special interfaces and the like), it should
go without saying that any tool which can help to grasp this enormous amount of content is
1Radio-Infill, for example, would certainly not be a part of ETCS without the Italians [Sch12, p. 15, CR 742].
2The Euroloop as a very “German invention”, strongly influenced by LZB-technology, should provide a good example
here.
3During the writing of this thesis an update (3.4.0) was published. However, this will not be considered here.
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highly appreciated4. In addition, the monolithic nature of the documents with lots of continu-
ous text and lengthy tables does not recommend itself for credible traceability and is not easy
to read or work with, either [Mö14, p. 75]. Hence, the requirements captured in those docu-
ments need to be extracted and stored in a different format tailored for the task of requirements
management, which, from a lifecycle point of view, should be openly documented and standard-
ized. Taking into account the extensive amount of English text in those specifications, it is also
desirable to subsequently try and (pre-)process the requirements by automated means as dili-
gently as possible to ease comprehension. This effort towards formalization not only aids the
actual implementer but can also be of great help for other steps in the V-Model like the Verifica-
tion & Validation (V & V) activities [CSN+15, Sec. 6.2.3 f].
Currently, openETCS uses the Safety-Critical Application Development Environment (SCADE)
implementation of Reqtify [Est15], a Requirements Management (RM) tool rooted in the avia-
tion industry, in order to import the specification documents and afterwards only manual means
of formalization via the usual modelling tools of SCADE Suite / System (see [JPD14] for a more
thorough explanation of this primary toolchain). Two closed-source tools based on proprietary
file formats, both SCADE and Reqtify contradict the project goal, while the latter even lacks cer-
tain features relevant to the ETCS domain, such as proper hierarchy extraction and seamless
handling of requirements that are not applicable in the current context. For all these reasons it
makes sense to strive for an open-source replacement, as it can be better customized for this
particular application.
Therefore, the idea is to craft a novel piece of software which can directly import the original
specification documents, transform the content into a meaningful hierarchical tree of require-
ments using domain knowledge, enhance those requirements by attributing computed meta-
data and eventually write the result into a new file that is easily traceable (both back to the origi-
nal source as well as to any downstream activities) by automated means [And15]. It also allows
for multitenant use and is likely to remain readable for decades to come. This file may then be
imported back into Reqtify or other RM-tools and constitute the basis for any actual work further
downstream in the V-Model.
Although this thesis is very much motivated by the concrete challenges of the Subset-026, its
core ideas regard the automated formalization of weakly structured specification documents
and the possibilities of making such input traceable in a user-friendly way. This is why it should
be applicable to technical papers in other domains as well.
1.2 Previous formalization attempts
The term “formalization” is used in a rather broad sense in this thesis and essentially describes
the process of mining data from unstructured text in order to make it “a little more formal”. To
be fair, the tool to be introduced in Section 3 will not create any kind of formal language, which
could be directly transformed into executable code, but at best a semi-formal representation of
the input which renders it partly processable by automated means. Hence, the tool should be
4To be fair, the phrase enormous amount must be considered in context of the railway domain. Taking a glimpse






























Note: This is not a Venn diagram in a strict sense. Although the information stored in each wider concentric circle is a (more abstract) 
superset of its predecessor, the layers all represent this information differently.
A dedicated layer for semi-formal UML Modelling (SCADE System, Eclipse Papyrus, ...) is not shown here.
= data flow involves significant manual labour and/or is of inferior quality
= directed data flow
Figure 1: Placement of the novel tool in the existing tooling landscape
understood as a domain-specific replacement of the generic specification importers offered by
common RM applications such as Reqtify, DOORS, Requisite Pro and friends with a subsequent
treatment of the resulting data to allow for the use-cases outlined in Section 2.2. Figure 1 visu-
alizes this context and locates the novel tool.
The ETCS specifications have seen various attempts to actually create fully formal versions from
selected parts of their contents. One well known example is that of the EuRailCheck tool devel-
oped by an Italian research institute on the basis of Requisite Pro [CCM+09], [CRST10], [CCM+10].
Others which involve more manual labour include [ERT15], [Feu12] and [HMBMn11].
The tool described in this thesis differs from those previous works in that it aims for full cov-
erage of the input documents in exchange for a lower degree of formalization while remaining
completely automated. Or to put it more bluntly: This tool targets the real world where the
plentiful redundancies and contradictions that naturally come with unconstrained input must
inevitably be resolved by humans using extrinsic knowledge in a clearly separated, subsequent
step.
For a more thorough comparison of the tool with some of its unequal competitors see Sec-
tion 3.5.
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2 PROCESSING SPECIFICATION DOCUMENTS
deleted epigraph – Michael Jackson, [Jac95, pp. 125 f.]
The following Sections will dig into the analysis of specification documents starting on a rela-
tively abstract, macroscopic level, to encourage general applicability of their contents. Especially
the input parsing techniques (Section 2.1.1) and the discussion of feasible means of requirement
formalizations (Section 2.2) are written in such a way as to minimize their domain-specificity.
Only the last Section 2.3 will exhibit a gradual shift towards more concrete examples from the
Subset-026. This is mainly to ease comprehension as the fundamental concepts of traceability
presented therein are not limited to this specific use-case.
Finally, Section 3 will extend on these abstract foundations and present their concrete imple-
mentation for the ETCS domain. Due to its lack of generality, the actual content processing of










Figure 2: Sequential struc-
ture of an ETCS specification
document
ETCS specifications are available on the ERA-website in both
Portable Document Format (PDF) and Microsoft Word (DOC)
formats. Their general structure is depicted in Figure 2. For
lengthy specifications which are split across several chapters,
such as the Subset-026 (see Section 1.1), each chapter is pub-
lished separately.
Irrespective of fundamental weaknesses of the specifications
discussed in Section 1.1, neither of those two file formats
makes a particularly good candidate for automated processing.
Although the PDF-format is standardized, fully specified, with
special trimmed-down versions for long-term storage existing,
it has a strong focus on maintaining the layout of a document.
This means it is strictly page-oriented, comes with fonts em-
bedded, and all information which is not relevant for viewing or
printing is usually stripped from such a file. DOC, in contrast,
because it is a format designed for editing rather than viewing,
puts much more emphasis on the structure of a document. So
rather than being page-oriented, it features support for complex
tables, hierarchies of lists, logical groupings of characters to as-
sign common properties, designated constructs for recurring el-
ements such as headers and footers and the like. Only upon opening such a file will its contents
be rendered onto individual pages using locally available fonts – a process very much different
from PDF, where essentially everything is prerendered (so e.g. a table may be represented as a
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bunch of vertical and horizontal lines, positioned absolutely, with characters in between instead
of a logical construct of rows and columns [HB07]) by the application which originally produced
the file.
To sum this up, despite being far from ideal the DOC format is preferable for the task of con-
tent extraction as it features a lot more accompanying data which can help to understand the
meaning of the extracted elements. Directly using DOC as the input also prevents any errors
possibly introduced by the producer of the PDF files (which in fact only constitute a “secondary
source” since they were all converted from the original DOC files at some point). However, the
downside of this approach is having to deal with quite a complex, historically grown, proprietary
file format of which only parts are openly documented ([Mic08a], [Mic14b]) and the only truly
complete implementation is by Microsoft itself (i.e. the software “Microsoft Word”). Moreover,
this binary format must be considered deprecated by today’s standards as Microsoft introduced
a new Extensible Markup language (XML)-based variant starting with Word 2007. On the one
hand this somewhat limits the use of the described tool for future applications. But on the other
hand it once more emphasizes how a proprietary format which comes with a high degree of
vendor lock-in makes a poor choice for any specification covering a system of considerable life-
time [Sch14].
2.1.1 The input format: DOC
Figure 3 on the facing page shows a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram of the
basic structure of a DOC file. The textual contents of such a file are basically made up of a hi-
erarchy of so-called Ranges. The root is a (possibly) very long Range covering the entire docu-
ment with arbitrary (dynamically constructable) children for individual parts of the document all
the way down to a single character (confer with the term granularity of Section 2.3). By nesting
different kinds of those Ranges into one another, arbitrarily complex structures can be repre-
sented. The various circular dependencies between Character Run, Field, Footnote, Endnote,
Table and Subpart (including its self-reference) give an impression of how this is implemented5.
Requirements (as well as all other textual elements) are trapped within those Ranges. So a suit-
able extraction algorithm needs to be able to map a Range (and thus implicitly all its children as
well) onto a requirement and then read out the contents of that Range including all relevant as-
sociated data such as formatting properties, visibility or change tracking information.
As stated in Section 2.1, DOC files are not rendered onto pages until they are opened. Hence,
there is no entity named Page anywhere in Figure 3. In fact, all the page data are stored con-
secutively, and for the sole purpose of content extraction there is usually no need to reconstruct
their original (paginated) layout6. The only true kind of textual segmentation present in a DOC
are the completely separate Ranges for contents which do not belong to the main part of a doc-
ument (i.e. headers, footers, textboxes, foot- and endnotes; see Section 2.3.2) and the so-called
Section. The latter is essentially an artificial structure to associate different page layouts (which
may include specific headers and footers) with parts of a document. Specification documents,
as they are considered here, may only contain a single Section.
5Not every constellation which Figure 3 suggests is actually supported by DOC and sometimes there are limits to the
number of nesting levels allowed.
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Figure 3: Internal structure of a DOC-file (simplified)
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Although the presented structure is very flexible regarding the contents which it can represent,
it does impose a few restrictions. Among the most notable is the fact that Ranges always have
some sort of absolute beginning and end (i.e. startOffset and endOffset). Therefore, they
cannot easily represent a floating entity such as a table or figure, which is dynamically placed
at an appropriate position within the document by some layout algorithm. This restriction influ-
ences the tracestring computation, see Section 2.3.3.
2.1.2 Different parts of a specification document
As Figure 2 on page 17 suggests, the various specification documents always follow the same
basic structure. Actual requirements (respectively the Ranges containing them) can only be
found in the blocks “Main part” and “Appendix”. Hence, the rest of the (visual) part of those
documents is of little interest to the extraction process. See Figure 7 on page 29 for an exam-
ple of what a text-heavy page within the “Main part” typically looks like.
However, since list numbering is ubiquitous within those documents and extends across all
blocks, the contents before the “Main part” cannot simply be exempted from the extraction
process. The iterative computation of the current list number, as it is implemented in the DOC-
format (see Section 3.4.1 for a technical explanation), would otherwise fail and thereby falsify
the tracestring computation which is based on it (see Section 2.3). Therefore, the goal must be
to detect the different blocks, extract as much information as needed from each one of them
and eventually store the result in memory for further steps. This includes the preservation of
any hierarchy implied by the different levels of the list numbering.
Except for the “Preamble”, essentially just a fancy name for the front page and certain structures
within the “Main part”, to be further discussed in Section 2.3.2, this process turns out to be
implementable in a relatively generic way. In other words: The tool needs additional (domain-)
knowledge about the layout of the front page and, ideally, about a few more structures, which
it cannot obtain from the document itself. As the front page usually contains the chapter num-
ber of the specification document and its title, both of which are nice assets to the final output,
although neither constitutes a “requirement” in the strictest sense, the tool will refuse to pro-
cess a file if those contents cannot be found. Hence, the knowledge to correctly parse the front
page must be considered mandatory, whereas the presence of detection heuristics for all the
other subsequent structures is optional and will only be used to enhance the output quality.
DOC does not contain metadata regarding the history of specific Ranges unless the document
was continuously edited in “track changes”-mode. So, at first glance it may seem appealing
to read out the block “Change history” as well (which technically is just a special kind of a ta-
ble, see Section 2.3.2) and merge its information into the referenced requirements. Due to
the overly broad change descriptions given therein, which usually leave even a human in uncer-
tainty, this does not seem feasible for automated means, though.
2.1.3 The output format: ReqIF
While the choice of the input formats was restricted to those available (i.e. PDF and DOC), the
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Figure 4: Internal structure of a ReqIF-file (simplified), based on [Obj13, Fig. 10.3]
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sufficient means to represent the various different content types of a specification document
(namely: text, graphics and equations), keep each requirement separate from its neighbors and
ideally be supported as an import source by a wide range of tools possibly used within subse-
quent steps of the V-Model.
Since practically-minded engineers always lean towards simple solutions, especially when it
comes to complex computer-aided work they do not fully understand, comma-separated val-
ues (CSV) was the first suggestion to pop up. Files of this format are nothing more but plain
text with each line constituting an individual entry (requirement). Lines may be separated into
different fields by using a special separation character (which originally was a comma [,], hence
the name – but other characters work as well). So a CSV file is essentially a (not necessarily
rectangular) matrix which can store only text. Thus, it fails for graphics and equations and does
not offer any specific functionality targeted at requirements management, such as explicit links
between requirements, type attribution to its contents or an edit history, either. Above all, CSV
implementations are known to have incompatibilities across vendors due to the many subtleties
(i.e. how to escape a separation character if it occurs within a field) that may be handled differ-
ently [Bur14]. This disqualifies it for any serious use, especially with large specifications in a het-
erogeneous environment. Nevertheless, thanks to its simplicity the tool will make use of CSV
for various accompanying data (see Sections 2.2.1 and 3.1.1).
The next possible candidate is Microsoft Excel and its spreadsheet format. It does support em-
bedded media (graphics + equations) and despite its added complexity, incompatible implemen-
tations are less likely due to the Excel software as a reference platform. However, for the pur-
pose of requirements management Excel is nothing more than a pimped version of CSV, with
the same weaknesses and the additional caveat of being a proprietary, complex file format just
like DOC.
A database, as used by many RM-tools to internally store their assets, is usually not a file that
can be freely passed around. So it does not really qualify for comparison. However, there are
two notable exceptions: First, writing the contents of a database into a file. This approach usu-
ally leaves the user again with CSV or the Excel file format and is therefore no real advantage.
And second, using a dedicated file-based database like SQLite [The15b]. This would actually be
a viable solution. However, the binary, query-optimized nature of such files requires a dedicated
software library for proper access and thereby adds additional complexity without any substan-
tial win in functionality.
The file format which was eventually chosen is known as Requirements Interchange Format
(ReqIF), a relatively new but standardized XML dialect [Obj13]. It was developed mainly by the
automobile industry for the purpose of requirements exchange between different suppliers
[EJ12]. Its basic structure is depicted in the UML object diagram of Figure 4 on the previous
page. The overall design is a lot simpler than DOC by focusing only on features relevant to the
domain of requirements management. Requirements are represented as individual entities
(called a SpecObject) which always come with a unique identifier and may be attributed an ar-
bitrary number of metadata. Like most other entities, both the metadata and the SpecObject
are typed. Therefore, a specification may contain different kinds of requirements, each with an
individual set of different metadata. Due to the way specifications (object: Specification) are im-
plemented, they may even contain these requirements several times or not at all. ReqIF files
may also comprise more than one specification, which together with so-called SpecRelation-
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Groups (not shown in Figure 4 on page 21) can be used to model dependencies between e.g.
functional and non-functional requirements7.
A specification in ReqIF is a hierarchical tree, specifically an arborescence, which is a rooted
tree with exactly one directed path from the root u to any other vertex v [GM89, Def. 1.1]. In
the XML file this is represented by an arbitrarily nested sequence of SpecHierarchy -elements.
ReqIF is therefore the only format discussed so far that can properly preserve the hierarchical
structure of the input documents (see Section 2.1.2). SpecObjects are stored separately and
only referenced from within this hierarchy. The same applies if two of these SpecObjects shall
be linked together by means of a SpecRelation (which again is typed and in its simplest case
represents a cross-reference, see Section 3.2.2).
Because XML is a text-based format, it does not allow for efficient storage of binary contents
(BLOBs). Graphics and equations may therefore be referenced from within a SpecObject but
must8 be stored externally. However, the resulting ReqIF can be shipped as a ZIP-file bundled
with all external objects to both reduce the file size (which is considerably larger than that of an
efficient binary format like DOC) and allow for the comfort of a single file [PMS14, Sec. 2.1].
Like DOC, ReqIF files contain a fair amount of logical structure and its contents may therefore
be easily edited. The ReqIF standard proposes a special editable flag which may be unset for
write-protected parts of the file [Obj13, Sec. 10.7]. A second, less pleasant, similarity is the in-
ability to perform cross-file references: Neither can the contents of a DOC file A be referenced
from a DOC file B, nor can an entity in a ReqIF file C be referenced from a ReqIF file D. The im-
plications of this limitation will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.2.
2.2 Enhancing requirement content
An implementation of Section 2.1.2 results in some sort of in-memory tree where each vertex,
which shall be called an artifact from now on, represents a requirement or otherwise interesting
content. As stated in Section 2.1.3, all artifacts must be uniquely identifiable and for obvious
reasons they should usually contain some payload (i.e text, graphics, equations or a combination
thereof)9. Such a tree may therefore be viewed as an associative array which maps identifiers
(key ) onto chunks of the original input document (value). Although this may sound like a very
basic achievement at first, it should not be underestimated. Traceability , which is what this data
structure essentially provides, plays a crucial role in any kind of actual implementation of the
specified system (ETCS in this example) in a safety-critical context. Only its thorough application
to all stages of the V-Model can ensure that an implementation actually matches with the given
specification (which is a prerequisite for any verification activities).
If the newly generated ReqIF is regarded the “source” of the system’s requirements, this trace-
ability solution – despite its simplicity – already completely fulfils the relevant parts of [CEN11,
clause D.58] for this step of the V-Model. Of course, the actual source is not the ReqIF but the
DOC files10. In order to ensure backward traceability [IEE98, Sec. 4.3.8] to them, some value is
necessary that can be used to compute the original position where the contents of the current
7Subset-026 is (said to be) a purely functional specification, hence these SpecRelationGroups are not directly used in
the case-study. However, they are discussed in a different context in Section 3.2.2.
8Although a base64-encoded file given via an inlined data-URI is also feasible, this comes with a significant overhead
in size and will therefore not be considered.
9See Section 2.3.3 for an explanation of artificial artifacts which make an exception to this rule.
10Which makes another argument against PDF as the input file, see Section 2.1.
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artifact originate from. Technically the startOffset of the Range (see Section 2.1.1) from which
the contents had been extracted will be used for this purpose. This yields a number which can
be fed back into Microsoft Word to highlight the respective position in the input document. List-
ing 1 shows how this could be achieved in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)11. A tighter inte-




3 On Error GoTo ErrHandler
4 Dim wordTraceId As Long
5 wordTraceId = InputBox("Enter the wordTraceId", "Backward tracing", "")
6 Dim absoluteTargetOffset As Variant
7 absoluteTargetOffset = CLng(wordTraceId)
8 Dim currentStory As Range ' current part of the document which is being examined
9 Dim absoluteStoryOffset As Long ' startOffset of the currentStory
10 Dim relativeTargetOffset As Long ' targetOffset relative to the startOffset of the
current Story↪→
11 absoluteStoryOffset = 0
12 For Each currentStory In ActiveDocument.StoryRanges ' loop over all parts of the
document↪→
13 relativeTargetOffset = absoluteTargetOffset - absoluteStoryOffset
14 If (relativeTargetOffset >= currentStory.Start And relativeTargetOffset <=
currentStory.End) Then↪→
15 ' currentStory contains the desired artifact
16 ' move the cursor to the beginning of the artifact, scroll to that position and exit
17 Dim targetRange As Range
18 Set targetRange = currentStory
19 targetRange.SetRange Start:=relativeTargetOffset, End:=relativeTargetOffset
20 targetRange.Select
21 ActiveWindow.ScrollIntoView ActiveWindow.Selection.Range, True
22 Exit Sub
23 End If
24 absoluteStoryOffset = absoluteStoryOffset + currentStory.End
25 Next currentStory
26 ' None of the available stories contained the artifact. So the given wordTraceId must be
illegal.↪→
27 Err.Raise 513, "Bounds check", "Value out of bounds"
28 ErrHandler:
29 MsgBox "The given wordTraceId is illegal." & vbNewLine & "Reason: " & Err.Description,
vbCritical + vbOKOnly, "Error"↪→
30 End Sub
Listing 1: Simple VBA procedure to perform backward tracing
Eventually, this offset value makes the first member of a set of metadata which can be assigned
to each artifact. A second member will be a human-readable version of the identifier, which is
not only unique but fulfils a few additional contracts as well. See Section 2.3 for a discussion of
its computation. Other possible metadata could include qualifiers regarding the legal obligation
of an artifact, certain status flags (has already been implemented, needs clarification, . . . ) or a
11In line 19 of Listing 1 the actual endOffset of the respective Range could have been passed as well. However, this
value is not yet processed by the tool.
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categorization of the contents (is a Figure / an example / an implementation advice / . . . )12. The
only constraint on this data is that it must be typed using the Fundamental Types of Figure 4 on
page 21. For a list of possible types see [Obj13, Sec. 10.6].
Especially for large (legacy) input documents it makes sense to derive as much metadata as
possible from the actual contents of the artifact and limit manual assignment to a minimum. If
the majority of those contents consists of unconstrained natural language, like with Subset-026,
any possible algorithm performing the data extraction will inevitably become domain-specific to
some extent. Hence, the discussion of the metadata which can actually be processed by the
tool will be postponed until Section 3.2.1.
Not only do individually addressable artifacts allow to store data regarding their hierarchical de-
pendencies, they could also convey information on other relations such as “A contradicts B”, “A
extends B”, “A is mutually exclusive to B” or simply “A mentions B”. See Section 3.3.2 for an
application of this concept.
2.2.1 Visualizing dependencies
By combining the artifact’s hierarchy with other available relational information, a specification
document can also be represented as a graphical tree13. However, since the latter group is less
constrained, this new tree will no longer be an arborescence but only a generic directed graph
(digraph). Figure 5 on the following page shows an example (albeit significantly scaled down)
rendered by graphviz’s dot algorithm [GKNV93] for chapter 3 of Subset-026 in left-to-right-mode
(thus: the former root is situated in the very left, centered). This chapter consists of about 3500
artifacts, which are shown as nodes of the tree. Their dependencies are represented by close to
4200 edges in-between.
Different colors and node sizes were subsequently computed by Gephi [BHJ09] on the basis
of a clustering algorithm, respectively their betweenness centrality, a measure for how many
shortest paths between two nodes pass through the current node. Thus, such a graphical ren-
dering can be of use in the early phases of an implementation project to assign different parts of
the specification to different implementers as well as to visualize progress at later stages.
The data used to compute this tree is made available by the tool as CSV-files. Hence, it can also
be used to perform other kinds of statistics such as a “graphical delta” between different ver-
sions of a file (given the node identifiers remain unchanged, confer with Section 2.3.3) or to
form the basis of a taxonomy of related requirements. See Appendix A.1 for an explanation on
how to process these files.
2.2.2 Querying for data
Text-heavy specification documents are especially likely to include recurring words, phrases or
specific symbols in different artifacts. The tool allows to elicit such entities algorithmically (see
12See [Fir05, p. 40] for a long list of further suggestions.
13This is somewhat similar to DOORS’ “Graphical View” [IBM15] but substantially more powerful.
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3.6.1.1 It shall be possible t...
3.6.1.1.a Data that refers only ...
3.6.1.1.b Data that remains vali...
3.6.1.2 Note: Determination of...
3.6.1.2[2] 3.6.1.2[2].[f]6 3.6.1.2[2].[f]6.C Figure 6: Actual route...
3.6.1.2[3] 3.6.1.2[3].[f]7 3.6.1.2[3].[f]7.C Figure 7: Route known ...
3.6.1.3 The Train Position inf...
3.6.1.3.*[1] The estimated train fr...
3.6.1.3.*[2] The train position con...
3.6.1.3.*[3] Directional train posi... 3.6.1.3.*[3].*[1] the position of the tr...
3.6.1.3.*[3].*[2] the train orientation
3.6.1.3.*[3].*[3] the train running dire...
3.6.1.3.*[3][2] In case of an LRBG bei...
3.6.1.3.*[4] A list of LRBGs, which...
3.6.1.4 Balise groups, which a... 3.6.1.4.1 Justification: The loc...
3.6.1.5 If there is an active ...
3.6.1.6 The “train orientation...
3.6.1.6.1 Note: The train orient...
3.6.2 Location of Data Trans...
3.6.2.1 Data Transmitted by Ba...
3.6.2.1.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.1.2 Exception: Regarding i...
3.6.2.2 Data Transmitted by Ra...
3.6.2.2.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.2.2 For the LRBG the follo...
3.6.2.2.2.a The on-board equipment... 3.6.2.2.2.a.*[1] balise groups marked a...
3.6.2.2.2.a[2] or 3.6.2.2.2.a[2].*[1] the last balise group ...
3.6.2.2.2.a[3] shall be regarded.
3.6.2.2.2.b The RBC shall use the ...
3.6.2.2.2.c The on-board equipment...
3.6.2.2.2.1 Exception to a): When ...
3.6.2.2.2.2 Exception to b): When ...
3.6.2.2.2.3 Regarding c): From the...
3.6.2.2.3 Example: The following...
3.6.2.2.3[2]
3.6.2.2.3[2].[f]8
3.6.2.2.3[2].[f]8.C Figure 8: On-board and...
3.6.2.3 Data transmitted as In...
3.6.2.3.1 All location and profi...
3.6.2.3.1.1 Justification:
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[1] At locations where rou...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2]
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2].[f]9 3.6.2.3.1.1.*[2].[f]9.C Figure 9: Routes Join ...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3] In case of an infill a...
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2]
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2].[f]10
3.6.2.3.1.1.*[3][2].[f]10.C Figure 10: Location re...
3.6.2.3.1.2 Note: The orientation ...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[1] In case of a balise gr...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[2] In case of loop, the o...
3.6.2.3.1.2.*[3] In case of radio, the ...
3.6.2.4 Data transmitted by Loop 3.6.2.4.1 It shall be possible t... 3.6.2.4.1.1 Note: Regarding infill...
3.6.2.4.2 The orientation of dat...
3.6.3 Validity direction of ...
3.6.3.1 General
3.6.3.1.1 The direction for whic...
3.6.3.1.1.a the direction of the L...
3.6.3.1.1.b the direction of the b...
3.6.3.1.2 Data transmitted to th...
3.6.3.1.2.a both directions
3.6.3.1.2.b the nominal direction
3.6.3.1.2.c the reverse direction
3.6.3.1.2[2] of the referenced bali... 3.6.3.1.2[2].1 Deleted.
3.6.3.1.3 When receiving informa...
3.6.3.1.3.1 If the train position ...
3.6.3.1.4 If no co-ordinate syst...
3.6.3.1.4.1 Exception: if not reje...
3.6.3.1.4.1[2] Figure 11: Intentional...
3.6.3.2 Location, Continuous P...
3.6.3.2.1 Location and profile d...
3.6.3.2.1[2]
3.6.3.2.1[2].[f]12
3.6.3.2.1[2].[f]12.C Figure 12: General Str...
3.6.3.2.2 With regard to Figure ... 3.6.3.2.2.a Value (n) shall be val...
3.6.3.2.2.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.2.c Distances shall be giv...
3.6.3.2.2.d The last value (n) tra...
3.6.3.2.2.e If distance (n+1) = 0 ...
3.6.3.2.3 With regard to Figure ...
3.6.3.2.3.a Distances shall be giv...
3.6.3.2.3.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.3.c Each value (n) may rep...
3.6.3.2.4 According to Figure 12... 3.6.3.2.4.a Distance to the start ...
3.6.3.2.4.b For distance (1) the p...
3.6.3.2.4.c Each value (n) may rep...
3.6.3.2.4.d Note: There is no rela...
3.6.3.2.5 It shall be possible f... 3.6.3.2.5.1 Justification: Refer t...
3.6.3.2.5.1[2]
3.6.3.2.5.1[2].[f]13 3.6.3.2.5.1[2].[f]13.C Figure 13: Shifted Loc...
3.6.3.2.6 With regards to Figure... 3.6.3.2.6.a The distance (1) shall...
3.6.3.2.6.b The distance (n) shall...
3.6.3.2.6.c Each value (n) shall r...
3.6.4 Train Position Confide... 3.6.4.1 All location related i...
3.6.4.2 The confidence interva...
3.6.4.2.a On-board over-reading ...
3.6.4.2.b The location accuracy ...
3.6.4.2.1 Distance information r...
3.6.4.2.2 Note: The confidence i...
3.6.4.2.3 The value of the Locat...
3.6.4.3 When another balise gr...
3.6.4.3.a the distance between t...
3.6.4.3.b in all other cases, th...
3.6.4.3.1 Justification: it is a...
3.6.4.3.1[2]
3.6.4.3.1[2].[f]13a
3.6.4.3.1[2].[f]13a.C Figure 13a:  Reset of ...
3.6.4.3.1[3] 3.6.4.3.1[3].[f]13b
3.6.4.3.1[3].[f]13b.C Figure 13b: Relocation...
3.6.4.4 The train front end po...
3.6.4.4.a The estimated front en...
3.6.4.4.b The max(imum) safe fro...
3.6.4.4.c The min(imum) safe fro...
3.6.4.4.1 Note: The rear end pos...
3.6.4.4.1[2] 3.6.4.4.1[2].[f]13c 3.6.4.4.1[2].[f]13c.C Figure 13c: Train conf...
3.6.4.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.4.6 The estimated front en...
3.6.4.7 Supervision of locatio...
3.6.4.7.1 By exception to clause...
3.6.4.7.2 If another balise grou... 3.6.4.7.2.a the additional confide...
3.6.4.7.2.b the location related i...
3.6.5 Position Reporting to ...
3.6.5.1 General
3.6.5.1.1 The position shall ref...
3.6.5.1.1.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.5.1.2 The position report sh...
3.6.5.1.2.a The distance between t...
3.6.5.1.2.b The distance from the ...
3.6.5.1.2.c The identity of the lo...
3.6.5.1.2.d The orientation of the...
3.6.5.1.2.e The position of the fr...
3.6.5.1.2.f The estimated speed
3.6.5.1.2.g Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.1.2.h Direction of train mov...
3.6.5.1.2.i Optionally, the previo...
3.6.5.1.2[2]
3.6.5.1.2[2].[f]14
3.6.5.1.2[2].[f]14.C Figure 14: Information...
3.6.5.1.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.5.1.4 The on-board equipment...
3.6.5.1.4.a The train reaches stan...
3.6.5.1.4.b The mode changes.
3.6.5.1.4.c The driver confirms tr...
3.6.5.1.4.d A loss of train integr...
3.6.5.1.4.e The train passes a RBC...
3.6.5.1.4.f The train passes a lev...
3.6.5.1.4.g The level changes.
3.6.5.1.4.h A communication sessio...
3.6.5.1.4.i Intentionally moved.
3.6.5.1.4.j The train passes an LR...
3.6.5.1.4.k The train passes a RBC...
3.6.5.1.4.1 If the position report...
3.6.5.1.5 For the position repor...
3.6.5.1.5.a Periodically in time.
3.6.5.1.5.b Periodically in space.
3.6.5.1.5.c When the max safe fron...
3.6.5.1.5.d At every passage of an...
3.6.5.1.5.e Immediately.
3.6.5.1.5.1 Note: d) and e) can no...
3.6.5.1.6 Deleted.
3.6.5.1.7 The given position rep...
3.6.5.1.8 The mode and level rep...
3.6.5.2 Report of Train Rear E...
3.6.5.2.1 Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.2 Driver input of train ...
3.6.5.2.3 The train integrity in... 3.6.5.2.3.a Train integrity status...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[1] No train integrity inf...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[2] Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[3] Train integrity inform...
3.6.5.2.3.a.*[4] Train integrity lost3.6.5.2.3.b Safe train length info...
3.6.5.2.4 The safe train length ...
3.6.5.2.5 The safe train length ...
3.6.5.2.5[2] 3.6.5.2.5[2].[f]15 3.6.5.2.5[2].[f]15.C Figure 15: Calculation...
3.6.6 Geographical position ...
3.6.6.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.6.6.2 The resolution of the ...
3.6.6.3 When receiving new geo...
3.6.6.4 Geographical position ... 3.6.6.4.a part of the last repor...
3.6.6.4.b the balise group trans...
3.6.6.4.c any balise group not y...
3.6.6.4.1 In case the informatio...
3.6.6.4.2 From the currently sto...
3.6.6.4.3 The announced and not ...
3.6.6.5 The distance travelled...
3.6.6.6 In cases where the tra...
3.6.6.7 In cases where single ...
3.6.6.8 Intentionally deleted.
3.6.6.9 The on-board equipment...
3.6.6.9.a a new track kilometre ...
3.6.6.9.b it is told not to do s...
3.6.6.9.c the calculated geograp...
3.6.6.9.d no more geographical p...
3.6.6.9.1 Once a track kilometre...
3.6.6.10 The following data sha...
3.6.6.10.*[1] Identity of the geogra...
3.6.6.10.*[2] Distance from geograph...
3.6.6.10.*[3] Value of the track kil...
3.6.6.10.*[4] Counting direction of ...
3.6.6.10[2] 3.6.6.10[2].[f]16
3.6.6.10[2].[f]16.C Figure 16: Geographica...
3.7 Completeness of data f...
3.7.1 Completeness of data
3.7.1.1 To control the train m...
3.7.1.1.a Permission and distanc...
3.7.1.1.b When needed, limitatio...
3.7.1.1.c Track description cove...
3.7.1.1.c.*[1] The Static Speed Profi...
3.7.1.1.c.*[2] The gradient profile (...
3.7.1.1.c.*[3] Optionally Axle load S...
3.7.1.1.c.*[4] Optionally Speed restr...
3.7.1.1.c.*[5] Optionally track condi...
3.7.1.1.c.*[6] Optionally route suita...
3.7.1.1.c.*[7] Optionally areas where...
3.7.1.1.c.*[8] Optionally changed adh...
3.7.1.1.d Linking information wh...
3.7.2 Responsibility for com... 3.7.2.1 The Movement Authority...
3.7.2.1.*[1] Together with the othe...
3.7.2.1.*[2] Separately, if the oth...
3.7.2.2 The trackside shall be...
3.7.2.2.1 In case of LOA, tracks...
3.7.2.3 The MA and the related...
3.7.2.3.1 Note: Full length mean...
3.7.2.4 It shall be the respon...
3.7.2.4.*[1] Emergency messages (fr...
3.7.2.4.*[2] Request to stop earlie...
3.7.2.4.*[3] Temporary speed restri...
3.7.2.4.*[4] National values
3.7.2.4.*[5] Level transition infor...
3.7.2.4.*[6] LX speed restrictions
3.7.2.4.*[7] Inhibition of revocabl...
3.7.2.4.*[8] Virtual Balise Cover o...
3.7.3 Extension, replacement...
3.7.3.1 New track description ...
3.7.3.1.a New Static Speed Profi...
3.7.3.1.b New Gradient Profile i...
3.7.3.1.c New Axle Load Speed Pr...
3.7.3.1.d New Speed Restriction ...
3.7.3.1.e New track condition Ch...
3.7.3.1.f New track condition Bi...
3.7.3.1.g New track condition in...
3.7.3.1.h New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.i New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.j New route suitability ...
3.7.3.1.k New reversing area inf...
3.7.3.1.l New adhesion factor in...
3.7.3.1.m New linking informatio...
3.7.3.1.n New linking informatio...
3.7.3.1.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.1.2 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.2 When requested by trac...
3.7.3.2.a for stored Speed Restr...
3.7.3.2.b for stored axle load s...
3.7.3.2.c through a single reque...
3.7.3.2.d through a single reque...
3.7.3.3 In some situations, th...
3.7.3.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.7.3.5 Deleted.
3.7.3.6 Note: regarding the ha...
3.8 Movement authority
3.8.1 Characteristics of a MA
3.8.1.1 The following characte...
3.8.1.1.a The End Of Authority (...
3.8.1.1.b The Target Speed at th...
3.8.1.1.c If no overlap exists, ...
3.8.1.1.d The end of an overlap ...
3.8.1.1.e A release speed is a s...
3.8.1.1.f The MA can be split in...
3.8.1.1.f.*[1] A first time-out value...
3.8.1.1.f.*[2] In addition, a second ...
3.8.1.2 The values of the time...
3.8.1.3 Note: A Danger Point c...
3.8.1.3.*[1] the entry point of an ...
3.8.1.3.*[2] the position of the sa...
3.8.1.3.*[3] the fouling point of a...
3.8.1.4 Note: Traditionally th...
3.8.1.5 Note: Time-out values ...
3.8.1.5.a Section time-out or ti...
3.8.1.5.b End Section time-out: ...
3.8.1.5.c Time-out for an overla...
3.8.1.6 Note: If the trackside...
3.8.2 MA request to the RBC
3.8.2.1 It shall be possible f...
3.8.2.2 The parameters for req...
3.8.2.3 In level 2/3, the foll...
3.8.2.3.a A defined time before ...
3.8.2.3.b A defined time before ...
3.8.2.3.1 Regards to the above p...
3.8.2.4 It shall be possible t...
3.8.2.5 The given data shall b...
3.8.2.6 In case no MA request ...
3.8.2.7 In level 2/3: an MA re... 3.8.2.7.1 In level 0, 1, NTC: if...
3.8.2.7.2 In level 0, 1, NTC: th...
3.8.2.7.3 In level 2/3: An MA re...
3.8.2.8 Together with the MA r...
3.8.2.8.a Start selection by dri...
3.8.2.8.b Time before reaching p...
3.8.2.8.c Time before a section ...
3.8.2.8.d The track description ...
3.8.2.8.e Track ahead free up to...
3.8.3 Structure of a Movemen...
3.8.3.1 The distance to End of...
3.8.3.2 For each section compo...
3.8.3.2.a Length of the section
3.8.3.2.b Optionally, Section ti...
3.8.3.3 In addition, the End S...
3.8.3.3.a End Section time-out v...
3.8.3.3.b Danger point informati...
3.8.3.3.c Overlap information (d...
3.8.3.3[2]
3.8.3.3[2].[f]17
3.8.3.3[2].[f]17.C Figure 17: Structure o...
3.8.3.3[2].1 Note: If only one sect...
3.8.3.4 The Section timer stop...
3.8.3.4.1 Note: the End Section ...
3.8.3.5 In level 3, no time-ou... 3.8.3.5.1 Note: For level 3 func...
3.8.3.6 When an MA is transmit...
3.8.3.7 In case a main signal ...
3.8.3.7.1 Justification: The bal...
3.8.3.8 In case the main signa...
3.8.3.9 When an MA is transmit...
3.8.3.10 It shall be possible t...
3.8.3.10.1 Note: A section can co...
3.8.3.10.1[2]
3.8.3.10.1[2].[f]18
3.8.3.10.1[2].[f]18.C Figure 18: Distance to...
3.8.3.10.1[3]
3.8.3.10.1[3].[f]19
3.8.3.10.1[3].[f]19.C Figure 19 : Distance t...
3.8.3.11 In moving block operat...
3.8.3.11[2]
3.8.3.11[2].[f]20
3.8.3.11[2].[f]20.C Figure 20: MA in movin...
3.8.4 Use of the MA on board...
3.8.4.1 End Section Time-Out
3.8.4.1.1 The End Section timer ...
3.8.4.1.2 When the End Section t...
3.8.4.1.2.a The EOA/LOA shall be w...
3.8.4.1.2.b if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.1.3 In case no End Section...
3.8.4.1.3.1 Justification: in this...
3.8.4.1.4 In case an End Section...
3.8.4.1.4.1 Justification: this al...
3.8.4.2 Section Time-Outs
3.8.4.2.1 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.2.1.a For Level 2: at the va...
3.8.4.2.1.b For Level 1: at the ti...
3.8.4.2.1.1 Justification for b): ...
3.8.4.2.2 When a Section timer v...
3.8.4.2.2.a the EOA/LOA and the Sv...
3.8.4.2.2.b the National/ Default ...
3.8.4.2.2.c if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.2.2.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.8.4.2.3 The Section timer shal...
3.8.4.3 Time-out of the speed ...
3.8.4.3.1 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.3.1.a For Level 2: at the va...
3.8.4.3.1.b For Level 1: at the ti...
3.8.4.3.1.1 Justification for b): ...
3.8.4.3.2 When the LOA speed tim...
3.8.4.4 Time-out of Overlap
3.8.4.4.1 The Overlap timer shal...
3.8.4.4.2 When the Overlap timer...
3.8.4.4.2.a the overlap informatio...
3.8.4.4.2.b the release speed asso...
3.8.4.4.2.c if any, a non zero tar...
3.8.4.4.3 If the train comes to ...
3.8.4.4.4 In case no Overlap tim...
3.8.4.4.4.1 Justification: in this...
3.8.4.4.5 In case an Overlap tim...
3.8.4.4.5.1 Justification: this al...
3.8.4.5 Supervised Location
3.8.4.5.1 The Supervised Locatio...
3.8.4.5.1.a the end of overlap (if...
3.8.4.5.1.b if not, the Danger Poi...
3.8.4.5.1.c if not, the End Of Aut...
3.8.4.5.2 As long as a Limit of ...
3.8.4.6 Infill MA (level 1 only)
3.8.4.6.1 An MA given by an infi...
3.8.4.6.2 An infill MA shall be ...
3.8.4.6.3 The infill information...
3.8.4.6.4 An infill MA shall be ...
3.8.4.6.5 The on-board shall sta...
3.8.4.6.5.a When the infill inform...
3.8.4.6.5.b When the infill inform...
3.8.4.6.5.c When the infill inform...
3.8.5 MA Update
3.8.5.1 A new MA shall replace...
3.8.5.1.a When the new MA is giv...
3.8.5.1.b When the new MA is giv...
3.8.5.1.1 Note: This refers to a...
3.8.5.1.2 When an infill MA is r...
3.8.5.1.3 If the SvL defined fro...
3.8.5.1.4 If a new MA defines an...
3.8.5.2 It shall be possible t... 3.8.5.2.1 Note: The current sect...
3.8.5.2.2 Repositioning informat...
3.8.5.2.3 A balise group message... 3.8.5.2.3.1 Note: It is possible t...
3.8.5.2.4 The reception of repos...
3.8.5.3 Examples of MA update
3.8.5.3.1 Note: In the following...
3.8.5.3.2 Example: Extension of ...
3.8.5.3.2.*[1] by giving a new longer...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2] by giving a first sect...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2]
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2].[f]21a 3.8.5.3.2.*[2][2].[f]21a.C Figure 21a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3]
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3].[f]21b
3.8.5.3.2.*[2][3].[f]21b.C Figure 21b: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.3 Example: MA update via...
3.8.5.3.3.*[1] MA extension, by givin...
3.8.5.3.3.*[2] MA shortening, see Fig...
3.8.5.3.3.*[3] MA repetition, see Fig...
3.8.5.3.3[2]
3.8.5.3.3[2].[f]22a 3.8.5.3.3[2].[f]22a.C Figure 22a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.3[3]
3.8.5.3.3[3].[f]22b
3.8.5.3.3[3].[f]22b.C Figure 22b: Shortening...
3.8.5.3.3[4]
3.8.5.3.3[4].[f]22c 3.8.5.3.3[4].[f]22c.C Figure 22c: Repetition...
3.8.5.3.4 Example: Extension of ...
3.8.5.3.4.*[1] by using the same LRBG...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2] by using a new LRBG, s...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2] 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2].[f]23a 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][2].[f]23a.C Figure 23a: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3] 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3].[f]23b 3.8.5.3.4.*[2][3].[f]23b.C Figure 23b: Extension ...
3.8.5.3.5 Example: Extension of ...
3.8.5.3.5.1 Note: In some existing...
3.8.5.3.5.2 History of the situati...
3.8.5.3.5.2.a Signal A gives an aspe...
3.8.5.3.5.2.b Signal A can determine...
3.8.5.3.5.2.c In the situation descr...
3.8.5.3.5.2[2]
3.8.5.3.5.2[2].[f]24 3.8.5.3.5.2[2].[f]24.C Figure 24: Information...
3.8.5.3.5.3 In balise group A the ...
3.8.5.3.5.3.a The most restrictive t...
3.8.5.3.5.3.b The linking distance g...
3.8.5.3.5.3.c For a given aspect of ...
3.8.5.3.5.3.d If some sections are t...
3.8.5.3.5.4 Balise groups B (B1 or... 3.8.5.3.5.4.a This is repositioning ...
3.8.5.3.5.4.b Linking to the next ba...
3.8.5.3.5.4.c The distance to the en...
3.8.5.3.5.4.d The track description ...
3.8.5.3.5.4[2]
3.8.5.3.5.4[2].[f]25 3.8.5.3.5.4[2].[f]25.C Figure 25: Information...
3.8.6 Co-operative shortenin...
3.8.6.1 It shall be possible t...
3.8.6.1.a The RBC proposes a new...
3.8.6.1.b The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.8.6.1.b.*[1] If it is in rear, the ...
3.8.6.1.b.*[2] If it is in advance, t...
3.8.6.1.c The RBC shall be infor...
3.8.6.2 If the request from th...
3.9 Means to transmit Infi...
3.9.1 General
3.9.1.1 It shall be possible t...
3.9.1.1.a Balise groups
3.9.1.1.b Euroloops
3.9.1.1.c Radio infill units.
3.9.1.1.1 Note: If the informati...
3.9.1.2 The principle used for...
3.9.1.3 If the on-board system...
3.9.1.4 Note: No additional de...
3.9.2 Infill by loop
3.9.2.1 An End Of Loop Marker ...
3.9.2.2 Balise groups shall be...
3.9.2.3 EOLMs have an orientat...
3.9.2.4 EOLM information might...
3.9.2.5 The EOLM shall send th...
3.9.2.6 The on-board shall onl...
3.9.2.7 Deleted.
3.9.2.8 Deleted.
3.9.2.9 The following informat...
3.9.2.9.*[1] Loop identity used to ...
3.9.2.9.*[2] Key to select the spre...
3.9.2.9.*[3] Distance to the loop g...
3.9.2.9.*[4] Length of the loop giv...
3.9.2.9.*[5] Indicator telling the ...
3.9.2.10 The on-board shall be ...
3.9.2.11 When the on-board equi...
3.9.2.12 The distances given in...
3.9.3 Infill by radio
3.9.3.1 In level 1 areas it sh...
3.9.3.2 The orders shall be se...
3.9.3.3 The order to establish...
3.9.3.3.a Intentionally deleted.
3.9.3.3.b If the on-board equipm...
3.9.3.4 If the on-board equipm...
3.9.3.5 If the order to establ...
3.9.3.5.1 Case 1: the on-board c... 3.9.3.5.1.a terminate the existing...
3.9.3.5.1.b establish a communicat...
3.9.3.5.1.1 The order shall be ign...
3.9.3.5.2 Case 2: the on-board c... 3.9.3.5.2.a terminate any communic...
3.9.3.5.2.b as soon as a new commu...
3.9.3.6 If the order to establ...
3.9.3.6.a If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.6.b If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.6.c If the on-board can ha...
3.9.3.7 A Radio Infill Unit sh...
3.9.3.8 The order to establish...
3.9.3.8.a Location where to perf...
3.9.3.8.b Next main signal balis...
3.9.3.8.1 The order to establish...
3.9.3.9 The establishment of a...
3.9.3.10 The on-board equipment...
3.9.3.10.a As soon as the locatio...
3.9.3.10.b As soon as the next ma...
3.9.3.11 The information sent t...
3.9.3.11.a Train identity (ETCS-I...
3.9.3.11.b Position report
3.9.3.11.c Identifier of the next...
3.9.3.11.d Time stamp
3.9.3.11.1 Justification: 3.9.3.11.1.a The train identity is ...
3.9.3.11.1.b The identifier of the ...
3.9.3.12 As soon as the radio i...
3.9.3.12.a Terminate a possible p...
3.9.3.12.b Send cyclically the in...
3.9.3.12.1 Justification: case a)...
3.9.3.12.2 Note: A Radio infill u...
3.9.3.12.2[2]
3.9.3.12.2[2].[f]25a
3.9.3.12.2[2].[f]25a.C Figure 25a: Line equip...
3.9.3.13 The radio infill unit ...
3.9.3.14 The radio infill unit ...
3.9.3.15 When the on-board equi...




3.10.1.1 Emergency messages sha... 3.10.1.1.1 Justification: In case...
3.10.1.2 An emergency message s...
3.10.1.3 The same identifier sh... 3.10.1.3.1 If the on-board receiv...
3.10.1.4 Each emergency message...
3.10.1.4.1 Note: This acknowledge...3.10.2 Emergency Stop
3.10.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.10.2.2 A conditional emergenc...
3.10.2.2.*[1] the train has already ...
3.10.2.2.*[2] the train has not yet ...
3.10.2.3 When receiving an unco...
3.10.2.4 New movement authority...
3.10.2.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.10.2.6 The driver shall be in...
3.10.3 Revocation of an Emerg... 3.10.3.1 The revocation message...
3.10.3.2 The revocation message...
3.10.3.3 The revocation of an e...
3.10.3.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.11 Static Speed Restricti...
3.11.1 Introduction
3.11.1.1 The permitted speed at...
3.11.1.2 A Static Speed Restric...
3.11.2 Definition of Static S...
3.11.2.1 Static Speed Restricti...
3.11.2.2 There are eleven categ...
3.11.2.2.a Static Speed Profile (...
3.11.2.2.b Axle load Speed Profil...
3.11.2.2.c Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.2.2.d Maximum Train Speed
3.11.2.2.e Signalling related spe...
3.11.2.2.f Mode related Speed Res...
3.11.2.2.g STM Max speed (for det...
3.11.2.2.h STM System speed (for ...
3.11.2.2.i Level Crossing speed r...
3.11.2.2.j Override function rela...
3.11.2.2.k Speed restriction to e...
3.11.2.3 The Static Speed Restr...
3.11.2.3[2] 3.11.2.3[2].[f]26 3.11.2.3[2].[f]26.C Figure 26: Example of ...
3.11.2.4 Depending on the type ...
3.11.2.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.2.6 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3 Static Speed Profile (... 3.11.3.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN...
3.11.3.1.1 The Static Speed Profi...
3.11.3.1.2 The Static Speed Profi...
3.11.3.1.3 It shall be possible f...
3.11.3.2 Static Speed Profile C...
3.11.3.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.3.2.1.1 The specific SSP categ...
3.11.3.2.1.1.a The “Cant Deficiency” ...
3.11.3.2.1.1.b The “other specific” S...
3.11.3.2.1.2 Whenever the type of s...
3.11.3.2.2 For each part of the S...
3.11.3.2.2.a always give the Basic ...
3.11.3.2.2.b optionally give one or...
3.11.3.2.2.c specify, for each “oth...
3.11.3.2.3 For each part of the S...
3.11.3.2.3.a if available, the “Can...
3.11.3.2.3.b if available, the “Can...
3.11.3.2.3.c the Basic SSP
3.11.3.2.3.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3.2.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.3.2.5 “Other Specific” SSP c...
3.11.3.2.6 For each part of the S...
3.11.3.2.6.a the ” Cant Deficiency”...
3.11.3.2.6.b all the “other specifi...
3.11.3.3 Train categories
3.11.3.3.1 A maximum of 31 train ...
3.11.3.3.2 A train shall always b...
3.11.3.3.3 The train category(ies...
3.11.4 Axle load Speed Profile 3.11.4.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.4.2 For each section with ...
3.11.4.2.1 Note: Different speed ...
3.11.4.3 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.11.4.4 For trains with an axl...
3.11.4.5 The initial state for ...
3.11.4.6 Whether a speed increa...
3.11.5 Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.5.1 The temporary speed re...
3.11.5.2 All Temporary Speed Re...
3.11.5.3 Whether a speed increa...
3.11.5.4 When two or more tempo...
3.11.5.5 Each Temporary Speed R...
3.11.5.6 It shall be possible t...
3.11.5.7 A new Temporary Speed ...
3.11.5.8 Temporary Speed Restri...
3.11.5.9 If the on-board equipm...
3.11.5.10 In case the train has ...
3.11.5.11 Intentionally deleted.
3.11.5.12 It shall be possible f...
3.11.5.13 When ERTMS/ETCS on-boa...
3.11.5.14 The inhibition of revo... 3.11.5.14.*[1] the communication sess...
3.11.5.14.*[2] in case of RBC/RBC han...
3.11.5.15 Note: this inhibition ...
3.11.6 Signalling related spe...
3.11.6.1 In level 1, it shall b...
3.11.6.2 This speed value shall...
3.11.6.3 The speed restriction ...
3.11.6.3.1 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.11.6.4 In case of a signal at...
3.11.6.5 In case of infill info...
3.11.6.5.1 Note: The infill infor...
3.11.7 Mode related speed res...
3.11.7.1 The value of the mode ...
3.11.7.1.1 Exception 1: For the m...
3.11.7.1.2 Exception 2: For the m...
3.11.7.1.3 Exception 3: For the m...
3.11.8 Train related speed re...
3.11.8.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.9 LX speed restriction
3.11.9.1 It shall be possible t...
3.11.10 Override function rela...
3.11.10.1 While the “override” f...
3.11.11 Speed restriction to e...
3.11.11.1 It shall be possible f...
3.11.11.2 The order shall be giv...
3.11.11.2.*[1] The start and end loca...
3.11.11.2.*[2] The permitted braking ...
3.11.11.2.*[3] Whether the permitted ...
3.11.11.2.*[4] A single gradient valu...3.11.11.3 The speed restriction ...
3.11.11.4 The calculation of the... 3.11.11.4.*[1] The gradient value rec...
3.11.11.4.*[2] For the calculation of...
3.11.11.4.*[3] If the permitted braki...
3.11.11.4.*[4] If the permitted braki...
3.11.11.4[2] The result of the calc...
3.11.11.5 The derived EBI, or FL...
3.11.11.6 From the SB ceiling sp...
3.11.11.6.*[1] Subtracting the applic...
3.11.11.6.*[2] Rounding the result do...
3.11.11.7 The initial state for ...
3.11.12 Gradients
3.11.12.1 The gradient informati...
3.11.12.2 The gradient profile s...
3.11.12.3 A gradient value shall...
3.11.12.4 The gradient profile s...
3.11.12.4[2]
3.11.12.4[2].[f]27
3.11.12.4[2].[f]27.C Figure 27: Gradient pr...
3.11.12.4[2].1 Note: The figure above...
3.11.12.5 It shall be possible v...
3.11.12.6 The Default Gradient f...
3.12 Other Profiles
3.12.1 Track Conditions
3.12.1.1 The Track Condition fu...
3.12.1.2 A Track Condition shal...
3.12.1.2.1 The starting point of ...
3.12.1.2.1.1 Note: The timing of ou...
3.12.1.2.1.2 Exception 1: The start...
3.12.1.2.1.3 Exception 2: The end o...
3.12.1.2.1.4 Exception 3: The start...
3.12.1.3 The types of track con...
3.12.1.3.*[1] Powerless section, low...
3.12.1.3.*[2] Powerless section, swi...
3.12.1.3.*[3] Air tightness (initial...
3.12.1.3.*[4] Sound horn (initial st...
3.12.1.3.*[5] Non stopping area (ini...
3.12.1.3.*[6] Tunnel stopping area (...
3.12.1.3.*[7] Change of traction sys...
3.12.1.3.*[8] Change of allowed curr...
3.12.1.3.*[9] Big metal masses, igno...
3.12.1.3.*[10] Radio hole, stop super...
3.12.1.3.*[11] Switch off regenerativ...
3.12.1.3.*[12] Switch off eddy curren...
3.12.1.3.*[13] Switch off eddy curren...
3.12.1.3.*[14] Switch off magnetic sh...
3.12.1.3.*[15] Station platforms, ena...
3.12.1.3.1 Note: In case of regen...
3.12.1.3.2 Note: In case of eddy ...
3.12.1.3.3 Note: in case of power...
3.12.1.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.1.5 The following actions ...
3.12.1.5.a Indicate on DMI (see c...
3.12.1.5.b Send information with ...
3.12.1.5.1 Note: Whether some inf...
3.12.1.5.2 Note: The ERTMS/ETCS e...
3.12.1.6 The train is permitted...
3.12.2 Route Suitability
3.12.2.1 Route suitability data...
3.12.2.2 The route suitability ...
3.12.2.3 On reception of route ...
3.12.2.3.a The loading gauge prof...
3.12.2.3.b The list of traction s...
3.12.2.3.c The axle load category...
3.12.2.4 If at least one unsuit...
3.12.2.5 Intentionally deleted. 3.12.2.5.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.6 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.7 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.2.8 If, for any reasons, t...
3.12.2.9 The Train Data concern... 3.12.2.9.1 Note: This allows for ...
3.12.2.10 The train is permitted...
3.12.3 Text Transmission
3.12.3.1 General Rules
3.12.3.1.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.1.2 Text messages shall al...
3.12.3.1.3 Text messages and the ...
3.12.3.1.4 Text messages can cont...





3.12.3.1.9 The following data sha...
3.12.3.1.9.*[1] Class of message
3.12.3.1.9.*[2] Plain text message or ...
3.12.3.1.9.*[3] Conditions for start o...
3.12.3.1.9.*[4] Conditions for end of ...
3.12.3.1.9.*[5] If driver acknowledgem...
3.12.3.1.10 The appearance of a me...
3.12.3.1.11 A text message from tr...
3.12.3.2 Text Message Classes
3.12.3.2.1 Text messages shall be...
3.12.3.2.1[2]
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]* 3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2] 3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][1] Auxiliary Information
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2] Displayed and deleted ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][3] Auxiliary operational ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3]
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][1] Important Information
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] Displayed and deleted ...
3.12.3.2.1[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][3] Important operational ...
3.12.3.3 Fixed text messages





3.12.3.4 Conditions for Start/E...
3.12.3.4.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.4.2 The following events c...
3.12.3.4.2.*[1] Location
3.12.3.4.2.*[2] Mode (start display as...
3.12.3.4.2.*[3] Level (start display a...
3.12.3.4.3 The following events c...
3.12.3.4.3.*[1] Location
3.12.3.4.3.*[2] Time
3.12.3.4.3.*[3] Mode (stop display whe...
3.12.3.4.3.*[4] Level (stop display wh...
3.12.3.4.3.1 It shall be possible t...
3.12.3.4.3.2 In case a confirmation... 3.12.3.4.3.2.a As always ending the t...
3.12.3.4.3.2.b As a necessary conditi...
3.12.3.4.4 The end condition shal...
3.12.3.4.5 Once the text message ...
3.12.3.4.6 When the end event 
3.12.3.4.7 In case a confirmation... 3.12.3.4.7.1 If the driver does not...
3.12.3.4.7.2 If the driver acknowle...
3.12.3.4.8 Intentionally deleted.
3.12.3.5 Report of driver ackno...
3.12.3.5.1 If trackside requests ... 3.12.3.5.1.*[1] a text message identifier
3.12.3.5.1.*[2] the identity of the RB...
3.12.3.5.2 When the driver has ac...
3.12.3.5.3 A new text message wit...
3.12.4 Mode profile
3.12.4.1 The Mode Profile can r...
3.12.4.2 For OS and LS mode the...
3.12.4.3 On reception of a new ... 3.12.4.3.1 Exception: When receiv...
3.12.4.4 In case the mode profi...
3.12.4.5 The beginning of the M...
3.12.4.6 The end of the mode pr...
3.12.5 Level Crossings
3.12.5.1 It shall be possible f...
3.12.5.2 Each Level Crossing sh...
3.12.5.3 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.12.5.4 Level Crossing informa...
3.12.5.5 Level Crossing informa...
3.12.5.6 In case the LX is not ... 3.12.5.6.a at which speed the LX ...
3.12.5.6.b whether the stopping o...
3.12.5.7 In case stopping in re...
3.13 Speed and distance mon...
3.13.1 Introduction
3.13.1.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.1.1.1 Note: The speed and di...
3.13.1.1.1.*[1] Brake system of the tr...
3.13.1.1.1.*[2] wheel/rail adhesion is...
3.13.1.1.1.*[3] Brake characteristics ...
3.13.1.2 Note: The ERTMS/ETCS o...
3.13.1.3 Figure 28 gives an ove...
3.13.1.3[2] 3.13.1.3[2].[f]28 3.13.1.3[2].[f]28.C Figure 28: Speed and d...
3.13.1.4 Throughout the followi...
3.13.2 Inputs for speed and d...
3.13.2.1 Introduction
3.13.2.1.1 The traction / braking...
3.13.2.1.2 However, railway brake...
3.13.2.1.3 The correction factors...
3.13.2.2 Train related inputs
3.13.2.2.1 Introduction
3.13.2.2.1.1 The train related inpu...
3.13.2.2.1.1.a Traction model
3.13.2.2.1.1.b Braking models (brake ...
3.13.2.2.1.1.c Brake position
3.13.2.2.1.1.d Special brakes
3.13.2.2.1.1.e Service brake interface
3.13.2.2.1.1.f Traction cut-off inter...
3.13.2.2.1.1.g On-board correction fa...
3.13.2.2.1.1.h Nominal rotating mass
3.13.2.2.1.1.i Train length
3.13.2.2.1.1.j Fixed values related t...
3.13.2.2.1.1.k Train related speed re...
3.13.2.2.1.2 All train related inpu...
3.13.2.2.1.3 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.2 Traction model
3.13.2.2.2.1 The traction model sha...
3.13.2.2.2.1[2]
3.13.2.2.2.1[2].[f]29
3.13.2.2.2.1[2].[f]29.C Figure 29: Traction Model
3.13.2.2.2.2 Note: The current valu...
3.13.2.2.3 Braking Models
3.13.2.2.3.1 Speed Dependent Decele...
3.13.2.2.3.1.1 The deceleration due t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[1] A_brake = AD_0  when 0...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[2] A_brake = AD_1  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[3] A_brake = AD_2  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3.*[4] A_brake = AD_3  when V...
3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2]
3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2].[f]30 3.13.2.2.3.1.3[2].[f]30.C Figure 30: Speed Depen...
3.13.2.2.3.1.4 The last step of A_bra...
3.13.2.2.3.1.5 The model shall be app...
3.13.2.2.3.1.6 The model shall be use...
3.13.2.2.3.1.7 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.1.8 Note: Individual decel...
3.13.2.2.3.1.9 It shall be possible t... 3.13.2.2.3.1.9.a one set applicable whe...
3.13.2.2.3.1.9.b one set applicable whe...3.13.2.2.3.1.10 A set of A_brake_norma...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[2] If A_brake_service(V =...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[3] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[4] if A_SB01 < A_brake_se...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[5] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[6] if A_SB12 < A_brake_se...
3.13.2.2.3.1.10[7] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.2.2.3.1.11 Note: the two pivot va...
3.13.2.2.3.2 Brake build up time
3.13.2.2.3.2.1 The deceleration A_bra...
3.13.2.2.3.2.2 The model for the brak...
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2]
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2].[f]31
3.13.2.2.3.2.2[2].[f]31.C Figure 31: Brake Build...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3 In Figure 31, the foll...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.a T_brake_react (t0…t1) ...
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.b T_brake_increase (t1.....
3.13.2.2.3.2.3.c T_brake_build_up (t0.....
3.13.2.2.3.2.4 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.2.2.3.2.5 This model for T_brake...
3.13.2.2.3.2.6 Note: The equivalent b...
3.13.2.2.3.2.7 Note: T_brake_react an...
3.13.2.2.3.2.8 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.3.2.9 Note: Individual value...
3.13.2.2.3.2.10 Note: In general, T_br...
3.13.2.2.4 Brake Position
3.13.2.2.4.1 The brake position sha... 3.13.2.2.4.1.a Passenger train in P
3.13.2.2.4.1.b Freight train in P
3.13.2.2.4.1.c Freight train in G
3.13.2.2.4.2 Note: The brake positi...
3.13.2.2.5 Brake Percentage
3.13.2.2.5.1 If the brake percentag...
3.13.2.2.5.2 Note: the conversion m...
3.13.2.2.6 Special Brakes
3.13.2.2.6.1 For each special brake...
3.13.2.2.6.1[2]
3.13.2.2.6.1[2].[t]3

























3.13.2.2.6.2 When an interface exis...
3.13.2.2.6.2[2]
3.13.2.2.6.2[2].[t]4

























3.13.2.2.6.3 When the brake percent...
3.13.2.2.6.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.2.2.6.5 Note: the choice to se...
3.13.2.2.6.6 If it is allowed to ta...
3.13.2.2.7 Service brake interface
3.13.2.2.7.1 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.7.2 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.8 Traction cut-off inter...
3.13.2.2.8.1 The on-board shall be ...
3.13.2.2.9 On-board Correction Fa...
3.13.2.2.9.1 Correction factors for...
3.13.2.2.9.1.1 If the braking models ...
3.13.2.2.9.1.2 For each defined indiv...
3.13.2.2.9.1.3 For a given confidence...
3.13.2.2.9.1.4 The confidence level o...
3.13.2.2.9.1.5 The rolling stock corr...
3.13.2.2.9.2 Correction factor for ...
3.13.2.2.9.2.1 The speed dependent co...
3.13.2.2.9.2.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[1] Kn = Kn_0 when 0 ≤ spe...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[2] Kn = Kn_1 when V1 < sp...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[3] Kn = Kn_2 when V2 < sp...
3.13.2.2.9.2.3.*[4] Kn = Kn_3 when V3 < speed
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2]
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2].[f]32
3.13.2.2.9.2.3[2].[f]32.C Figure 32  Speed depen...
3.13.2.2.9.2.4 Kn+(V) shall be applic...
3.13.2.2.9.2.5 Kn-(V) shall be applic...
3.13.2.2.9.2.6 The last step of the K...
3.13.2.2.10 Nominal Rotating mass 3.13.2.2.10.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.2.11 Train length
3.13.2.2.11.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.12 Fixed values
3.13.2.2.12.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.2.13 Maximum train speed 3.13.2.2.13.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3 Trackside related inputs
3.13.2.3.1 Introduction 3.13.2.3.1.1 The trackside related ...
3.13.2.3.1.1.a Trackside related spee...
3.13.2.3.1.1.b Gradients
3.13.2.3.1.1.c Track conditions relat...
3.13.2.3.1.1.d Track conditions relat...
3.13.2.3.1.1.e Reduced adhesion condi...
3.13.2.3.1.1.f Specific speed and dis...
3.13.2.3.1.1.g National Values
3.13.2.3.2 Trackside related spee... 3.13.2.3.2.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.3 Gradients
3.13.2.3.3.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.4 Track conditions 3.13.2.3.4.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.5 Reduced adhesion condi...
3.13.2.3.5.1 The speed and distance...
3.13.2.3.6 Specific speed / dista... 3.13.2.3.6.1 The speed and distance... 3.13.2.3.6.1.a the Limit of Authority...
3.13.2.3.6.1.b the maximum permitted ...
3.13.2.3.7 National Values for sp...
3.13.2.3.7.1 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.2 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.2.a the Permitted Speed su...
3.13.2.3.7.2.b the train is at stands...
3.13.2.3.7.3 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.4 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.5 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.6 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.7 In order to adapt the ...
3.13.2.3.7.7.a the first value shall ...
3.13.2.3.7.7.b the second value shall...
3.13.2.3.7.7.c the third value shall ...
3.13.2.3.7.8 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.9 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.10 It shall be possible b...
3.13.2.3.7.11 The speed dependent co...
3.13.2.3.7.11.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[1] Kv_int = Kv_int_0 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[2] Kv_int = Kv_int_1 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[3] Kv_int = Kv_int_2 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2.*[4] Kv_int = Kv_int_3 when...
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2]
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2].[f]33
3.13.2.3.7.11.2[2].[f]33.C Figure 33  Speed depen...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3[2] 1)  Freight trains 2) ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.3[2].1 Note: Different sets o...
3.13.2.3.7.11.4 The set of Kv_int for ...
3.13.2.3.7.11.5 Subset Kv_int_x_a shal...
3.13.2.3.7.11.6 Subset Kv_int_x_b shal...
3.13.2.3.7.12 The train length depen...
3.13.2.3.7.12.1 It shall be possible t...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2 Note: An example with ...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[1] Kr_int = Kr_int_0 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[2] Kr_int = Kr_int_1 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[3] Kr_int = Kr_int_2 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2.*[4] Kr_int = Kr_int_3 when...
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2]
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2].[f]34
3.13.2.3.7.12.2[2].[f]34.C Figure 34  Train lengt...
3.13.2.3.7.13 The last step of the K...
3.13.2.3.7.14 The correction factor ...
3.13.3 Conversion Models 3.13.3.1 Introduction 3.13.3.1.1 For trains with variab...
3.13.3.1.2 Note: The process for ...
3.13.3.2 Applicability of the c...
3.13.3.2.a The conversion models ...
3.13.3.2.b 0 ≤ V ≤ 200, where V i...
3.13.3.2.c 30 ≤ λ ≤ 250, where λ ...
3.13.3.2.d 0 ≤ L ≤ Lmax, where L ...
3.13.3.2.1 PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMEN... 3.13.3.2.1.1 Note: The overspeed ab...
3.13.3.2.2 For trains not fitting...
3.13.3.3 Brake percentage conve...
3.13.3.3.1 Input parameters
3.13.3.3.1.1 The input for the mode...
3.13.3.3.2 Calculation of the bas...
3.13.3.3.2.1 The basic deceleration...
3.13.3.3.3 Output parameters
3.13.3.3.3.1 The output of the brak...
3.13.3.4 Brake position convers...
3.13.3.4.1 Input parameters
3.13.3.4.1.1 The input for the mode...
3.13.3.4.2 Calculation of the eme...
3.13.3.4.2.1 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.3.4.3 Calculation of the ful...
3.13.3.4.3.1 The equivalent brake b...
3.13.3.4.4 Output parameters
3.13.3.4.4.1 The outputs of the bra... 3.13.3.4.4.1.a two values of the equi...
3.13.3.4.4.1.a[2] T_brake_emergency_cm0 ...
3.13.3.4.4.1.a[3] T_brake_service_cm0 as...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b two values of the equi...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b[2] T_brake_emergency_cmt ...
3.13.3.4.4.1.b[3] T_brake_service_cmt as...
3.13.4 Acceleration / Deceler...
3.13.4.1 Introduction
3.13.4.1.1 The elements of the gr...
3.13.4.1.1.a in location according ...
3.13.4.1.1.b in value according to ...
3.13.4.1.1[2]
3.13.4.1.1[2].[f]35
3.13.4.1.1[2].[f]35.C Figure 35: Compensatio...
3.13.4.1.2 The default gradient f...
3.13.4.1.3 For all locations not ... 3.13.4.1.3.a the default gradient f...
3.13.4.1.3.b zero, for other cases.
3.13.4.2 Train length compensation
3.13.4.2.1 Assuming that a fictiv...
3.13.4.3 Rotating mass
3.13.4.3.1 The influence of gradi...
3.13.4.3.1.1 Note: Since the rotati...
3.13.4.3.1.2 Note: For the influenc...
3.13.4.3.2 The following formulas...
3.13.4.3.2.a If M_rotating_nom is u...
3.13.4.3.2.a.*[1] Uphill: A_gradient = g...
3.13.4.3.2.a.*[2] Downhill: A_gradient =...
3.13.4.3.2.b If M_rotating_nom is k...
3.13.4.3.2.b.*[1] Uphill: A_gradient = g...
3.13.4.3.2.b.*[2] Downhill: A_gradient =...
3.13.4.3.2[2] Legend:
3.13.4.3.2[3] A_gradient = accelerat...
3.13.4.3.2[4] g = 9.81 m/s2 - accele...
3.13.4.3.2[5] grad = gradient values...
3.13.4.3.2[6] M_rotating_nom = nomin...
3.13.4.3.2[7] M_rotating_max = maxim...
3.13.4.3.2[8] M_rotating_min = minim...
3.13.5 Determination of locat...
3.13.5.1 As long as it uses a t...
3.13.5.2 If the status of a spe...
3.13.5.2.1 Note: in such case, a ...
3.13.5.3 From the adhesion prof...
3.13.5.4 When slippery rail is ...
3.13.5.5 The speed and distance...
3.13.6 Calculation of the dec...
3.13.6.1 Introduction 3.13.6.1.1 This chapter describes...
3.13.6.2 Emergency brake
3.13.6.2.1 Safe deceleration
3.13.6.2.1.1 The safe deceleration,...
3.13.6.2.1.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.2.1.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.2.1.2.b The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.2.1.2.c The locations with red...
3.13.6.2.1.2.d The National Values fo...
3.13.6.2.1.2.e The locations without ...
3.13.6.2.1.2.f The rolling stock corr...
3.13.6.2.1.2.g The National Values fo...
3.13.6.2.1.2.h The integrated correct...
3.13.6.2.1.2.i The brake position (se...
3.13.6.2.1.2.j The acquired train len...
3.13.6.2.1.3 A_safe(V,d) shall be e...
3.13.6.2.1.3[2] For locations with nor...
3.13.6.2.1.3[3] A_safe(V,d) = A_brake_...
3.13.6.2.1.3[4] For locations with red...
3.13.6.2.1.3[5] A_safe(V,d) = MIN(A_br...
3.13.6.2.1.4 A_brake_safe(V,d) shal...
3.13.6.2.1.4[2] If the speed dependent...
3.13.6.2.1.4[3] A_brake_safe(V,d) = Kd...
3.13.6.2.1.4[4] If the conversion mode...







3.13.6.2.1.5[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.2.1.5[8] A_brake_emergencyx(V) ...
3.13.6.2.1.5[9] 3.13.6.2.1.5[9].[f]36 3.13.6.2.1.5[9].[f]36.C Figure 36: Influence o...
3.13.6.2.1.6 A_MAXREDADH shall be t...
3.13.6.2.1.6.a its brake position
3.13.6.2.1.6.b whether special/additi...
3.13.6.2.1.7 Kdry_rst(V, M_NVEBCL) ...
3.13.6.2.1.8 Kv_int(V) shall be the...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1 If the brake position ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[2] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_a ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[3] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_b ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[4] Kv_int_x = Kv_int_x_a ...
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5]
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5].[f]37
3.13.6.2.1.8.1[5].[f]37.C Figure 37: Kv_int stru...
3.13.6.2.1.8.2 The maximum EB deceler...
3.13.6.2.1.9 Note: Figure 38 gives ...
3.13.6.2.1.9[2] 3.13.6.2.1.9[2].[f]38 3.13.6.2.1.9[2].[f]38.C Figure 38: Influence o...
3.13.6.2.2 Safe brake build up time
3.13.6.2.2.1 The safe brake build u...
3.13.6.2.2.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.2.2.2.a The values of T_brake_...
3.13.6.2.2.2.b The integrated correct...
3.13.6.2.2.2.c The status of the rege...
3.13.6.2.2.3 The safe brake build u...
3.13.6.2.2.3[2] If values of T_brake_e...
3.13.6.2.2.3[3] T_be = T_brake_emergen...
3.13.6.2.2.3[4] If the conversion mode...
3.13.6.2.2.3[5] T_be = Kt_int * T_brak...
3.13.6.3 Service brake
3.13.6.3.1 Expected deceleration
3.13.6.3.1.1 Since the expected dec...
3.13.6.3.1.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.3.1.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.3.1.2.b The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.3.1.2.c The locations without ...
3.13.6.3.1.3 A_expected(V,d) shall ...







3.13.6.3.1.4[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.3.1.4[8] A_brake_servicex(V) is...
3.13.6.3.2 Expected brake build u...
3.13.6.3.2.1 Since the expected bra...
3.13.6.3.2.2 No track related chara...
3.13.6.3.2.3 The train related char...
3.13.6.3.2.3.a The values of T_brake_...
3.13.6.3.2.3.b The status of the rege...
3.13.6.3.2.4 The expected brake bui...
3.13.6.3.2.4[2] T_bs = T_brake_service...
3.13.6.4 Normal service brake d... 3.13.6.4.1 Since the normal servi...
3.13.6.4.2 The train and track re...
3.13.6.4.2.a The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.4.2.b The speed dependent de...
3.13.6.4.2.c The acceleration/decel...
3.13.6.4.2.d The brake position (se...
3.13.6.4.2.e The on-board correctio...
3.13.6.4.2.f The locations without ...
3.13.6.4.3 The normal service bra...
3.13.6.4.3[2] For positive gradient ...
3.13.6.4.3[3] A_normal_service(V,d) ...
3.13.6.4.3[4] For negative gradient ...
3.13.6.4.3[5] A_normal_service(V,d) ...
3.13.6.4.3[6] Where







3.13.6.4.4[7] d1, d2, d3,... are the...
3.13.6.4.4[8] A_brake_normal_service...
3.13.7 Determination of Most ...
3.13.7.1 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.7.2 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.7.2[2] 3.13.7.2[2].[f]39 3.13.7.2[2].[f]39.C Figure 39: Most Restri...
3.13.7.3 The Most Restrictive S...
3.13.8 Determination of targe...
3.13.8.1 Introduction
3.13.8.1.1 A target is defined by...
3.13.8.1.2 For that purpose, the ...
3.13.8.1.3 These deceleration val...
3.13.8.2 Determination of the s...
3.13.8.2.1 The on-board shall con...
3.13.8.2.1.a the locations correspo...
3.13.8.2.1.b the Limit of Authority...
3.13.8.2.1.c the End of Authority (...
3.13.8.2.1.d the location deduced f...
3.13.8.2.1.1 Note: depending on the...
3.13.8.2.2 The list of supervised...
3.13.8.2.3 A target corresponding...
3.13.8.3 Emergency Brake Decele...
3.13.8.3.1 If a target belongs to...
3.13.8.3.1[2]
3.13.8.3.1[2].[f]40
3.13.8.3.1[2].[f]40.C Figure 40: Calculation...3.13.8.3.2 If a target is an SvL,...
3.13.8.3.3 If a target is the loc...
3.13.8.3.3[2]
3.13.8.3.3[2].[f]41
3.13.8.3.3[2].[f]41.C Figure 41: Calculation...
3.13.8.4 Service Brake Decelera... 3.13.8.4.1 If a target is an EOA,...
3.13.8.4.1[2] 3.13.8.4.1[2].[f]42 3.13.8.4.1[2].[f]42.C Figure 42: Calculation...
3.13.8.5 Guidance curves (GUI) 3.13.8.5.1 The purpose of the gui...
3.13.8.5.2 If the National Value ... 3.13.8.5.2.a the target location, i...
3.13.8.5.2.b the location defined i...
3.13.9 Supervision limits
3.13.9.1 Overview
3.13.9.1.1 In this chapter the fo...
3.13.9.1.1.*[1] Emergency brake interv...
3.13.9.1.1.*[2] Service brake interven...
3.13.9.1.1.*[3] Warning (W)
3.13.9.1.1.*[4] Permitted speed (P)
3.13.9.1.1.*[5] Indication (I)
3.13.9.1.1.*[6] Pre-Indication location
3.13.9.1.1.*[7] Release speed monitori...
3.13.9.1.2 The purpose of the eme...
3.13.9.1.3 The purpose of all oth...
3.13.9.2 Ceiling supervision li...
3.13.9.2.1 The ceiling supervisio...
3.13.9.2.2 From an MRSP element o...
3.13.9.2.2[2] 3.13.9.2.2[2].[f]43 3.13.9.2.2[2].[f]43.C Figure 43: Ceiling sup...





3.13.9.2.3[6] 3.13.9.2.3[6].[f]44 3.13.9.2.3[6].[f]44.C Figure 44: Definition ...
3.13.9.2.4 dV_ebi_min, dV_ebi_max...
3.13.9.2.5 For dV_sbi, the same f...
3.13.9.2.6 For dV_warning, the sa...
3.13.9.2.7 For LOA, the same form...
3.13.9.2.8 The SBI supervision li...
3.13.9.3 Braking to target supe...
3.13.9.3.1 Overview
3.13.9.3.1.1 The braking to target ...
3.13.9.3.1.2 From an EBD curve, the...
3.13.9.3.1.2[2]
3.13.9.3.1.2[2].[f]45 3.13.9.3.1.2[2].[f]45.C Figure 45: Braking to ...
3.13.9.3.1.3 From the SBD curve, Se...
3.13.9.3.1.3[2] 3.13.9.3.1.3[2].[f]46 3.13.9.3.1.3[2].[f]46.C Figure 46: Braking to ...
3.13.9.3.1.4 No specific supervisio...
3.13.9.3.2 EBI supervision limit
3.13.9.3.2.1 If not inhibited by Na...
3.13.9.3.2.2 The time elapsed betwe...
3.13.9.3.2.2.a Time during which the ...
3.13.9.3.2.2.b Remaining time during ...
3.13.9.3.2.3 The traction time (T_T...
3.13.9.3.2.3.a when the traction cut-...
3.13.9.3.2.3.a[2] T_traction = MAX((T_tr...
3.13.9.3.2.3.b when the traction cut-...
3.13.9.3.2.4 Note: When the tractio...
3.13.9.3.2.5 T_bs2 and T_warning ar...
3.13.9.3.2.6 The remaining time wit...
3.13.9.3.2.7 Note: T_Traction excee...
3.13.9.3.2.8 During T_traction, the...
3.13.9.3.2.9 If T_be > T_traction, ...
3.13.9.3.2.10 The compensated speed ...
3.13.9.3.2.10[2]
3.13.9.3.2.10[3]
3.13.9.3.2.10[4] with  or  (if compensa...
3.13.9.3.2.10[5] with  and
3.13.9.3.2.11 Note: The formula avoi...
3.13.9.3.2.12 For the estimated spee...
3.13.9.3.2.12[2]
3.13.9.3.3 SBI supervision limit
3.13.9.3.3.1 For the EOA, the on-bo...
3.13.9.3.3.1[2]
3.13.9.3.3.2 For an EBD based targe...
3.13.9.3.3.2[2]
3.13.9.3.3.3 If the service brake c...
3.13.9.3.3.4 If both the service br... 3.13.9.3.3.4.1 In case T_bs < T_bs2_l...
3.13.9.3.3.5 If the service brake c...
3.13.9.3.3.6 Note: The values T_bs1...
3.13.9.3.3.7 For display purpose on...
3.13.9.3.3.7[2]
3.13.9.3.3.7[3] if
3.13.9.3.3.7[4] 3.13.9.3.3.7[4].[f]47 3.13.9.3.3.7[4].[f]47.C Figure 47: Calculation...
3.13.9.3.3.8 For display purpose on...
3.13.9.3.3.8[2]
3.13.9.3.3.8[3] if
3.13.9.3.3.8[4] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.3.8[5] 3.13.9.3.3.8[5].[f]48
3.13.9.3.3.8[5].[f]48.C Figure 48: Calculation...
3.13.9.3.3.8[5].1 Note: the re-use of th...




3.13.9.3.3.9[5] MREBDT = Most Restrict...
3.13.9.3.4 Warning supervision li...
3.13.9.3.4.1 The on-board shall cal...
3.13.9.3.4.1[2]
3.13.9.3.4.2 T_warning is defined a...
3.13.9.3.5 Permitted speed superv...
3.13.9.3.5.1 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.1[2]
3.13.9.3.5.2 T_driver is defined as...
3.13.9.3.5.3 Note: The reference fo...
3.13.9.3.5.4 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.4[2]
3.13.9.3.5.5 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.5[2]
3.13.9.3.5.5[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.6 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.6[2]
3.13.9.3.5.6[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.7 In case the calculatio...
3.13.9.3.5.7[2]
3.13.9.3.5.7[3] if
3.13.9.3.5.7[4] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.5.7[5] 3.13.9.3.5.7[5].[f]49
3.13.9.3.5.7[5].[f]49.C Figure 49: Calculation...
3.13.9.3.5.7[5].1 Note: the re-use of th...




3.13.9.3.5.8[5] With D_bec and V_bec c...
3.13.9.3.5.9 In order to determine ...
3.13.9.3.5.9.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.3.5.9.b if not inhibited by Na...
3.13.9.3.5.10 To do so, the same for...
3.13.9.3.5.10[2]
3.13.9.3.5.10[3] 3.13.9.3.5.10[3].1 Justification: these a...
3.13.9.3.5.11 In case a non protecte...
3.13.9.3.5.11.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.3.5.11.b if not inhibited by Na...





3.13.9.3.5.12[6] Or  if
3.13.9.3.5.12[7] In case the GUI curve ...
3.13.9.3.5.12[8] In case the GUI curve ...
3.13.9.3.6 Indication supervision...
3.13.9.3.6.1 The on-board shall cal...
3.13.9.3.6.1[2]
3.13.9.3.6.2 If the service brake f...
3.13.9.3.6.2[2]
3.13.9.3.6.3 Note: The reduction of...
3.13.9.3.6.4 If the service brake f...
3.13.9.4 Release speed supervis...
3.13.9.4.1 The release speed is a...
3.13.9.4.2 Note: The release spee...
3.13.9.4.3 With each MA, it shall...
3.13.9.4.3.a Give the value of the ...
3.13.9.4.3.b Instruct the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.3.c Instruct the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.4 In case the MA does no...
3.13.9.4.5 Note: When the release...
3.13.9.4.6 The start location of ...
3.13.9.4.6.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.4.6.b if not inhibited by Na...





3.13.9.4.7[6] Or  if
3.13.9.4.7[7]
3.13.9.4.7[7].[f]50 3.13.9.4.7[7].[f]50.C Figure 50: Start locat...
3.13.9.4.8 When the Release Speed...
3.13.9.4.8[2]
3.13.9.4.8[2].[f]51
3.13.9.4.8[2].[f]51.C Figure 51: Calculated ...
3.13.9.4.8[2].1 In order to calculate ...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2 The release speed shal...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[2]




3.13.9.4.8[2].2[7] And with if level = 1




3.13.9.4.8[2].2[12] as soon as
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13] with
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1 Note: The above formul...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1.*[1] the distance confidenc...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1.*[2] the speed under readin...
3.13.9.4.8[2].2[13].1[2] Whenever the on-board ...
3.13.9.4.9 If the release speed (...
3.13.9.4.9[2]
3.13.9.4.9[2].[f]52
3.13.9.4.9[2].[f]52.C Figure 52: Release Spe...
3.13.9.5 Pre-indication location
3.13.9.5.1 The purpose of the pre...
3.13.9.5.2 For an EBD based targe...
3.13.9.5.3 Starting from the firs...
3.13.9.5.3.a the estimated accelera...
3.13.9.5.3.b if not inhibited by Na...




3.13.9.5.4[5] With  if the GUI curve...
3.13.9.5.4[6] Or  if the GUI curve i...
3.13.9.5.5 If the Indication supe...
3.13.9.5.5[2] If
3.13.9.5.5[3] Then
3.13.9.5.6 If the Indication supe...




3.13.9.5.6[4].[f]53.C Figure 53: Pre-indicat...
3.13.9.5.7 T_preindication is def...
3.13.9.5.8 For the EOA, the on-bo...
3.13.9.5.8[2]
3.13.9.5.8[3]
3.13.9.5.8[4] With  if the GUI curve...
3.13.9.5.8[5] Or if the GUI curve is...
3.13.9.5.9 If, in exceptional sit...
3.13.9.5.10 If, in exceptional sit...
3.13.9.5.11 Note 1: For ergonomic ...
3.13.9.5.12 Note 2: For trackside ...
3.13.9.5.13 For display purpose on...
3.13.10 Speed and distance mon...
3.13.10.1 Introduction
3.13.10.1.1 By comparing the train...
3.13.10.1.2 The following types of...
3.13.10.1.2.*[1] Ceiling speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.2.*[2] Target speed monitorin...
3.13.10.1.2.*[3] Release speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2]
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2].[f]54
3.13.10.1.2.*[3][2].[f]54.C Figure 54: Different t...
3.13.10.1.3 Ceiling speed monitori...
3.13.10.1.4 Target speed monitorin...
3.13.10.1.5 Release speed monitori...
3.13.10.2 General requirements
3.13.10.2.1 The train speed indica...
3.13.10.2.2 Once a Train Interface...
3.13.10.2.3 If there is no on-boar...
3.13.10.2.4 The emergency brake co...
3.13.10.2.5 The on-board shall rev...
3.13.10.2.6 In level 2/3: Train tr...
3.13.10.2.7 In Level 1: Train Trip...
3.13.10.3 Requirements for Ceili...
3.13.10.3.1 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.3.2 When the supervision s...
3.13.10.3.3 The on-board shall com...
3.13.10.3.3[2]
3.13.10.3.3[2].[t]5


































3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand.[1] SB
3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.TICommand.[2] EB (only if allowed by...




3.13.10.3.3[3].[t]6.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention Status (i...
3.13.10.3.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.3.4[2]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.C Table 7: Transitions b...
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Indicationstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Overspeedstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Warningstatus_Normalstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][1].Interventionstatus_Normalstatus < r0, r1 -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3].Normalstatus_Overspeedstatus t2 > -p3-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][3].Indicationstatus_Overspeedstatus t2 > -p3-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Normalstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Indicationstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][4].Overspeedstatus_Warningstatus t3 > -p2
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5]
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.4[2].[t]7.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t4, t5 > -p1-
3.13.10.3.5 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.3.6 The Indication status ...
3.13.10.3.7 The locations correspo...
3.13.10.4 Requirements for Targe...
3.13.10.4.1 In target speed monito...
3.13.10.4.2 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.2[2]
3.13.10.4.2[2].1 Once the service brake...
3.13.10.4.3 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.3[2]
3.13.10.4.4 When the supervision s...
3.13.10.4.4[2] in case of MRSP target...
3.13.10.4.4[3] in case of EOA or SvL
3.13.10.4.5 Note: the MRDT is need...
3.13.10.4.6 If the MRDT is either ...
3.13.10.4.7 If the MRDT is neither...
3.13.10.4.7[2] Target distance =
3.13.10.4.7[2].1 Once the service brake...
3.13.10.4.8 If the MRDT is either ...
3.13.10.4.8[2] Target distance =
3.13.10.4.9 The on-board shall con...
3.13.10.4.9.a The service brake comm...
3.13.10.4.9.b The national value inh...
3.13.10.4.10 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.10[2]
3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8




















3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]4.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]4.Position.[1] if











3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]6.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]6.Position.[1] if


















3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]9.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[2].[t]8.[C]9.Position.[1] if



























3.13.10.4.10[3].[f]55.C Figure 55: Triggering ...
3.13.10.4.10[4]
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9




















3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]4.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]4.Position.[1] if











3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]6.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]6.Position.[1] if

















3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]9.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.10[4].[t]9.[C]9.Position.[1] if




























3.13.10.4.10[5].[f]56.C Figure 56: Triggering ...
3.13.10.4.11 The braking to target ...
3.13.10.4.12 Note: Figure 56 shows ...
3.13.10.4.12[2]
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10








3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.TICommand.[3] EB (in case V_target ≠...




3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Speed
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Position.[2] OR if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]2.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Position.[2] OR  if
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[1] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[2] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[2].[t]10.[C]3.Supervision.[3] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3] 3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11








3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.TICommand.[3] EB (in case V_target ≠...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]1.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2 3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Speed
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Position.[2] OR if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[1] Indication status (onl...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[2] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[3] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]2.Supervision.[4] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position.[1] if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Position.[2] OR  if
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[1] TCO
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[2] SB
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.TICommand.[3] EB (only if allowed by...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[1] Overspeed status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[2] Warning status
3.13.10.4.12[3].[t]11.[C]3.Supervision.[3] Intervention status (i...
3.13.10.4.13 In case of target EOA/...
3.13.10.4.14 Note: as long as the s...
3.13.10.4.15 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.4.15[2]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.C Table 12: Transitions ...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Indicationstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Overspeedstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Warningstatus_Normalstatus < r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][1].Interventionstatus_Normalstatus < r0, r1, r2 -p1-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Normalstatus_Indicationstatus t3 > -p4-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Overspeedstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Warningstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][2].Interventionstatus_Indicationstatus < r3 -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3].Normalstatus_Overspeedstatus t4, t5, t6 > -p3-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][3].Indicationstatus_Overspeedstatus t4, t5, t6 > -p3-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4]
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Normalstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Indicationstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][4].Overspeedstatus_Warningstatus t7, t8, t9 > -p2-
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5] 3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.15[2].[t]12.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t10, t11, t12, t13, t1...
3.13.10.4.16 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.5 Requirements for relea...
3.13.10.5.1 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.2 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.3 The braking to target ...
3.13.10.5.4 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.4[2]
3.13.10.5.4[2].[t]13





















3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPL...
3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision.[1] Overspeed Status
3.13.10.5.4[3].[t]14.[C]1.Supervision.[2] Warning Status
3.13.10.5.5 The on-board equipment...
3.13.10.5.5[2] 3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.C Table 15: Transitions ...
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2] 3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Normalstatus_Indicationstatus t1 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Overspeedstatus_Indicationstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Warningstatus_Indicationstatus < r1 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][2].Interventionstatus_Indicationstatus < r0 -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5]
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Normalstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Indicationstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Overspeedstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.5[2].[t]15.[r][5].Warningstatus_Interventionstatus t2 > -p1-
3.13.10.5.6 When the speed and dis...
3.13.10.5.7 The Normal, Warning an...
3.13.10.6 Transitions between ty...
3.13.10.6.1 The transitions betwee...
3.13.10.6.1[2]
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.C Table 16: Transitions ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.Content (The train has passed ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.CSM ARROW TO: [C]1.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]1.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.Content (The train has passed ...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.TSM ARROW TO: [C]2.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]2.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.TSM ARROW TO: [C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]3.RSM ARROW TO: [C]3.CSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.CSM ARROW TO: [C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]4.RSM ARROW TO: [C]4.TSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5 3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.Content (The list of supervise...
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.CSM ARROW TO: [C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.TSM ARROW TO: [C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.1[2].[t]16.[C]5.RSM
3.13.10.6.2 If a transition of spe...
3.13.10.6.2.1 Note: This means that ...
3.13.10.6.3 If a transition from t...
3.13.10.6.4 If a transition from t...
3.13.10.6.5 On executing a transit...
3.14 Brake Command Handling...
3.14.1 Brake Command Handling
3.14.1.1 Note: Whenever the typ...
3.14.1.2 In case only the appli...
3.14.1.3 If the emergency brake...
3.14.1.4 For handling of brake ...
3.14.1.5 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.6 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.1 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.2 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.3 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.4 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.7.5 If the brake command w...
3.14.1.8 An indication shall be...
3.14.2 Roll Away Protection
3.14.2.1 Note: This protection ...
3.14.2.2 The Roll Away Protecti...
3.14.2.3 If the controller is i...
3.14.2.4 When the system recogn...
3.14.2.5 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.2.6 An indication shall be...
3.14.2.7 After revocation of th...
3.14.3 Reverse Movement Prote...
3.14.3.1 The Reverse Movement P...
3.14.3.2 When a reverse movemen...
3.14.3.3 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.3.4 An indication shall be...
3.14.3.5 After revocation of th...
3.14.3.6 Information received f...
3.14.4 Standstill supervision
3.14.4.1 This function shall pr...
3.14.4.2 When a movement is det...
3.14.4.3 Refer to section 3.14.1.
3.14.4.4 After revocation of th...




3.15.1.1.1 Trains with one or mor...
3.15.1.1.2 Since an RBC is unable...
3.15.1.1.3 An RBC/RBC handover pe...
3.15.1.1.4 In level 3, trains fol...
3.15.1.2 Handing Over RBC
3.15.1.2.1 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.1.a Intentionally deleted.
3.15.1.2.1.b To the Accepting RBC t...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[1] The ETCS identity of t...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[2] The border location th...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[3] Current mode of the on...
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[4] Optionally, Train Data;
3.15.1.2.1.b.*[5] Optionally, for a non-...
3.15.1.2.2 The Handing Over RBC s...
3.15.1.2.3 It shall be possible f...
3.15.1.2.3.1 Note: Route related in...
3.15.1.2.3.1.a Movement authorities
3.15.1.2.3.1.b Linking
3.15.1.2.3.1.c International static s...
3.15.1.2.3.1.d Axle Load Speed profiles
3.15.1.2.3.1.e Gradients




3.15.1.2.3.1.j Level Transition orders
3.15.1.2.3.1.k Intentionally deleted




3.15.1.2.3.1.p Permitted Braking Dist...
3.15.1.2.3.2 Note: The amount of in...
3.15.1.2.4 Note: Route related in...
3.15.1.2.5 Deleted.
3.15.1.2.6 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.6.1 Note: This information...
3.15.1.2.7 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.8 When the Accepting RBC...
3.15.1.2.9 When the Handing Over ...
3.15.1.2.9.1 Note: For instance, th...
3.15.1.2.9.1.*[1] Change to a route whic...
3.15.1.2.9.1.*[2] The sending of an “end...
3.15.1.3 On-board equipment
3.15.1.3.1 When receiving an orde...
3.15.1.3.1.a Establish the communic...
3.15.1.3.1.b Send a position report...
3.15.1.3.1.c Send a position report...
3.15.1.3.2 It is up to the on-boa...
3.15.1.3.2.a If it is able to handl...
3.15.1.3.2.b If it is able to handl...
3.15.1.3.3 As soon as the on-boar...
3.15.1.3.4 When the on-board equi...
3.15.1.3.4.1 If the on-board equipm...
3.15.1.3.5 When the on-board send...
3.15.1.3.5.1 Note: This requirement...
3.15.1.3.6 In case two communicat...
3.15.1.3.6.1 Note: for the exhausti...
3.15.1.3.7 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.1.4 Accepting RBC
3.15.1.4.1 The Accepting RBC shal...
3.15.1.4.2 As soon as the Accepti...
3.15.1.4.3 When the Accepting RBC...
3.15.1.4.4 If the Accepting RBC r...
3.15.1.4.5 The Accepting RBC shal...
3.15.1.5 RBC/RBC message acknow...
3.15.1.5.1 As soon as a consisten...
3.15.1.5.2 The RBC/RBC message is... 3.15.1.5.2.a It has passed the chec...
3.15.1.5.2.b Variables in the messa...
3.15.1.5.3 The acknowledgement me...
3.15.2 Handling of Trains wit...
3.15.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.15.2.2 Only the leading engin...
3.15.3 Splitting/joining 3.15.3.1 ERTMS/ETCS shall allow...
3.15.3.2 Splitting only refers ... 3.15.3.2.1 Note: This must be ens...
3.15.3.3 ERTMS/ETCS is not resp...
3.15.3.4 Justification: ERTMS/E...
3.15.4 Reversing of movement ...
3.15.4.1 It shall be possible t... 3.15.4.1.1 A new reversing area g...
3.15.4.2 Together with start an... 3.15.4.2.a Maximum distance to ru...
3.15.4.2.b Reversing mode speed l...
3.15.4.2[2]
3.15.4.2[2].[f]57
3.15.4.2[2].[f]57.C Figure 57: Reversing a...
3.15.4.2[2].1 Note: If a closer SvL ...
3.15.4.2[2].1[2]
3.15.4.2[2].1[2].[f]58
3.15.4.2[2].1[2].[f]58.C Figure 58: Influence o...
3.15.4.2[2].2 Note: All locations re...
3.15.4.3 New distance to run an... 3.15.4.3.1 In case of update of d...
3.15.4.3.1[2]
3.15.4.3.1[2].[f]59
3.15.4.3.1[2].[f]59.C Figure 59: New maximum...
3.15.4.4 While at standstill wi...
3.15.4.5 The on-board equipment...
3.15.4.6 Note: level transition...
3.15.4.7 When at standstill the...
3.15.4.8 If the end location of...
3.15.5 Track ahead free
3.15.5.1 In a level 2/3 area, t...
3.15.5.2 The track ahead free r... 3.15.5.2.a at which location the ...
3.15.5.2.b at which location the ...
3.15.5.3 The driver shall have ...
3.15.5.4 When the driver acknow...
3.15.5.5 There shall be no rest...
3.15.5.6 A new track ahead free...
3.15.6 Handling of National S...
3.15.6.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.6.2 In case the ERTMS/ETCS... 3.15.6.2.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.4 Intentionally deleted.
3.15.6.5 Amongst the data to be... 3.15.6.5.1 Note: Definition of wh...
3.15.7 Tolerance of Big Metal...
3.15.7.1 Big metal object in th...
3.15.7.2 In Levels 0/NTC, the a...
3.15.7.3 Justification: Ignorin...
3.15.8 Cold Movement Detection
3.15.8.1 After being switched o...
3.15.8.2 When powered on again,...
3.15.8.3 Note: information memo...
3.15.8.3.a no Cold Movement Detec...
3.15.8.3.b the Cold Movement Dete...
3.15.9 Virtual Balise Cover
3.15.9.1 It shall be possible t...
3.15.9.1.a A marker corresponding...
3.15.9.1.b Its validity period.
3.15.9.2 During a start of miss...
3.15.9.3 As long as a VBC is st...
3.15.9.3.a The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.9.3.b No reaction shall be a...
3.15.9.4 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-b...
3.15.9.5 A VBC shall be retaine...
3.15.9.5.a it is ordered by track...
3.15.9.5.b its validity period ha...
3.15.9.5.c it is removed by the d...
3.15.9.5.d a mismatch is detected...
3.15.10 Advance display of rou...
3.15.10.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.15.10.2 With regards to the MR...
3.15.10.3 With regards to the gr...
3.15.10.4 The overview of route ...
3.16 Data Consistency
3.16.1 Criteria of consistency
3.16.1.1 The on-board shall not...
3.16.1.1.a Correctness of the rec...
3.16.1.1.b The message shall be r...
3.16.1.1.c The message shall be r...
3.16.1.1[2] as stated below. 3.16.1.1[2].1 Note: a value of a var...
3.16.2 Balises
3.16.2.1 Definitions
3.16.2.1.1 The information that i...
3.16.2.1.2 The whole set of infor...
3.16.2.1.2.1 Note: In case of a bal...
3.16.2.1.3 A balise within a bali...
3.16.2.1.3.a No balise is found wit...
3.16.2.1.3[2] or 3.16.2.1.3[2].b A following balise wit...
3.16.2.2 General
3.16.2.2.1 If the on-board is not...
3.16.2.2.2 Deleted
3.16.2.3 Linking Consistency
3.16.2.3.1 If linking information...
3.16.2.3.1.a If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.1.b If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.1.c If inside the expectat...
3.16.2.3.1.1 The ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.16.2.3.2 The on-board shall rej...
3.16.2.3.2.1 Exception: When the ex...
3.16.2.3.3 If the location refere...
3.16.2.3.4 If the balise duplicat...
3.16.2.4 Balise Group Message C...
3.16.2.4.1 If linking information...
3.16.2.4.1.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.4.1.b A balise is detected b...
3.16.2.4.1.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.4.1.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.4.2 Exception: Concerning ...
3.16.2.4.3 If linking information...
3.16.2.4.4 If no linking informat...
3.16.2.4.4.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.4.4.b A balise is detected, ...
3.16.2.4.4.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.4.4.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.4.4.1 Exceptions: Concerning...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a shall not reject the m...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[1] directional informatio...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[2] only information valid...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[3] neither directional in...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[4] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.4.4.1.a.*[5] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.4.4.1.b shall not command appl...
3.16.2.4.4.2 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.4.4.3 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.4.5 A message counter shal...
3.16.2.4.6 Instead of a message c...
3.16.2.4.6.1 It shall also be possi...
3.16.2.4.7 Comparing message coun... 3.16.2.4.7.1 In case of single bali...
3.16.2.4.8 It shall be possible t...
3.16.2.4.8.1 If one (and only one) ...
3.16.2.4.8.2 When duplicated balise...
3.16.2.4.9 If a message has been ...
3.16.2.5 Unlinked Balise Group ...
3.16.2.5.1 An on-board equipment ...
3.16.2.5.1.a A balise is missed ins...
3.16.2.5.1.b A balise is detected, ...
3.16.2.5.1.c Variables in the balis...
3.16.2.5.1.d Message counters do no...
3.16.2.5.1.1 Exceptions: Concerning...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a shall not reject the m... 3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[1] directional informatio...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[2] only information valid...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[3] neither directional in...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[4] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.5.1.1.a.*[5] only data to be used b...
3.16.2.5.1.1.b shall not command appl...
3.16.2.5.2 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.5.3 Concerning clause 3.16...
3.16.2.6 Linking Reactions 3.16.2.6.1 When the linking react...
3.16.2.6.2 If the service brake i...
3.16.2.7 RAMS related supervisi...
3.16.2.7.1 Mitigation of balise r...
3.16.2.7.1.1 If 2 consecutive linke...
3.16.2.7.2 Mitigation of balise c...
3.16.2.7.2.1 If repositioning is an...
3.16.2.7.2.1.a the on-board antenna l...
3.16.2.7.2.1.b a linked balise group ...
3.16.2.7.2.2 If a second balise gro...
3.16.2.7.2.3 Note: this function is...
3.16.3 Radio
3.16.3.1 General issues
3.16.3.1.1 A radio message is con...
3.16.3.1.1.a Checks performed by Eu...
3.16.3.1.1.b Time stamps checks hav...
3.16.3.1.1.c Variables in the messa...
3.16.3.1.1.1 The on-board shall rej...
3.16.3.1.1.2 The on-board shall inf...
3.16.3.1.2 Emergency messages sha...
3.16.3.1.3 Other messages shall b...
3.16.3.1.3.1 Messages shall only be...
3.16.3.1.4 The chapters 3.16.3.2 ...
3.16.3.2 Time stamping
3.16.3.2.1 The trackside shall al...
3.16.3.2.2 To time-stamp its mess...
3.16.3.2.3 Wrap around of the onb...
3.16.3.3 Supervision of Sequence 3.16.3.3.1 The trackside shall ti...
3.16.3.3.2 There shall always be ...
3.16.3.3.3 If the time stamp of t...
3.16.3.3.3.1 Only time stamps of me...
3.16.3.3.3.2 Note: The supervision ...
3.16.3.3.4 If, at the initiation ...
3.16.3.3.4[2] 3.16.3.3.4[2].[f]60 3.16.3.3.4[2].[f]60.C Figure 60: Supervision...
3.16.3.4 Supervision of safe ra...
3.16.3.4.1 When the difference be...
3.16.3.4.1.1 After the on-board equ...
3.16.3.4.1.2 When an RBC/RBC handov...
3.16.3.4.1.3 After a train has pass...
3.16.3.4.1.3[2]
3.16.3.4.1.3[2].[f]61
3.16.3.4.1.3[2].[f]61.C Figure 61: Supervision...
3.16.3.4.1.3[3]
3.16.3.4.1.3[3].[f]62
3.16.3.4.1.3[3].[f]62.C Figure 62: Supervision...
3.16.3.4.2 It shall be possible t...
3.16.3.4.2.a Train trip
3.16.3.4.2.b Apply service brake
3.16.3.4.2.c No reaction
3.16.3.4.3 For all reactions, if ...
3.16.3.4.4 When the reaction lead...
3.16.3.4.5 If the service brake i...
3.16.3.4.5.a For brake command rele...
3.16.3.4.5.b If no new consistent m...
3.16.3.4.6 It shall be possible f...
3.16.3.4.7 To avoid the expiratio...
3.16.3.5 Message Acknowledgement
3.16.3.5.1 As soon as a consisten... 3.16.3.5.1.1 Note: In order to ensu...
3.16.3.5.2 Intentionally deleted
3.16.3.5.3 The acknowledgement me...
3.16.3.5.4 Intentionally deleted ...
3.16.4 Error reporting to RBC
3.16.4.1 In level 2/3, if a rad...
3.16.4.2 This refers to balise ...
3.16.4.3 If linking information...
3.17 System Version Management
3.17.1 Introduction
3.17.1.1 Definitions, high leve...
3.17.1.2 The objective of this ...
3.17.1.3 Intentionally deleted.
3.17.2 Determination of the o... 3.17.2.1 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.2 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.3 The on-board equipment...
3.17.2.4 It shall be possible f...
3.17.2.5 On receiving the order...
3.17.2.5.1 Note: the system versi...3.17.2.6 If a mismatch has been...
3.17.2.7 If the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8 In case of communicati...
3.17.2.8.a if the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8.b if the on-board equipm...
3.17.2.8.c in case of session est...
3.17.2.8.d in case the on-board e...
3.17.2.8.e in case the engine pas...
3.17.2.9 The system version cur... 3.17.2.9.1 If the on-board equipm...
3.17.3 Handling of trackside ...
3.17.3.1 Every telegram transmi...
3.17.3.2 All messages transmitt...




3.17.3.5 The on-board equipment...
3.17.3.5.a In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.b In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.c In all levels, if this...
3.17.3.5.d In levels 1, 2 and 3, ...
3.17.3.5.e In levels 0 and NTC, i...
3.17.3.6 In level 1 the on-boar...
3.17.3.6.a if this system version...
3.17.3.6.b if this system version...
3.17.3.6.c If this system version...




3.17.3.11 For trackside informat...
3.17.3.11.a unknown packet include...
3.17.3.11.b unknown radio message ...






3.18.1.1 Note: Appendix to chap...
3.18.2 National / Default Values
3.18.2.1 Note: Appendix to chap...
3.18.2.2 Trains shall be superv...
3.18.2.3 National Values are tr...
3.18.2.4 Evaluating a balise gr...
3.18.2.5 For each National Valu...
3.18.2.5.*[1] the National Value  is...
3.18.2.5.*[2] a mismatch has been de...
3.18.2.6 Note: even though the ...
3.18.2.7 The National Values cu...
3.18.2.7.1 Justification:  The ai...
3.18.2.8 The applicable set of ...
3.18.2.8.1 When a new set of Nati...
3.18.2.9 A previously received ...
3.18.2.9.*[1] a new set of National ...
3.18.2.9.*[2] the ERTMS/ETCS on-boar...
3.18.2.10 If a National Value be...
3.18.2.11 When a new set of Nati...
3.18.3 Train Data
3.18.3.1 Train Data shall neith...
3.18.3.2 Before starting a miss...
3.18.3.2.a Train category(ies)
3.18.3.2.b Train length
3.18.3.2.c Traction / brake param...
3.18.3.2.d Maximum train speed
3.18.3.2.e Loading gauge
3.18.3.2.f Axle load category
3.18.3.2.g Traction system(s) acc...
3.18.3.2.h Train fitted with airt...
3.18.3.2.i List of National Syste...
3.18.3.2.j Intentionally deleted
3.18.3.2.k Axle number
3.18.3.2.1 The Train Data may com...
3.18.3.2.2 Exception: The driver ...
3.18.3.3 At standstill, it shal...
3.18.3.3.1 In normal operation af...
3.18.3.4 Following any entry/mo... 3.18.3.4.a Train category(ies).
3.18.3.4.b Train length.
3.18.3.4.c Maximum train speed.
3.18.3.4.d Loading gauge.
3.18.3.4.e Axle load category.
3.18.3.4.f Traction system(s) acc...
3.18.3.4.g Train fitted with airt...
3.18.3.4.h List of National Syste...
3.18.3.4.i Axle number
3.18.3.4.1 The RBC shall acknowle...
3.18.3.4.2 In case the safe radio...
3.18.3.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.3.6 For modification of Tr...
3.18.3.7 In case the Train Data...
3.18.3.7.a the location based inf...
3.18.3.7.b the stored MA, linking...
3.18.3.8 In case the Train Data...
3.18.4 Additional Data
3.18.4.1 Driver ID
3.18.4.1.1 The driver ID shall be...
3.18.4.1.1.1 Note: This data is use...
3.18.4.1.2 If allowed by a Nation...
3.18.4.1.3 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.2 ERTMS/ETCS Level
3.18.4.2.1 The driver shall have ...
3.18.4.2.2 The ERTMS/ETCS level i...
3.18.4.2.3 In normal operation af...
3.18.4.2.4 For operational fallba... 3.18.4.2.4.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.4.2.5 If the table of suppor...
3.18.4.3 Radio Network identifi...
3.18.4.3.1 Note: If a valid RBC i...
3.18.4.3.2 If the driver enters l...
3.18.4.3.3 In normal operation af...
3.18.4.3.4 If the driver selects ...
3.18.4.3.4.1 Note: If the short num...
3.18.4.4 ETCS Identity
3.18.4.4.1 The ETCS identity of a...
3.18.4.4.2 All on-board equipment...
3.18.4.4.3 The assignment of (uni...
3.18.4.5 Train Running Number
3.18.4.5.1 During the Start of Mi...
3.18.4.5.2 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.5.3 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.5.4 Following any entry/mo...
3.18.4.5.4.1 Exception: if the trai...
3.18.4.6 Adhesion Factor
3.18.4.6.1 The adhesion factor sh...
3.18.4.6.2 The adhesion factor ma...
3.18.4.6.2.1 It shall be possible t...
3.18.4.6.2.2 The adhesion factor sh...
3.18.4.6.2.3 The driver shall be in...
3.18.4.6.3 The selection of the a... 3.18.4.6.3.1 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.4.6.4 The default value for ...
3.18.4.6.5 Intentionally deleted.
3.18.5 Date and Time
3.18.5.1 Each ERTMS/ETCS on-boa...
3.18.5.2 The local time shall b...
3.18.5.3 Deleted.
3.18.6 Data view
3.18.6.1 Outside the context of...




3.20.1.1 The on-board recording...









A.3 Appendix to Chapter 3
























































































































A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Data “Connection status” ti...
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Value 45 s
A.3.1[2].[t]*.[r][31].Name








































A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Data Permission to release ...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Value Only at standstill
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][11].Name Q_NVEMRRLS
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][12]
































































































A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Data Upper deceleration lim...
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Value N/A
A.3.2[2].[t]*.[r][36].Name A_NVP23
A.3.2[3] *The default value of ...
A.3.3 Intentionally deleted
A.3.4 Handling of Accepted a... A.3.4.1 Introduction
A.3.4.1.1 All data that can be s...
A.3.4.1.2 The situations acting ...
A.3.4.1.2.a the execution of a con...
A.3.4.1.2.b the reception of a sho...
A.3.4.1.2.c the stored MA is short...
A.3.4.1.2.d the SvL is shifted (to...
A.3.4.1.2.e the stored MA is short...
A.3.4.1.2.f a cooperative MA revoc...
A.3.4.1.2.g inconsistency in a bal...
A.3.4.1.2.h a linking reaction led...
A.3.4.1.2.i the reaction due to th...
A.3.4.1.2.j the train category, ax...
A.3.4.1.2.k driver closes the desk...
A.3.4.1.2.l RAMS related supervisi...
A.3.4.1.2.m inconsistency in a bal...
A.3.4.1.2.n the Limit of Authority...
A.3.4.1.3 Depending on the situa...
A.3.4.1.3.a data is deleted,
A.3.4.1.3.b data is reset (set to ...
A.3.4.1.3.c data status is unchanged,
A.3.4.1.3.d data is to be revalidated
A.3.4.1.3.d[2]
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1] A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].D D = Deleted
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].U U = Unchanged
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].R R = Reset
A.3.4.1.3.d[2].[t]*.[r][1].TBR TBR = To Be Revalidated
A.3.4.1.3.d[3]
A.3.4.1.3.d[3].[t]*

















































































































































































































































A.3.4.1.3.d[4] [1]: beyond the new Sv...
A.3.4.1.3.d[5] [2]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[6] [3]: In case of recept...
A.3.4.1.3.d[7] [4]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[8] [5]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[9] [6]: The considered si...
A.3.4.1.3.d[10] [7]: If the start loca...
A.3.4.1.3.d[11] [8]: only if the locat...
A.3.4.1.3.d[12] [9]: unchanged if the ...
A.3.4.1.3.d[13] [10]: beyond the curre...
A.3.4.1.3.d[14] [11]: the ERTMS/ETCS o...
A.3.4.1.3.d[15] [12]: If the start loc...
A.3.4.1.3.d[16] [13]: only if the loca...
A.3.4.1.3.d[17] [14]: In case of recep...
A.3.4.1.4 NOTES:
A.3.4.1.4.1 “Location” contains LR...
A.3.4.1.4.2 The following informat...
A.3.4.1.4.2.a Repositioning information
A.3.4.1.4.2.b Session Management (ex...
A.3.4.1.4.2.c Danger for SH information
A.3.4.1.4.2.d Assignment of Co-ordin...
A.3.4.1.4.2.e Infill Location Reference
A.3.4.1.4.2.f Location Identity (NID...
A.3.4.1.4.2.g Recognition of exit fr...
A.3.4.1.4.2.h Acknowledgement of Tra...
A.3.4.1.4.2.i SH refused
A.3.4.1.4.2.j SH authorised
A.3.4.1.4.2.k Balise/loop system ver...
A.3.4.1.4.2.l Track Condition Statio...
A.3.4.1.4.2.m Track Condition Change...
A.3.4.1.4.2.n Revocation of Emergenc...
A.3.4.1.4.2.o Temporary Speed Restri...
A.3.4.1.4.2.p Initiation of communic...
A.3.4.1.4.2.q Acknowledgement of ses...




A.3.4.1.4.2.v SoM position report co...
A.3.4.1.4.2.w Track Ahead Free up to...
A.3.4.1.4.2.x Signalling related spe...
A.3.4.1.4.2.y Stop if in SR mode
A.3.4.1.4.2.z Data to be forwarded t...
A.3.5 Handling of Actions in...
A.3.5.1 Regards actions execut...
A.3.5.1.*[1] Change of National Val...
A.3.5.1.*[2] Request to acknowledge...
A.3.5.1.*[3] Start and stop display...
A.3.5.1.*[4] Request to acknowledge...
A.3.5.1.*[5] Start and stop accepti...
A.3.5.1.*[6] Actions related to RBC...
A.3.5.1.*[7] Actions related to tra...
A.3.5.1.*[8] Permission to initiate...
A.3.5.1.*[9] Start and stop Track A...
A.3.5.1.*[10] Start and stop calcula...
A.3.5.2 Once the ERTMS/ETCS on...
A.3.5.2.1 Example 1: in level 1,...
A.3.5.2.2 Example 2: when the ov...A.3.6 Deletion of accepted a...
A.3.6.1 Standard case
A.3.6.1.1 When the train moves i...
A.3.6.1.1.1 Note: The requirement ...
A.3.6.2 Exception
A.3.6.2.1 Following information ...
A.3.6.2.1.*[1] location dependent sta...
A.3.6.2.1.*[2] gradient information,
A.3.6.2.1.*[3] reduced adhesion infor...
A.3.6.2.1.*[4] Track condition “Big m...
A.3.6.2.1.1 Note: The above inform...
A.3.6.2.1.*[5] With the exception of ...
A.3.6.2.1.*[6] Track condition “Big m...
A.3.6.2.1.2 Note: The distance to ...
A.3.7 Calculation of the bas...
A.3.7.1 The brake percentage (...
A.3.7.1[2] λo = λ for calculation...
A.3.7.1[3] λo = MIN (λ, 135) for ...
A.3.7.1[4] where λ is the brake p...
A.3.7.2 The calculation of the...
A.3.7.3 The speed limit for th...
A.3.7.3[2] V_lim is the speed lim...
A.3.7.3[3] x = 16.85
A.3.7.3[4] y = 0.428
A.3.7.4 The first step of the ...
A.3.7.4[2] AD_0 is the basic dece...
A.3.7.4[3] A = 0.0075
A.3.7.4[4] B = 0.076
A.3.7.5 The following steps of...
A.3.7.5[2] AD_n = a3_n * λo3 + a2...
A.3.7.5[3] and with the following...
A.3.7.5[4] n = 1   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[5] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[6] n = 2   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[7] valid for 100 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[8] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[9] n = 3   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[10] valid for 120 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[11] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[12] n = 4   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[13] valid for 150 < speed ...
A.3.7.5[14] to be ignored       if...
A.3.7.5[15] n = 5   valid for V_li...
A.3.7.5[16] valid for 180 < speed ...




















































A.3.8 Calculation of the eme...
A.3.8.1 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.1[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.1[3] where
A.3.8.1[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.8.1[5] a = 2.30
A.3.8.1[6] b = 0.00
A.3.8.1[7] c = 0.17
A.3.8.2 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.2[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.2[3] where
A.3.8.2[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.8.2[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.8.2[6] a = 2.30
A.3.8.2[7] b = 0.00
A.3.8.2[8] c = 0.17
A.3.8.2[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.8.2[10] a = -0.40
A.3.8.2[11] b = 1.60
A.3.8.2[12] c = 0.03
A.3.8.3 The basic brake build ...
A.3.8.3[2] T_brake_basic_eb = a +...
A.3.8.3[3] where
A.3.8.3[4] L = train length in m
A.3.8.3[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.8.3[6] a = 12.00
A.3.8.3[7] b = 0.00
A.3.8.3[8] c = 0.05
A.3.8.3[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.8.3[10] a = -0.40
A.3.8.3[11] b = 1.60
A.3.8.3[12] c = 0.03




A.3.8.4[5] V_target is the target...
A.3.8.5 The correction factor ...
A.3.8.5[2] kto = 1 + Ct
A.3.8.5[3] where
A.3.8.5[4] Ct = 0.16  for freight...
A.3.8.5[5] Ct = 0.20  for freight...
A.3.8.5[6] Ct = 0.20  for passeng...
A.3.9 Calculation of the ful...
A.3.9.1 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.1[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.1[3] where
A.3.9.1[4] L = train length in m
A.3.9.1[5] a = 3.00
A.3.9.1[6] b = 1.50
A.3.9.1[7] c = 0.10
A.3.9.2 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.2[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.2[3] where
A.3.9.2[4] L = train length in m
A.3.9.2[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.9.2[6] a = 3.00
A.3.9.2[7] b = 2.77
A.3.9.2[8] c = 0.00
A.3.9.2[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.9.2[10] a = 10.50
A.3.9.2[11] b = 0.32
A.3.9.2[12] c = 0.18
A.3.9.3 The basic brake build ...
A.3.9.3[2] T_brake_basic_sb = a +...
A.3.9.3[3] where
A.3.9.3[4] L = MAX (400m; train l...
A.3.9.3[5] If train length ≤ 900m:
A.3.9.3[6] a = 3.00
A.3.9.3[7] b = 2.77
A.3.9.3[8] c = 0.00
A.3.9.3[9] If 900m < train length...
A.3.9.3[10] a = 10.50
A.3.9.3[11] b = 0.32
A.3.9.3[12] c = 0.18
A.3.9.4 The equivalent brake b...
A.3.9.4[2] T_brake_service_cm0 = ...
A.3.9.4[3] T_brake_service_cmt = ...
A.3.9.5 The correction factor ...
A.3.9.6 The values of a, b, c ...
A.3.9.7 Note: Although certain...
A.3.10 Service brake feedback
A.3.10.1 The purpose of service...
A.3.10.2 The on-board shall con...
A.3.10.2.a The service brake feed...
A.3.10.2.b The national value doe...
A.3.10.3 Two different types of...
A.3.10.3[2] p = fictive main brake...
A.3.10.3[3] p_cylinder = brake cyl...
A.3.10.3[4] k1 = vehicle dependent...
A.3.10.3[5] p =  500  - p_cylinder...
A.3.10.4 The value of T_bs1 and...
A.3.10.4[2] p = current main brake...
A.3.10.4[3] p0 = reference pressur...
A.3.10.4[4] p1 = pressure at which...
A.3.10.4[5] p2 = pressure limit, u...
A.3.10.4[6] p3 = pressure at full ...
A.3.10.4[7] Q_feedback_started = a...
A.3.10.4[8] Q_Tbslocked = a boolea...
A.3.10.4[9] T_bs1_locked =  0 s.
A.3.10.4[10] T_bs2_locked =  2 s.
A.3.10.4[11] If (Q_Tbslocked) or (Q...
A.3.10.4[12] If Q_Tbslocked then
A.3.10.4[13] T_bs1 = T_bs1_locked
A.3.10.4[14] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked
A.3.10.4[15] Else
A.3.10.4[16] If p > p2 then
A.3.10.4[17] If Q_feedback_started ...
A.3.10.4[18] Q_feedback_started = true
A.3.10.4[19] T_bs_feedback = T_bs *...
A.3.10.4[20] T_bs1 = T_bs2 = T_bs_f...
A.3.10.4[21] If T_bs_feedback > T_b...
A.3.10.4[22] T_bs1 = T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[23] Else if T_bs_feedback ...
A.3.10.4[24] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked
A.3.10.4[25] End If
A.3.10.4[26] Else
A.3.10.4[27] T_bs1 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[28] T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[29] End If
A.3.10.4[30] Else
A.3.10.4[31] T_bs1 = T_bs1_locked
A.3.10.4[32] T_bs2 = T_bs2_locked




A.3.10.4[37] T_bs1 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[38] T_bs2 = T_bs
A.3.10.4[39] End if
A.3.10.4[40] If (the target speed m...
A.3.10.4[41] Q_Tbslocked = false
A.3.10.4[42] Q_feedback_started = f...
A.3.10.4[43] End If
A.3.10.4[44]
A.3.10.4[45] The reference pressure...
A.3.10.4[46] a) To the first stable...
A.3.10.4[47] b) Stable in this inst...















A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] p > p0









A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][2] p0 > p > p0 - 30
A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][3] p0 = p0 − 0,5
A.3.10.4[49].[t]*.[r][5].[c][4] Decreasing pressure
A.3.10.4[50] Where:
A.3.10.4[51] - p is limited to max ...
A.3.10.4[52] - Values given in kPa.
A.3.10.5 Note: If T_bs1 and T_b...











Figure 5: Visual representation of Subset-026, chapter 3
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Section 3.2.1) and processes them into a text with lots of colorful “boxes” (see Figure 12 on
page 48 for an example) within the resulting ReqIF file. Under the hood this annotated version
of the original contents is an embedded Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML) snip-
pet, a technology commonly used to layout webpages. Each “box” comes with a class-attribute
matching with the kind of entity which is being annotated. Combining the hierarchical position
of the artifact with those attributes makes it possible to formulate queries such as
“count the number of all entities of kind A below artifact B”
or
“return the artifact with the most mentioned entities of kind C which is not part of
the hierarchy below artifact D”.
Likewise, specification documents may contain recurring structures such as tables or lists which
always capture data of a similar kind at the same position. Combining their context-aware traces-
tring (see Section 2.3), which conveys this position, with the actual contents of the respective
artifact, enables queries such as
“sum up all numerical values in column E for all tables of kind F below artifact G”.
This effect carries a high practical potential for chapter 7 of Subset-026 which consists mostly of
numerical data structures given as tables.
The technology behind these searches is known as XML Path Language (XPath). Unfortunately,
there is currently no RM-tool to support creating queries based on this language through a graph-
ical user interface, and their manual construction is quite cumbersome. See Listing 2 for a trivial
query to illustrate.
One major hindrance towards its market adoption is the ReqIF specification [Obj13, 10.8.20], as
its current version explicitly forbids the use of class-attributes. However, that decision was pre-
sumably motivated by ReqIF’s absence of support for the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) tech-
nology they were originally created for. Moreover, this restriction is not enforced by the formal
description of the ReqIF file format given as an XML Schema Definition (XSD)14, which simply
references the generic xhtml.BlkStruct.class (line 891) for any XHTML content.





Listing 2: XPath query to sum up all artifacts below artifact H in file.reqif using xmlstarlet
[XML14]
A second problem arises when certain annotation patterns cannot be conveyed through XHTML.
This technology is based on writing some marker, a so called tag, at the beginning and end of
14The file assigned to REQIF in Listing 2.









Figure 6: Example of nested annotation patterns (left) which need to be flattened (right) for
proper XHTML output
each annotation. By definition the applicability of those tags must not overlap, otherwise the re-
sulting snippet is not well-formed and therefore illegal. To illustrate this, consider the left part of
Figure 6. If the tags of the three annotations (A through C) shown here were written from left
to right, the snippet would inevitably become illegal. The tool solves this dilemma by splitting up
nested annotations as shown in the right part of the Figure. However, this turns A into two an-
notations (thus: two class-attributes) and will therefore alter the result of any queries performing
counts.
2.3 Computing requirement identifiers
One fundamental requirement towards a specification document of any system of sufficient
complexity is the ability to break down its contents into smaller artifacts of a certain (definable)
granularity . Generally speaking, artifacts are the building blocks of a specification and may rep-
resent anything from a single character of text up to the entire specification itself. Each artifact
must be uniquely addressable and may optionally come with a plethora of metadata (see Sec-
tion 2.2).
While wide-ranging metadata are usually a nice-to-have feature of any multitenant RM-tool (and
often the primary reason for its existence), the presence of an identifier is a lot more vital as it
builds the foundation for any sort of traceability and thus for a certifiable implementation of the
system.
In practise, there are different approaches for generating such an identifier. It may be completely
arbitrary (e.g. a hash over the contents of the artifact or its creation time)15, based on visual
properties of the printed specification (e.g. the line- and/or the page number; confer with the
layout of [CEN11]), or some sort of running number being defined in the specification itself [GF94,
Sec. 3.1]. Each of these approaches comes with its individual downsides, but since the Subset-
026 already comprises many artifacts with a running number attached, and numerous stake-
holders intuitively have been using them for reference purposes since the beginning of time, it
seems only natural to base any human-readable, unique identifier on this running number.
Coming back to the term granularity coined in the beginning of this Section, those existing num-
bers, however, are neither sufficient to break down the specification into (mostly) atomic, single
purpose, artifacts, nor are they guaranteed to be unique. To illustrate this consider the examples
in Figures 7 to 8 on pages 29–30. The running numbers turn out to be items, so-called number-
Texts, of hierarchical lists. Some are qualified (they include all more significant list levels and
can therefore be considered unique), some are not (e.g. bullet points, which are obviously not
15In fact, this would be the outcome if only Section 2.2 was to be implemented.
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b) Data that remains valid for a certain distance, referred to as Profile data (e.g. SSP, 
gradient).  
3.6.1.2 Note: Determination of the Train Position is always longitudinal along the route, even 
though the route might be set through a complex track layout. 
1       2     3
4         5      6
7




Figure 7: Route known by the train 
 
3.6.1.3 The Train Position information defines the position of the train front in relation to a 
balise group, which is called LRBG (the Last Relevant Balise Group). It includes: 
• The estimated train front end position, defined by the estimated distance between 
the LRBG and the front end of the train 
• The train position confidence interval (see 3.6.4) 
• Directional train position information in reference to the balise group orientation 
(see 3.4.2, also Figure 14) of the LRBG, regarding: 
− the position of the train front end (nominal or reverse side of the LRBG) 
− the train orientation  
− the train running direction 
In case of an LRBG being a single balise group with no co-ordinate system 
assigned, directional information is defined in reference to the pair of LRBG and 
“previous LRBG”, see 3.4.2.3.3 
• A list of LRBGs, which may alternatively be used by trackside for referencing 
location dependent information (see 3.6.2.2.2 c)). 
3.6.1.4 Balise groups, which are marked as unlinked, shall never be used as LRBG. 
Figure 7: Example from chapter 3: Paragraphs with and without running numbers
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on an external interface, to the effective encountering of the Train Data change by the 
ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment. 
5.17.1.3 This procedure is not applicable for trains running in RV mode: on leaving RV mode, 
the Train Data will always be invalidated or deleted. 
5.17.2 Table of requirements for “Changing Train Data from sources different 
from the driver” procedure 
5.17.2.1 The ID numbers in the table are used for the representation of the procedure in form of 
a flow chart in section 5.17.3. 
5.17.2.2 Procedure 
ID # Requirements 
S0 The ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment is in one of the following modes: FS, LS, OS, 
SR, SB, SN, UN, TR, PT and valid Train Data is stored on-board. 
If a change of input information, which affects Train Data, is detected on an 
ERTMS/ETCS on-board external interface (E0), the process shall go to D0 
D0 According to the specific train implementation, Train Data which is/are affected by the 
change of input information from the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment external 
interface may require validation: 
• If the affected data requires driver validation, the process shall go to D2 
• If the affected data does not require driver validation, the process shall go to D1 
D1 Depending on the type of Train Data which is/are affected by the change of input 
information from the ERTMS/ETCS on-board external interface, the following shall 
apply: 
• If the impacted Train Data regards either train category, or axle load category, 
or traction system(s) accepted by the engine, or loading gauge, the process 
shall go to D3 
• If the impacted Train Data regards any other type of Train Data, the process 
shall go to A1 
 
D3 Depending on the mode of the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment, the following shall 
apply: 
• If mode is FS, LS, or OS, the process shall go to D7 
• If mode is SB or PT, the process shall go to A1 
• If mode is UN, SN, SR, or TR the process shall go to D5 
Figure 8: Example from chapter 5: Bullet points within a table
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unique on their own)16, and a few others belong to neither of those categories as they contain
numerical references to some but not all of their ancestors (see the end of this Section).
If granularity is defined in such a way that it shall be possible to individually address each para-
graph (∈ artifact) of text in the specification document (that is: each consecutive, non-empty
array of printable characters, of which at least one must be different from a whitespace, termi-
nated by a newline + carriage-return, no matter where it occurs), it becomes obvious that this
is not possible with just the existing running numbers. So the goal is to develop an addressing
scheme which maps as many artifacts to existing numbers as possible (thus ensuring “back-
wards compatibility” with any previously produced works) and allows for finer granularity while
maintaining uniqueness of the generated addresses.
Such an address shall subsequently be named tracestring and is defined as follows:
Tracestring
A document-wide unique, human-readable identifier which is attributed to any trace-
able artifact and based on the running number of the last preceding (including itself)
numbered paragraph.
For a concrete example suppose the paragraph underneath 3.6.1.3 in Figure 7 on page 29 start-
ing with “In case of an LRBG. . . ” shall have a tracestring attributed. A basic version of the algo-
rithm to determine this string may look like this:
1. Let traceString be an empty string.
2. Let paragraph be the current paragraph.
3. As long as paragraph is not a member of the baseList do the following:
(for our example the closest member of the baseList is the paragraph prefixed by
“3.6.1.3”)
(a) Let paragraphCounter be 1.
(b) As long as paragraph is not a member of a list do the following:
i. Increment paragraphCounter by 1.
ii. Set paragraph to the closest preceding paragraph of equal significance or break
if there is no such paragraph.
(c) If paragraphCounter is greater than 1:
wrap it in square brackets and prefix the traceString with it (yields “[2]”)
(d) Let bulletCounter be 0.
(e) As long as paragraph is a member of a bulleted list do the following:
i. Increment bulletCounter by 1.
ii. Set paragraph to the next preceding paragraph belonging to the same list.
16Technically a bullet point and a numbered list item are the same thing, apart from applying different formatting.
Hence, they shall be regarded as such, despite the common usage where a bullet point is not exactly a running number.
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(f) If bulletCounter is greater than 0:
prefix traceString with bulletCounter in brackets preceded by “*”.
(yields “*[3][2]”)
(g) If paragraph is a member of any non-bulleted list:
remove any unnecessary characters from the current list value (e.g. trailing braces)
and prefix traceString with this value
(h) Prefix traceString with a dot. (yields “.*[3][2]”)
(i) Set paragraph to the closest preceding paragraph of higher significance
4. prefix traceString with the current value of the baseList (yields “3.6.1.3.*[3][2]”)
5. traceString is now the fully qualified identifier.
Although this algorithm is greatly simplified (a more technical discussion of the actual imple-
mentation is given in Section 3.4.1), it shows the basic concept of how the individual parts of
a tracestring are constructed: There is a base, which covers all the way from the chapter num-
ber to the last level of the last preceding numbered paragraph, some annex to describe non-
qualified sublists, and eventually a counter to unambiguously reference a certain unnumbered
paragraph underneath the last list item.
The term significance plays an important role in this process as the running numbers are of hier-
archical nature. To maintain this hierarchy not only throughout the baseList (where it is obvious
due to the dots separating different list levels) but also for any non-qualified paragraphs, their
individual relationships have to be computed. This is mostly done on the basis of their relative
left indentation (with a few exceptions for non-indented and equally indented paragraphs; confer
with Listing 6 on page 68).
In the example above there are three such hierarchical levels: The most significant one to which
the paragraph “3.6.1.3” belongs, a second intermediate one formed by the list with the ordinary
(round) bullets plus the example paragraph, and a third one to which the dashed list belongs.
Since the dashed list is less significant than our example paragraph, it remains invisible to the
above algorithm.
Dots (.) are universally used as separators for hierarchical levels regardless of their presence in
the original input document. This is different from how the original specification authors refer-
ence these paragraphs, see Section 3.2.2.
Single alphabetic characters in square brackets following a dot generally represent some sort
of typing information which applies to the current level (e.g. .[t]21 states that this level repre-
sents “table number 21” and not a “list level 21”)17. Alphanumeric strings in square brackets
at arbitrary positions (this includes the previous case) indicate this information was added (and
thus was not visually present in the input file; i.e .3[2] to describe the second unnumbered
paragraph underneath some artifact called .3).
All hierarchical levels of a tracestring must exist (i.e. the string may be cropped just before any
dot and will always point to an existing artifact). Hence, it is sometimes necessary to introduce
placeholders at non-existing levels. So any hierarchical structure like the one printed below on
17A full list of the currently implemented types can be found in helper.Constants.Traceability of the tool’s
source. The most important ones are mentioned in the two following Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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the left will be turned into the one printed on the right. If this contract does not hold, unique-
ness of the generated tracestrings cannot be guaranteed under all circumstances.
1. Some text
1.1.1 Some more text ⇒
1. Some text
1.1 Placeholder
1.1.1 Some more text
2.3.1 Unwinding complex structures: Tables
Using the algorithm above, a table, like the one shown in Figure 8 on page 30, can only be pro-
cessed as a monolithic artifact by considering it as one (potentially very big) paragraph. If indi-
vidual cells are to be identifiable as well, a tracing methodology will have to be invented that can
properly disassemble a table and generate table-wide unique identifiers on this basis. As a re-
sult, these identifiers may become document-wide unique by prefixing them with the identifier
of the closest previous paragraph, as stated earlier.
Commercial RM-tools usually either have no specific support for table handling (leaving the user
with a monolithic paragraph), or use a generic disassembly approach (e.g. “DOORS Tables”
[PMS14, Sec. 2.4]), irrespective of the structure of the concrete table.
Since the Subset-026 contains quite a few tables for all sorts of purposes ranging from simple
layout grids to complex matrix-like structures, it was decided to craft a novel algorithm that can
adapt to these manifold inputs. Its goals were:
1. to handle arbitrarily shaped merged cells
2. to allow for intra-cell requirements (see Section 3.3.3)
3. to process as few cells as possible to minimize the number of artifacts not representing
any actual requirement
4. to create meaningful tracestrings based on the current row, column and/or cell contents
where possible
All of the aforementioned points were motivated by the specific structure of the specification
documents. The first two items are simply stringent conditions necessary to process the tables
without informational loss. The latter two focus on enhancing the user experience as fewer arti-
facts mean less work (no need to justify why some empty cell has not been implemented in any
downstream activities), and meaningful tracestrings can greatly improve the overall usability of
the resulting artifacts especially within lengthy tables.
The vast majority of tables within the Subset-026 follow a “row-first, column-second”-approach
(that is: each row represents some kind of coherent information). Hence, it was decided to gen-
erate tracestrings on this basis. Each table always consists of exactly one table-artifact, possibly
a caption and a number of row- and cell-artifacts. Their simple hierarchy is depicted in Figure 9
on the next page. Depending on the structure of the concrete table, the number of cell-artifacts
may vary across rows (merged cells and/or user configuration). Row-artifacts that do not contain
any cells are omitted.
A slightly abridged version of the algorithm to create the tracestrings for the respective artifacts
(= entities of Figure 9 on the following page) looks like this:




























Figure 9: Relations of the different artifacts of a table hierarchy
1. Let traceString be the tracestring of the current paragraph
2. Upon the detection of a table find the next subsequent non-table paragraph and check if it
matches the heuristic of a caption (see Section 3.3.1).
3. If so:
(a) Let extractedNumber be the extracted number of the table from the caption.
(b) Suffix traceString with “.[t]extractedNumber”
(c) Set the tracestring of the caption-artifact to traceString suffixed by “.C”.
4. If not: Suffix traceString with “.[t]*”
5. Let rowCounter be 0
6. For each row:
(a) increment rowCounter
(b) If this row is not of importance, continue with the next iteration of this loop
(c) Copy traceString to traceStringRow
(d) Suffix traceStringRow with “.[r][rowCounter]” or a user-defined value and let this be
the tracestring of the row-artifact
(e) Let columnCounter be 0
(f) For each column within this row:
i. increment columnCounter
ii. If this column is not of importance, continue with the next iteration of this loop
iii. Copy traceStringRow to traceStringColumn
iv. Suffix traceStringColumn with “.[c][columnCounter]” or a user-defined value
and let this be the tracestring of the cell-artifact
7. skip any caption (since it has already been processed above)
By applying this algorithm to Figure 8 on page 30, its table may now possess a generic hierar-










5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[r][2].[c][2] The ERTMS/ETCS . . .
If a change . . .
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[r][3]
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][1] D0
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[r][3].[c][2] According to . . .
If the affected data requires . . .
If the affected data does . . .
...
...
Table 1: Generic tracestring attribution for the table in Figure 8 on page 30
The downsides of this simple approach, which the tool in fact only uses as a fallback-solution,
are fairly obvious: Too much detail in the beginning (no one really cares about a specific traces-
tring for the header of a table) and too little detail for the actual payload (all paragraphs of a cell
are merged and assigned a single tracestring).
A much improved version, which is actually used in the ReqIF output, can be seen in Table 2. In
here headers are omitted (by using a special flag in the Word file), irrelevant cells are removed
(in this example: all cells belonging to the first column), the contents of individual cells are split
up and the individual artifacts have meaningful (i.e. user-defined) tracestrings attributed.
This context-aware tracestring generation is implemented through an abstract table definition
consisting of invariants (contents and formatting of specific cells) against which this concrete
table is matched. Currently, the tool knows of 29 such definitions which cover all major recurring
table-structures in the Subset-026, leaving only a very few (usually very short) tables exposed to
the fallback version explained earlier.
For the example table of Figure 8 on page 30 the respective matcher definition is given in lines
2–6 of Listing 3 on page 37. Each of these lines states an expectation which must be met in
order to qualify the concrete table as a “match”. Expectations are cell specific (the first two pa-
rameters of addData() method are row- respectively column-numbers18) and define visual prop-
erties of the contents of the entire cell. Namely those are (given in the order of appearance in
the static constructor MatchingData.newMatchingData()):
1. The formatting of all textual contents of this cell
allowed values: NORMAL, BOLD, INCONSISTENT19
2. The horizontal alignment of the content within this cell
allowed values: LEFT, CENTER, RIGHT, LEFTORJUSTIFY, INCONSISTENT
3. A regular expression describing the content of this cell20
18Contrary to the tracestrings in Table 1 these numbers are 0-based.
19Italic formatting is not commonly used for tables in the Subset-026.
20Note the Java-specific escapes. E.g. line 5 actually reads “\S.+” and therefore matches any non-space character
followed by at least one (arbitrary) character.
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5.17.2.2 Procedure
5.17.2.2[2]
5.17.2.2[2].t[*] Entire table, formatted
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]S0
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]S0.Content Split up indicator
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]S0.Content.[1] The ERTMS/ETCS . . .
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]S0.Content.[2] If a change . . .
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]D0
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]D0.Content Split up indicator
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]D0.Content.[1] According to . . .
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]D0.Content.[1].*[1] If the affected data requires . . .
5.17.2.2[2].[t]*.[I]D0.Content.[1].*[2] If the affected data does . . .
...
...
Table 2: Improved context-aware tracestring attribution for the table in Figure 8 on page 30
Eventually, line 6 will cause all matching data applicable to row 1 (thus: lines 4 and 5) to apply to
all remaining rows of the concrete table as well.
If the concrete table turns out to be a “match”, lines 7 and 8 come into play. In here the actual
tracing methodology is defined (line 7) and then copied onto all remaining rows, just as before
(line 8). Unlike MatchingData, TracingData defines a whole range of different (static) construc-
tors for various use-cases. TracingData.newTracingDataRowIdFromCell(), which is used here,
generates a tracestring well suited for simple lists of conditions like those of the example table.
For the actual assembly of the tracestring (line 7) a relative source cell one column left of the
current cell (first parameter) is defined from which some content (regex group in parameter 2)
is extracted, then prefixed by a given RowLevelPrefix (parameter 3) and ultimately suffixed by
some static string (parameter 4). What makes this constructor special is that everything except
parameter 4 will be inferred by the parental row-artifact (which would otherwise remain inacces-
sible). The result of this rather cryptic statement can be seen in all artifacts of Table 2 which are
children of the table-artifact (lines 4 ff.).
The matcher code of Listing 3 on the facing page (targeting a so-called Procedures2ColumnTable)
as well as extensive Javadoc documentation for all the other tracestring generation techniques
implemented by TracingData can be found in the package helper.subset26.tables of the
tool’s source.
For performance reasons the entire matching process runs in parallel for all available abstract
table definitions. Hence, the user must make sure to avoid setting up several definitions that
can potentially match the same concrete table. Otherwise, a race-condition is provoked which
ultimately leads to non-deterministic behaviour.
What can also be specified on a per-cell basis for a matching table (but has been left with the
global default in Listing 3) is the handling of complex structures within table cells. The DOC
file format not only allows nested tables but just about any conceivable structure within a table
cell (see Figure 3 on page 19). Thus, the algorithm needs to be recursive if the user decides to
break up such a structure in the same way as if it was encountered outside a table. The result
of this process can be seen with any children of the various Content cell-artifacts in Table 2.
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1 final String idRegex = "[A-Z][0-9]+";
2 addData(0, 0, MatchingData.newMatchingData(ContentFormatting.BOLD,
ContentAlignment.CENTER, "ID #"));↪→
3 addData(0, 1, MatchingData.newMatchingData(ContentFormatting.BOLD,
ContentAlignment.CENTER, "Requirements"));↪→
4 addData(1, 0, MatchingData.newMatchingData(ContentFormatting.BOLD,
ContentAlignment.LEFTORJUSTIFY, idRegex));↪→
5 addData(1, 1, MatchingData.newMatchingData(ContentFormatting.INCONSISTENT,
ContentAlignment.LEFTORJUSTIFY, "\\S.+"));↪→
6 setRepeatingRowMatchingData(1);
7 addData(1, 1, TracingData.newTracingDataRowIdFromCell(-1, '(' + idRegex + ')',
RowLevelPrefix.ID, "Content", false));↪→
8 setRepeatingRowTracingData(1);
Listing 3: Java source to set up the tracestrings shown in Table 2 on the facing page
2.3.2 Unwinding complex structures: Other structures
Besides tables the Subset-026 comprises a number of other, less complex structures which
also require special handling. Namely:
Images and Equations Those are by definition inline elements, meaning they can only occur
within a line of a paragraph. Currently, those artifacts are attributed a tracestring which
equals that of its parent (the containing paragraph) suffixed by either .I (Images) or .E
(Equations) and an optional running number in square brackets if there is more than one
such artifact within a paragraph21. However, this tracestring is not displayed to the user
but only used as the basis of the filename under which the respective artifact will be saved
to disk.
Both Equations and Images are always flattened to a bitmap image in PNG-format irre-
spective of their original representation within the input document and can therefore only
be processed as a whole (which implies that .I and .E always constitute an endpoint of
a tracestring, confer with Listing 4 on page 39). However, in most of all cases Microsoft
Word also saves the original data of the source application that was used to create the re-
spective artifact along with / instead of a bitmap representation in the DOC-file. Hence,
for equations embedded as OLE-data, MTEF-BLOBs are available [Des99]. As for Images,
which can be anything from Office’s own internal Shape-format [Mic14b] to embedded
Visio- or even Word-files (think: recursion), their respective original source-file can be ex-
tracted from the internal FAT-filesystem of the DOC-file. Given infinite resources to im-
plement each single file format present in the DOC, it would thus be possible to break up
those structures as well and trace into them. See also Section 3.1.1.
Foot– and Endnotes Those artifacts are attributed a tracestring which equals that of its parent
(the containing paragraph) suffixed by either .[N] (Footnotes) or .[n] (Endnotes) and a
document-wide, type-specific running number (1-based) in square brackets.
21See artifacts 3.13.9.3.5.5[3] and 3.13.9.3.5.6[3] in Figure 23 on page 75 for an example of this.
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Both note types can contain arbitrarily complex structures (confer with Figure 3 on page 19).
Hence, they are internally processed very much like table cells (see above). In terms of hi-
erarchy, the note will become a child of the containing paragraph.
Figures Technically a figure is an image on a separate line of text followed by a caption (which,
unlike that of a table, is mandatory). So the processing is essentially a combination of that
of a table (heuristic caption detection) and that of the image extraction outlined above.
A figure is attributed a tracestring which equals that of its parent (the containing para-
graph) suffixed by .[f] followed by its running number (extracted from the caption). The
caption itself inherits this string suffixed by .C, just like for a table.
Table of Contents Each chapter of the Subset-026 begins with a Table of Contents. The tool
contains a special (non domain-specific) detector for such lists and deliberately skips them,
since the information therein is redundant and the given page numbers are not of inter-
est22.
The version history that precedes the table of contents is skipped likewise. However, it
comes embedded in a table and thus needs no special handling other than a dedicated
table-matcher that does not attribute any tracestrings. See Section 2.1.2.
Headers, Footers and Textboxes Although the Subset-026 contains such elements they are
currently not processed due to the challenges involved in anchoring them in the traces-
tring hierarchy in a meaningful way, and the lack of proper extraction methods in Apache
POI (see Section 3.4). However, upon detection of any of these elements a warning is dis-
played to the user.
2.3.3 Summary
Unfortunately, the computation of a tracestring is not a trivial task, especially given the con-
straint to stay backwards compatible to previous, less sophisticated attempts to reference ar-
tifacts within the specification documents.
Although the presented methodology introduces a few redundancies (namely for tables, figures
and foot-/endnotes which are already unique by their respective running number, but are never-
theless prefixed by the tracestring of the last processed paragraph in order to properly anchor
them in the tracestring hierarchy) and sometimes requires artificial elements to be introduced
(placeholders for skipped levels, split-up indicators), it is certainly a workable solution to ensure
traceability not only for the Subset-026 but for a wide range of other hierarchically structured re-
quirements documents as well. They can all benefit from improved granularity over that offered
by any previously existing identifiers.
Listing 4 on the next page shows a regular expression to capture a tracestring with all its bells
and whistles. Except for the globalprefix (line 2), simply a static text each tracestring may be
prefixed with, the meaning of each named capturing group has been discussed in the Sections
above. It can be easily spotted that the possible recursion inside table cells and foot-/endnotes
22Neither for the tracestrings nor in any other part of the processing does the page number ever play a role, which
is why the tool does not compute these numbers in the first place (see Section 2.1.1). Due to missing fonts, different











9 \d+ # ordinary number
10 |[a-z] # lettered sublist












23 \[f\][1-9]\d*[a-z]? # figure








32 (?:C|\[c\]\[[1-9]\d*\]|\w+) # caption or column
33 (?<nestingLevelColumn>








42 [IE] # inline image or equation
43 (?:\[[1-9]\d*\])?|
44 \[[nN]\][1-9]\d* # footnote or endnote
45 (?<nestingLevelNote>







Listing 4: PCRE-compliant regex to match a tracestring
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(lines 35 & 47) which, together with the user-definable row- and column-identifiers (see Sec-
tion 2.3.1), renders the underlying grammar of the tracestring not context-free (formally speak-
ing: it does not ensure terminals to be always disjoint from variables, see [Sip06, p. 104, Def.
2.2]). Also, this expression clearly defines all legal sequences of tracestring elements. For ex-
ample, a column-identifier only makes sense inside a table. Hence, lines 30–37 can only trigger
if lines 22–29 are active as well.
Because the running numbers of paragraphs (lines 8–12) are mostly implemented as number-
Texts of list items and are therefore automatically numbered by Microsoft Word, the tracestring
of this paragraph (as well as that of its children and possible successors) can only be regarded
as document-wide unique for a given revision (read: Baseline in ETCS’ parlance) of this docu-
ment. Adding and removing list items (as well as certain kinds of formatting) anywhere ahead of
the current paragraph results in a shift of the numberText of the list item surrounding that para-
graph. So a hierarchy like the one printed below on the left may turn into the one on the right by







2. new 2nd item
3. old 2nd item
3.1 old 3rd item
3.1.1 old 4th item
This behaviour makes tracestrings unsuitable for any cross-document comparisons and forbids
any attempts to calculate a delta between two revisions by simply comparing each artifact with
the same tracestring attributed. This is a fundamental flaw (fixing it would imply a totally dif-
ferent tracestring methodology and thus break backwards compatibility) and the requirement
authors are suffering from it as well [Sma12].
However, what will remain unchanged across different document revisions is the granularity
used by the tracestring attribution algorithms to elicit artifacts within the document. Matching
the actual contents of the individual traceable artifacts of two revisions is therefore a legitimate,
albeit computationally expensive, way of computing a delta that is still far superior to any DOC-
or PDF-based comparison algorithms, as the latter do not know anything about the document’s
structure.
As a final note, it should be clear that the tracestring itself is actually nothing more than a nice-
looking, unique ID for a human user and will never be employed for internal referencing by any
algorithm. Instead, the tracestring only forms the basis to calculate a Globally Unique Identi-
fier (GUID). This is exactly what ReqIF (and XML-based formats in general) effectively uses to
uniquely identify an element. GUIDs must be xsd:ID-compliant [W3C04, clause 3.3.8], which
would greatly reduce the readability of the tracestring.
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3 THE TOOL
deleted epigraph – Alfred V. Aho on AWK, [War09, p. 103]
The following Sections will offer a more detailed description of the “tool” which was created for
this thesis and, unfortunately, still comes without a proper name. In a nutshell, this tool is a self-
contained piece of software which processes a DOC file into ReqIF and meanwhile enhances its
contents. Written in the Java programming language, the tool currently consists of about 16 000
source lines of code (SLOC), 3 000 of which are unit and integration tests.
The novel idea that drove its development is the positioning at the interface between the author
and the implementer of a system (confer with Figure 1 on page 16). So this software neither
constitutes a conventional quality checker for use during the writing of requirements specifi-
cations, nor a full-fledged RM solution (Section 3.5). Instead, it enables a seamless transition
from a weakly structured input file to a data format of a substantially higher formalization degree
(Section 1.1). This is necessary not only to facilitate the later administration of the individual
requirements with an RM application and to allow for proper traceability. But also to increase
the comprehensibility, and thus quality, of those contents both for a human as well as for auto-
mated means (Section 3.2).
The tool is completely open-sourced, including the algorithms to read DOC files (Section 3.4).
Its sourcecode can be obtained from [Dor15]. All it requires is a recent Java runtime: At least
Java SE 7 without Natural Language Processing (NLP), respectively Java SE 8 with NLP (see
Section 3.4.2). There are no external dependencies other than to a library for low-level DOC pro-
cessing and (optionally) to a second one for NLP.
3.1 Basic usage
Currently, the tool features only a simplistic command-line interface. Hence, it is a very straight-
forward action to process a given specification document but there is no way to tweak any set-
tings of the conversion (see Section 3.6). A typical call on a command line (OS-agnostic) looks
like this:
java -jar tool.jar Subset026 input.doc output.reqif
The first parameter (in the example: Subset026) is a text used as a prefix for the filenames of
resulting media artifacts (images, equations, . . . ). The other two parameters should be self-
explanatory. After stout-heartedly pressing <ENTER>, the tool will start operating and fill both
Standard Out and Standard Error with some meaningful messages.
Listing 5 on the next page shows an excerpt of the combined output for a run with chapter 3 of
Subset-026, which can be decomposed into the following different phases:
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1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 Subset26 reader Version 0.6
3 INPUT
4 Input filename : /tmp/chap3.doc
5 Document title : Title to be introduced in the properties
6 Document subject : issue to be introduced in the properties
7 Lines omitted
8 Creation tool : Microsoft Office Word
9 Operating System : Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2
10 Lines omitted
11 OUTPUT
12 Output filename : /tmp/out.reqif
13 Media output dir : media
14 Prefix : Subset026-
15 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16 Mai 08, 2015 1:13:36 PM docreader.ReaderData checkDocumentAssumptions
17 INFORMATION: This document contains textboxes. Will skip them.
18 21/4220 3.1: Modification History
19 22/4220 3.1[2]:
20 197/4220 3.2: Table of Contents
21 317/4220 3.3: Introduction
22 318/4220 3.3.1: Scope and purpose
23 319/4220 3.3.1.1: The chapter 3, Principles, specifies th
24 Lines omitted
25 354/4220 3.4.2.3.3.4: If a new single balise group (BG2), dif
26 Mai 08, 2015 1:13:45 PM
docreader.range.paragraph.characterRun.FieldReader$FieldHandler$7 process↪→




30 3313/4220 3.20.1.9: Intentionally deleted.
31 3314/4220 A.3: Appendix to Chapter 3
32 3315/4220 A.3.1: List of Fixed Value Data
33 Lines omitted
34 4219/4220 A.3.10.6: Note: If feedback has started but T_bs1
35 Performing second pass of generated document hierarchy.
36 NLP is active. Processing may take a while...
37 2162 NLP-jobs remaining.
38 Lines omitted
39 1 NLP-jobs remaining.
40 Starting XML serialization
41 DONE
42 Processed 3757 traceable artifacts.
43 Media summary:
44 291 images. Please process /tmp/media/images.csv
45 3 shapes. Please process /tmp/media/shapes.csv
46 Running time: 6 min, 52 sec
Listing 5: Tool output for a run with chapter 3 of Subset-026
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Phase 1, Lines 1–15 In the beginning some statistical information is given about the input file
and the options specified by the user.
Phase 2, Lines 16–34 After that a sequential processing of the input file takes place whose
progress is visualized by a status line of each processed top-level paragraph with its at-
tributed tracestring (Section 2.3) and the first characters of its contents. This output is oc-
casionally interrupted by some information (Lines 16/17 and 26/27) or perhaps a warning, if
suspicious elements like hidden text or broken links were found (not shown here). The se-
quence strictly follows the one outlined in Figure 2 on page 17. Line 18 corresponds with
the Change History, Line 20 with the Table of Contents, Lines 21–30 represent the Main
part, and Lines 31–34 the Appendix. Only the title page is not shown in the output.
This process yields the in-memory tree of all document artifacts already mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2.
Phase 3, Lines 35–39 In the next step this tree is visited23 again and metadata refinements
are performed which require knowledge of the hierarchical position of the visited artifact.
A heading detection algorithm, for instance, greatly benefits from knowing whether the
current artifact does or does not have children (the latter being an exclusion criterion for
headings, see Section 3.3.1). NLP is also performed within this step (Section 3.4.2).
Phase 4, Line 40 This line represents another visit of the tree, this time with the intention to
serialize24 its contents into the output file.
Phase 5, Lines 41–46 All remaining lines again give statistical information about what has been
done. Lines 44–45 reference external CSV files which must be fed to helper tools (see
Section 3.1.1) in order to properly extract and convert embedded media objects.
The most influential parts of the running time (Line 46) are the NLP-related algorithms of
Phase 3. If those are disabled, the time is cut down to only eight seconds for this chapter
on the same machine.
After the tool finishes with a return value of 0 (i.e. no error), the user is left with a ReqIF file,
a media and a statistics subfolder. The latter serves as the input to statistics processing as
discussed in Section 2.2.1. If the media folder is non-empty, the contained files need to undergo
an additional treatment outlined in the next Section. Otherwise, this step can be skipped and
the ReqIF file may be directly imported by an RM-tool of choice.
3.1.1 Dealing with embedded media
The ReqIF file format allows to embed external media into rich text content (see Section 2.1.3).
In order to maximize compatibility across different RM-tools, ReqIF contains different layers
of content for each media-artifact. On the lowest level each such artifact is represented by an
XHTML-formatted String which is expected to be digestible by all conceivable RM-tools (the
embedded pictures in Figure 10 on page 47 are displayed this way). The next level is always a
PNG-image and the last, optional level is a file of arbitrary format. While rendering, RM-tools are
23In the computer-science denotation of the term. I.e. some action is being performed on each node of the tree.
24read: “write in correct order”
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required to start with the highest available layer, but may fall back onto the preceding one if they
fail to handle it. The entire process is described in more detail in [Obj13, clause 10.8.20, point 2].
Currently, the tool only writes the first two layers. This implies that all embedded media which
is not already in PNG format needs to receive special treatment. For this purpose the media
subfolder contains two CSV-files:
images.csv deals with all graphical objects which can be extracted as a separate file from the
DOC input. Those raw (unconverted) files are saved alongside the CSV and are usually of
Windows Metafile (WMF) or Windows Enhanced Metafile (EMF) format.
Each line in images.csv represents a reference to an individual object and stores the tar-
get dimensions (width and height) along with it. By feeding this file to a dedicated macro
designed for Microsoft Visio, all those objects can be batch-converted into PNG.
The tool can also be reconfigured to use different conversion approaches which do not
rely on proprietary software from the Microsoft Office family. However, those alternatives
(namely: ImageMagick’s convert on Windows with GDI-support and libwmf on Unix, both
of which are open-source) do not provide comparable quality.
shapes.csv deals with shapes in the so-called “Office Drawing Binary Format” as specified in
[Mic14b]. These are commonly created through the drawing tools natively provided by
Microsoft Word. Such shapes cannot exist in isolation (i.e. they cannot be extracted and
legally saved into a separate file) [Mic11]. Thus, shapes.csv only states offsets (similar to
the startOffset used for backward tracing in Section 2.2) of those objects in the original
input DOC together with the filename where the resulting PNG is expected to go. The ac-
tual extraction is performed by another macro, which requires both the original DOC-file
and shapes.csv as its input. Although this macro runs inside Microsoft Word, it needs Mi-
crosoft Visio to be present as well.
There is no viable alternative25 for the handling of such content, except for one special
kind of drawings (see Section 3.3.3). Formalized directly by the tool, they use a very lim-
ited subset of the drawing format discussed above and are therefore exempted from the
file shapes.csv. Hence, this is the only time when the tool must rely on external propri-
etary software.
In the example of Listing 5 both CSV-files are explicitly referenced (Lines 44–45). If the input
file happens to contain only one kind of media or no media at all, the non-applicable lines are
omitted and the CSV will not be present, either.
As stated in Section 2.3.2, the input documents contain a fair amount of OLE-data. Using the
approach outlined above, these data will always be flattened to WMF or EMF26. By utilizing
ReqIF’s third content layer which can hold arbitrary data, one could also link these original OLE-
BLOBs to the ReqIF output file. However, only a few RM-tools can actually take advantage of
this option. Besides, the focus of the tool was primarily on providing a decent input to imple-
menters of a system, rather than to authors of a specification willing to alter the embedded
25Although LibreOffce/OpenOffice, respectively their headless variant unoconv, claim to support such drawings, they,
in fact, fail miserably with those embedded in the Subset-026.
26In fact, this is performed by Microsoft Word automatically in order to display something meaningful in case the
application which originally created the respective files is not available on the user’s computer.
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graphics (which is why one would embed the original OLE-data in the first place). Lastly, this
approach will not work for the non-independent data referenced by shapes.csv unless it is em-
bedded into an artificial wrapper document27, which is quite an onerous task.
Extracting the original MTEF-representation of equations is also unlikely to be worthwhile since
edits can only be performed using Microsoft’s own Equation editor for as long as those objects
are embedded in an Office document. Alternatively, Design Science’s MathType software, which
the Microsoft editor derives from, may still be used even after they have been extracted. How-
ever, that is a rather exotic piece of proprietary software without any significant market pene-
tration. Alas, a truly useful formalization of such equations as TEX- or MathML-markup is hard to
obtain because only a limited open-source implementation of the MTEF file format is available
[SP12] and ReqIF lacks support for any of the aforementioned markups. Fortunately, this situ-
ation has somewhat improved with the XML-based successor of the DOC file format (*.docx)
where equations are stored in the openly documented Office MathML (OMML) format, a com-
petitor to MathML [Mur06].
3.2 ReqIF output
As stated in Section 2.1.3 earlier, ReqIF files may come in two flavours: Plain, uncompressed
*.reqif, which requires any referenced media to be shipped separately. And *.reqifz, which
is simply a ZIP-archive28 of all those files. Currently, the tool only writes the uncompressed vari-
ant, because the handling of media objects requires manual intervention as outlined in the pre-
ceding Section. However, *.reqifz may be easily generated from the postprocessed output
using any third-party ZIP archiving tool. Doing so is indeed advisable, for two reasons: Some of
the chapters of Subset-026 require more than 30 Megabytes of space in their uncompressed
form, and the high degree of redundancy coming with XML lends itself to a good compression
ratio thanks to the Huffman coding used inside the ZIP algorithm.
Regardless of its format, the file may be opened by one of the numerous RM-tools supporting
the ReqIF standard. Two example renderings of the identical, generated ReqIF-file by formal-
mind Studio, a somewhat extended version of ProR commonly regarded as the ReqIF reference
renderer, and DOORS are shown in Figures 10, respectively 11 on page 47. Both screenshots
display the same specification excerpt as the one given in Figure 7 on page 29.
Although ReqIF allows several specifications within one file, this functionality has not been used
for the Subset-026, whose individually available chapters (see Section 2.1) could have been rep-
resented in this way. This is mostly due to the nature of the tool which processes each DOC file
separately. But this also comes with the advantage of manageable file sizes (see above) and the
theoretically feasible option to use file-based locks to prevent rivalling edits to those files, when
more granular artifact-based locking (as multitenant RM-tools usually provide it) is not available.
The downside of this approach is the necessity to use proxy elements for external references,
see Section 3.2.2.
27ReqIF’s implementation guide suggests to use Rich Text Format (RTF) for this purpose [PMS14, Sec. 2.5.3, sub-
clause 8]
28Note: zip, not compress as the simple z suffix may confusingly suggest to anyone familiar with Unix.
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However, this multi-specification functionality may still be employed by a user of the ReqIF-file
in the sense of a view onto certain artifacts. In this concept the standard view provided by the
tool happens to closely resemble the one Microsoft Word would show upon opening the source
DOC (same artifacts, same sequence, similar hierarchy). A different view may instead focus
only on a certain set of artifacts, perhaps those which are only relevant to the trackside part of
ETCS. Artifacts referenced from within this new view can have a different hierarchy and/or a dif-
ferent sequence. Thanks to the unique tracestrings and the derived internal identifiers, which
are both based on the standard view (see Section 2.3), this new view is equally valid for trace-
ability- and other RM-purposes.
3.2.1 Data associated with a requirement artifact
One major goal of the tool is to split continuous text into smaller chunks (artifacts) which convey
a coherent piece of information. This is not only done to allow for traceability as explained in
Section 2.3, but also to be able to attribute individual metadata to these artifacts.
For use with ReqIF such artifacts are mapped onto SpecObjects (Section 2.1.3). In Figures 10
and 11 each of these SpecObjects is represented by a single line within the central grid. In or-
der to avoid cluttering this grid with too many columns holding all this metadata, ProR features
a separate Properties-window for this purpose. A screenshot of this window showing the con-
tents of 3.6.1.3.*[3][2], an artifact already discussed in Section 2.3, is depicted in Figure 12 on
page 48. The properties are grouped into three segments, each with an individual set of fields
to capture a piece of data. The meaning of those segments is as follows:
Requirement Type This holds the actual payload: tool-computed metadata, specific to the con-
crete ETCS use-case. Standard fields according to the ReqIF naming conventions (see
Section 3.2.3) would also appear here.
As the name suggests, all the fields in this segment are specific to the type of the current
artifact (see Figure 4 on page 21). However, since the tool always writes the same type for
all kinds of artifacts except proxies (see Section 3.2.2), this set of fields is always identical.
Spec Object A set of internal fields. Among others this shows the xsd:id-compliant internal
identifier of this artifact which is derived from the tracestring (Section 2.3.3).
As with the fields of Requirement Type, this set is also associated with the current type
of the artifact.
Spec Hierarchy As discussed in Section 2.1.3, SpecObjects can be referenced from multi-
ple specifications. This group displays the data associated with the instantiation of the
SpecObject within the current specification. So all these fields originate from the Speci-
fication part of the ReqIF file rather than the SpecObject itself (Figure 4 on page 21).
Because the tool only writes a single specification, the identifier in here is equal to that
inside the Spec Object-group above, suffixed by _singleton29.
The Spec Object- and Spec Hierarchy-segments are mostly of internal use for ReqIF rendering
tools. Therefore, they are often omitted from user interfaces or only displayed in a dedicated
29See the explanation of singleton in the glossary.
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Figure 10: Example rendering of chapter 3 by ProR
Figure 11: Example rendering of chapter 3 by DOORS
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Figure 12: Properties view of ProR showing artifact 3.6.1.3.*[3][2]
enhanced view. The latter is the case with ProR, where these data are only shown when “All
Attributes” (right tab in the bottom of Figure 12) is explicitly selected. In contrast, “Standard
Attributes” (left tab) focuses on the data of the first segment Requirement Type, which is what
the user is most interested in.
All the fields of this segment bear custom, domain-specific names and their associated data
represents the output of various different algorithms of the tool predominantly targeted at en-
hancing the user experience for implementers of ETCS. However, these data may also be used
as an input to further automated processing means, such as those outlined in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2. The meaning of the fields is as follows:
Legal Obligation A list of all possible values defining the degree of obligation inherent in the
current artifact:
mandatory (>= 1) At least one of the artifacts of this sublist must be implemented.
(only applicable to sublist items which are related to each other)
mandatory (== 1) Exactly one of the artifacts of this sublist must be implemented.
(only applicable to sublist items which are related to each other)
mandatory This artifact must be implemented.
optional (== 1) At most one of the artifacts of this sublist may be implemented.
(only applicable to sublist items which are related to each other)
optional This artifact may be implemented.
mixed Parts of this artifact must be implemented, other parts may be
implemented. This implies atomic (see below) is false.
unknown The obligation of this artifact could not be determined.
not applicable This artifact does not have a legal obligation (e.g. it is marked as
deleted).
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Annotation (Example) class-attribute Explanation
ARROW TO: [r][4].EOLMValid arrow Formalized arrow inside of a table.
See Section 3.3.3.
[r][4].EOLMValid hrMetadata Visual helper to quickly find the cor-
rect cell-artifact associated with a
particular cell in a table layout. Its
content equals the tracestring of
the respective artifact starting from
the row-level (which constitutes a
table-wide unique identifier). See
Section 2.3.1 for an explanation
of the underlying concept and Fig-
ure 16 for an exemplary application.
Table 2 field Cross-reference pointing to a dif-
ferent part of the same document.
See Section 3.2.2.
Table 2 field Cross-reference as above whose
target could not be found. In such
cases a warning (Listing 5) will
be printed on the screen during
conversion as well.
{Figure 6} field So-called SEQUENCE field [ECM06,
clause 2.16.5.63]. Such a field
contains a type (in the example it
is bound to Figures) and a type-
specific sequential number gener-
ated by Microsoft Word.
some text [N]1 note Footnote. Its actual contents are
given in a child of this artifact.
A lowercase [n] designates an
endnote, instead. The number is
tool-computed. Emits a warning
(Listing 5) if the author of the DOC
requested a non-arabic number-
ing scheme, since this does not
play well with the tracestring. See
Section 2.3.2.
Section 3.6.2.4 shall not apply. So-called Vanished Text [ISO12,
clause 17.3.2.41], which, depending
on user configuration, may or may
not display on screen / be printed.
Emits a warning (Listing 5) as well.
PLACEHOLDER REQUIREMENT - DO NOT TRACE Marks an artifact whose only pur-
pose is to maintain a proper hier-
archy. No other content is allowed
in such cases. This also implies
the artifact’s kind-field equals
Placeholder.
CONTENTS HAVE BEEN SPLIT UP - SEE CHILDREN Marks an artifact with complex con-
tent (e.g. a table cell with a list as in
Figure 8). See Section 2.3.1.
Table 3: Different annotations of the RichText-field
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Annotation (Example) class-attribute Explanation
shall LegalObligation Legal obligation of the current
artifact according to the list in
Section A.2.1
can LegalObligationUnknown Words which may indicate a
legal obligation but are nowhere
defined as such. According to
the list in Section A.2.1
indicates Predicate Predicate of a sentence (based
on NLP)
possible Predicate Phrases which should take the
role of a predicate but were not
detected as verbs (based on
NLP)
The LRBG Headphrase Subject of a sentence and its
modifiers (based on NLP)
immediately [weak] weak Weak words according to the
lists given in Section A.2.2
if [Condition] Condition A condition according to the list
given in Section A.2.3
for each [Loop] Loop A repetition according to the list
given in Section A.2.3
re-evaluate [Again] Again A repeated action according to
the list given in Section A.2.3
as long as [Time] Time A time-reference according to
the list given in Section A.2.3
signalman [External] External A known external entity ac-
cording to the list given in Sec-
tion A.2.3
on-board unit [Self] Self The specified system according
to the list given in Section A.2.3
previous LRBG [Linked_Phrase] Linked_Phrase Phrases which have been seen
previously in other artifacts. A
link to the artifact where this
phrase was first seen will be
added in such cases as well.
“previous LRBG” NamedEntity Named entities. These are ei-
ther all-caps or come enclosed
in quotation marks.
(some text) Embraced Embraced text
Note: NoteIdentifier A Type prefix for a Note
Deleted DeletedIdentifier A qualifier for a deleted artifact
Justification: JustificationIdentifier A type prefix for a Justification
Exception: ExceptionIdentifier A type prefix for an Exception
even if [Condition] [weak] Annotations may also be nested, confer with Section 2.2.2
Table 4: Different annotations of the implementerEnhanced-field
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The ReqIF datatype (see Figure 4 on page 21) of this list is a single-valued enumeration.
Section 3.3.2 further discusses the items classified as belonging to a “related sublist”.
ListNumberText Original numberText which Microsoft Word applied to this artifact or an empty
String if this artifact is not part of a list.
PlainText Textual contents of this artifact without any formatting. Or an empty String if such a
representation does not make sense (e.g. the artifact holds an image).
RichText Contents (text, image, equation, . . . ) of this artifact with formatting applied. Some
special annotations may appear here as well, their meaning is explained in Table 330.
The value of this field is also displayed in the second column of ProR’s grid (see Figure 10).
WordTraceId Running number used for backward tracing to Microsoft Word (see Section 2.2).
atomic Boolean qualifier which is true if and only if this artifact describes a single thing. The
value is computed based on the presence of conjunctions (“and”, “or”) combined with a
sentence count.
implement Boolean qualifier which is true if and only if this artifact needs to be implemented
(i.e. this artifact is a real requirement). Currently, the tool defaults this value to true un-
less there are clear hints indicating the opposite (e.g. those mentioned in the kind-field
below).
implementerEnhanced Representation of the textual contents of this artifact based on PlainText
(see above) and enhanced for implementation purposes. See Table 4 for a description of
all the colorful annotations. The class-attribute of those annotations can be used for XPath-
queries as outlined in Section 2.2.2.
kind A list of different kinds of content which can be represented by this artifact:
ordinary Ordinary text without any specifics.
Table Table, the row of a table or its caption.
Figure Figure or its caption.
Note Note which does not need implementation.
Example Example which does not need implementation.
Justification Justification for another artifact. Does not need implementation.
Heading Heading to other artifacts. Does not need implementation.
Placeholder Artifact only exists to ensure a proper hierarchy or is marked as
deleted. Does not need implementation. See Section 2.3.
Definition Artifact defines something. Does not need implementation.
The defined term, so-called definiendum [WP06, Sec. 3], is not yet
explicitly marked.
The ReqIF datatype of this list is a single-valued enumeration (i.e. one artifact is always of
exactly one kind). However, the user may change it into a multi-valued one if that proves
more useful (think: lots of artifacts with a Legal Obligation of mixed and/or an unset
atomic field).
30This Table cites standards relevant to the XML-based successor of DOC. This is due to the lack of equally compre-
hensive documentation for DOC.
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requirementID The tracestring of this artifact as defined in Section 2.3. The value of this field is
also displayed in the first column of ProR’s grid (see Figure 10).
Admittedly, the selection of all these fields is arbitrary. However, they represent a best-effort
attempt to extract as much meaningful data as possible from the natural language contents
of the ETCS specification documents. Except for the annotations inside the Rich Text- and
implementerEnhanced-fields (Tables 3 and 4), the contents of all those fields may also be easily
amended by a human if the algorithms computing their initial values did not deliver satisfactory
results.
In other words: All these fields are meant to assist anyone involved with the ETCS specification.
But there is no obligation to actually use this data for any particular purpose.
The actual implementation of the algorithms used to compute the initial values of the fields
has only been briefly discussed here. Section 3.4.2 will extend on the technology behind the
implementerEnhanced-field. For the remainder see the Javadoc-documentation of the code in
helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminer, helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminerSecondPass
and their respective subclasses in the tool’s source.
3.2.2 Links between requirement artifacts
Technical papers on complex systems – and the Subset-026 makes a particularly striking ex-
ample here – tend to show a high degree of cohesion, while their degree of contiguity is much
lower. So concepts are often intertwined (cohesion) but their individual parts are spread across
a wide range of pages (little contiguity). Although this is certainly not a favorable text property,
it can hardly be avoided in all cases, especially if the respective document stays on an abstract
level, where intentionally only few interfaces, packages or other means of functional grouping
are present. They would indeed predetermine a certain way of implementation which is not de-
sired in these early stages of the systems development life cycle (SDLC).
For the Subset-026 this situation led to a specification sprinkled with all sorts of references to
tie its otherwise unrelated blocks of information together. Structurally speaking, those refer-
ences can be grouped as follows:
1. Cross-references: Any kind of in-text mention of another named part of the document.
(a) Explicitly set through Microsoft Word : This is a cross-reference explicitly created by
the author of the input DOC31. Microsoft Word stores both source and target in a
standardized way so they can be automatically extracted by the tool. ProR renders
this kind of reference as shown in Table 3 on page 49.
EXAMPLES: refer to chapter 4.7 “DMI depending on modes”). Source: 4.4.9.1.6
described in Table 1 Source: 3.5.7.5
8 Source: 7.4.2.0[2].[t]*.[r][4].Length
31E.g. in Microsoft Word 2003 this is performed by clicking on Insert → References → Cross-reference.
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(b) Fully-qualified implicit reference: A simple in-text mention of a some other entity. The
tool employs heuristic approaches to identify and normalize such mentions.
EXAMPLES: according to 3.6.2.2.2c Source: 3.4.2.3.3.8.1
according to 3.5.3.4 f). Source: 3.5.4.3.1
see items b), c), d), e) in 3.5.3.4 Source: 3.5.7.3.a
(see 3.18.3.2 items b) c) and d)) Source: 3.13.2.2.1.2
Concerning a) and b) of clause 3.16.2.5.1 Source: 3.16.2.5.1.1
(c) Unambiguous implicit reference: This is conceptually similar to the case above, ex-
cept the mention does not use the numberText of a list but some other unambigu-
ously resolvable numbering scheme.
EXAMPLES: (see Figure 25a) Source: 3.9.3.12.2
referring to figure 22c Source: 3.8.3.4.1
(d) relative reference: A possibly ambiguous reference to some preceding or following
entity. Currently, the tool only features rudimentary support for the handling of the
former case.
EXAMPLES: Exception to a): Source: 3.6.2.2.2.1
Regarding c): Source: 3.6.2.2.2.3
2. Recurring phrases: Any kind of in-text mention of a phrase which has been previously
used elsewhere.
At the moment, the tool does not feature any generic algorithm to detect such phrases,
but focuses only on those whose first mention is enclosed in quotation marks – or typo-
graphically questionable variations thereof (see Section 4 for a more generic approach). If
such a phrase, which must consist of at least two words to reduce false-positives, is found
again somewhere later in the document, a reference to the first mention will be gener-
ated. Thus, for better illustration the following examples feature possible targets (i.e. first
mentions) of references instead of their sources as in all the cases above.
EXAMPLES: "Linking information is used" shall be interpreted Source: 3.4.4.2.1.1
requirements for “Start of Mission” procedure Source: 5.4.3
the information "default balise/loop/RIU information". Source: 3.16.2.4.8




• default loop information
• default balise information
• default RIU information
In ReqIF all these references are turned into so-called SpecRelations (Section 2.1.3) with all
cases below item 1 of the above list having the type CrossRefLink attributed and cases belong-
ing to item 2 being typed as KnownTermLink.
Such a SpecRelation always has exactly one source and one target, both of which must be ex-
isting artifacts within the current file. For the examples above this means the respective arti-
facts need to be resolved or created. Resolving depends heavily on the granularity used while
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creating the artifacts. If, for instance, a certain cell within a table has been configured as super-
fluous by a table matcher (Section 2.3.1), but is nonetheless targeted by a reference, a fallback
to the parent (in this case: row-) artifact must take place. Artifact creation is necessary if an en-
tity outside the scope of the current document is referenced, as it is sometimes the case for
item 1b. This is achieved by writing an artificial proxy SpecObject of a special type called Proxy
Type, with only an identifier but no further content, into the ReqIF and then referencing this in
the same way as any other ordinary SpecObject. Since the detection algorithm behind item 1b
still has flaws, it does sometimes create false-positive references (see the jUnit test cases in
docreader.range.paragraph.characterRun.FakeFieldHandlerTest for examples). These are
particularly disturbing for statistical postprocessing as outlined in Section 2.2.1. Appendix A.1.1
shows how to manually correct such mistakes.
Entirely ruling out these false-positives is quite challenging because there is no way to verify if
a target represented by a proxy actually does exist somewhere in an external file. Matters are
further complicated by inaccurate mentions of external, unnumbered tables, consisting only of
a reference to the immediately preceding numberText, whose associated paragraph may poten-
tially encompass more than one table. The latter frequently happens in the headings of chapter
6 of Subset-026.
Some references such as those involving images or OLE-objects currently cannot be processed
at all (see for instance the references in 5.11.2.2[2].[t]* targeting the image in 5.11.3.1[2].[f]8).
By design, a SpecRelation always applies to an entire SpecObject (read: artifact). Combined
with the philosophy of the tool to only turn each paragraph into such an artifact (Section 2.3),
those relations therefore often become less granular than they were in the input DOC. In other
words: A few characters of an artifact A which constitute the source of a relation to an artifact
B cannot be directly linked to B. Instead, only artifact A in its entirety can take the role of the
source.
This weakness could be mitigated by either creating a single artifact for all those “few charac-
ters” which make up a link, thereby effectively equalling out the granularities of an in-text men-
tion and a SpecObject. Or by creating a proprietary ReqIF-extension that attributes metadata
to each SpecRelation. However, this data can at most convey the position of the “few charac-
ters” within the respective artifact and would thus need a compatible renderer to make use of
it. In practise, neither of those two approaches was followed as the current situation seldom
leads to ambiguities, especially because the phrases of item 2 are also annotated within the
implementerEnhanced-field (green [Linked_Phrase]-box of Table 4 on page 50). For a truly for-
malized specification this may be too weak, though.
If the same artifact B is referenced multiple times from within A, as it is the case for the first
example in item 1a, only one SpecRelation will be created.
A second property of SpecRelations which can be viewed both as a bug and a feature is the
fact that they are not necessarily “clickable”. See the right column entitled Link in Figure 11 on
page 47 for how ProR renders such relations in its grid. One might expect that a click on any
of the artifacts (targets) mentioned in this column will cause the grid to scroll to the respective
position of that artifact. However, since SpecObjects which act as those targets may be instan-
tiated multiple times even within the same specification (Section 3.2.1), it is not always clear
where to scroll to. This becomes particularly apparent if views as suggested in Section 3.2 are
employed.
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The multiple specifications that come with views, however, offer one more treat of the ReqIF
file format: SpecRelationGroups can be used to clump SpecRelations by the different specifi-
cations they connect [Obj13, Fig. 10.7]. For instance, after creating one view for all trackside
requirements and another one for all those which belong to the train, such a group could be
utilised to tag relations that define interfaces between the two.
Figure 5 on page 26, which has been previously discussed in Section 2.2.1, shows a graphical
representation of the roughly 400 relations of type CrossRefLink (as well as the ordinary hier-
archical connections) within chapter 3 of Subset-026. The 90 KnownTermLink-relations of this
chapter have been omitted.
3.2.3 Issues with IBM DOORS
Obviously, the rendering by DOORS in Figure 11 on page 47 is a little less pleasing compared
to that of ProR in Figure 10. The reasons for this nicely indicate the challenges any standardized
interchange format commonly faces:
1. DOORS has generally poor XHTML-processing capabilities. For instance, it fails to handle
any kind of table rendering such as those produced for reasons of visual aid by the traces-
tring-algorithm outlined in Section 2.3.1. Since IBM’s proprietary concept of “DOORS Ta-
bles”, which can be triggered by a special “Table Internal” flag inside the ReqIF file (shown
in Figure 12 on page 48 in the very bottom), cannot really cope with the complexity of the
tables of Subset-02632, this is quite an unpleasant situation.
2. ReqIF does not provide a generic way of specifying its visual appearance. Therefore, the
generated files include tool extensions (confer with Figure 4 on page 21) to convey this in-
formation which can only be parsed by ProR. Such extensions are currently not generated
for DOORS.
3. The files intentionally do not comply with the recommendatory ReqIF naming conventions
[PMS14, Sec. 2.2] intended to map common properties of a requirement to the respective
fields of different RM-tools.
To justify why this naming contract has been broken, consider Figure 12 again. The textual con-
tent of the artifact shown there is always trapped within a field entitled RichText. A second field
called kind holds a list of all possible kinds of such an artifact (see Section 3.2.1 for a more thor-
ough explanation). The value of kind for this artifact is precomputed by the tool based on heuris-
tics. If those heuristics fail for any reason, this value may be later amended by the user. So this
approach combines a high degree of automatization with maximum flexibility.
On the other hand, ReqIF’s naming conventions mandate the textual contents of an artifact to
go into three different fields depending on what kind of information they convey. A heading to
many artifacts must go into ReqIF.ChapterName, unless it has the character of a title to a single
artifact (the subtle differentiation between these two cases is left as an exercise for the reader)
in which case ReqIF.Name is the field of choice. For all other content ReqIF.Text must be used.
32Specifically it neither supports merged nor omitted cells very well.
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Owing to the different philosophies of the tool vendors who designed the ReqIF standard, such
arbitrary distinctions make it substantially harder for a user to correct any wrong assignments
by the heuristic algorithms. Hence, it was decided not to follow these conventions. This comes
at the cost of DOORS not recognizing any fields in those files out of the box along with using
arbitrary numbering for the tree33 shown in the left part of Figure 11. However, since the field
names can be easily changed, this can be fixed by renaming requirementID into the slightly
confusing term ReqIF.ChapterNumber prior to importing the file into DOORS.
The fact that pictures are neglected by DOORS (Figure 11 only shows the least-significant, text-
only content layer for the Figures in 3.6.1.2[2].[f]6 and 3.6.1.2[3].[f]7) is a bug in DOORS which is
currently being investigated by IBM34.
3.3 Content formalization
A fair amount of technical documentation is based on repetition. This does not necessarily mean
such papers are full of redundancies, but rather that a reader will often come across conceptu-
ally similar passages which are always presented in the same way. In contrast to poetry where
the author may be tempted to describe similar events with different sets of words from a rich
and metaphorical vocabulary, technical writers strive for the exact opposite: well-tended bore-
dom.
So, “formalization” in this context means to detect such similar passages and output them in
a uniform way. What makes this challenging is that computers are rather averse to “similarity”
and instead much prefer “equality”. Hence, the involved algorithms must allow for a certain de-
gree of fuzziness in their input to be able to correctly classify mostly similar still as similar. How
this can be achieved for the case of tables has already been shown in Section 2.3.1. The fol-
lowing Sections will therefore put more emphasis on the remaining formalizable elements of
Subset-026.
3.3.1 Detection of recurring elements
Tables (Section 2.3.1) make up the largest part of recurring elements in the Subset-026 and they
can often be correctly detected simply by means of their visual structure (e.g. n columns and m
rows, of which the first x are part of the table header, makes a table of type y ). Their actual con-
tents are only a secondary measure for categorization if the structure alone is not stark enough.
For other elements structural information is not available to such an extent, so the detection
must focus a lot more on their contents. Two kinds of these elements shall be discussed in
more detail:
figure- and table-captions Throughout the Subset-026 captions are always made up of ordi-
nary text following the element they describe. So DOC’s dedicated features for typeset-
ting them are not used. The detection heuristic must therefore be able to elicit such cap-
33Module Explorer in DOORS’ terminology.
34According to an email from IBM United Kingdom received on May 21, 2015
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tions from other textual contents, make sure those texts are not mistakenly read in again
as some other kind of artifact at a later point, and then handle them in a special way. This
is done slightly differently for the captions of figures and tables, since they are an essen-
tial qualifier to differentiate between an ordinary image and a figure in the former case, but
only an optional part in the latter case (Section 2.3.2).
The algorithm responsible for this process has grown quite complex over time due to the
number of different caption layouts present in the input files. The only invariant (common
property) it can count on is the caption’s two-part design: There is always some identi-
fier with a running number (i.e. “Table 3”) followed by some descriptive text. Both parts
are separated by a colon (:). Usually such a caption lives in a separate paragraph immedi-
ately following that of the described element. But for certain edge cases there are empty
paragraphs in-between or the caption is only separated by a line break. The alignment (left
aligned, centered) varies as well. In addition to that, the actual content of a caption may ei-
ther contain a SEQUENCE-field for autonumbering its running number (confer with Table 3
on page 49). This field may or may not be suffixed by a single, manually entered alphabetic
character (i.e. something like “Figure 20 b”; with the grey part being a field). Or the num-
ber in its entirety was manually entered, in which case special care must be taken to work
out if this number is actually unique (confer with item 1c of Section 3.2.2). A conceptual
relationship between the caption identifier and the described element cannot be safely as-
sumed, as chapter 4 of Subset-026 does contain tables whose captions confusingly call it
a “Figure” (e.g. artifact 4.5.2.1[2].[t]1).
The class docreader.range.paragraph.CaptionReader of the tool’s source contains the
implementations of the heuristics discussed above.
Once the caption has been identified, it always becomes the first child of the element it
describes and inherits its tracestring suffixed by .C (Listing 4 on page 39, line 32). Embed-
ding the caption right into the RichText data of the artifact representing the described el-
ement is not possible because ReqIF’s XHTML subset allows to use the relevant tag only
for a caption to tables (i.e. <caption>) but not to figures (<figcaption>).
Eventually, the running number of the caption is extracted and used for the tracestring
computation (see Section 2.3.1).
headings The detection of headings is a two-step process: During phase 2 of a tool run (see
Section 3.1) possible candidates are selected on the basis of their visual appearance. They
must constitute a single paragraph without any line breaks, certain characters like a dot
(.) are banned, and all remaining ones must have bold or SMALL CAPS formatting applied.
Moreover, there is an upper limit to the number of allowed characters and the name of
the style attached to them must contain “Heading”, “Überschrift” or “Titre” (the latter two
being the German, respectively French equivalent of “Heading”). All of this happens in the
method determineRequirementKind() of helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminer.
Unfortunately, the outline level, which is a hierarchical number attached to each paragraph
of a DOC file to mark a heading, is completely messed up in Subset-026 and therefore not
respected35.
In a second step, which takes place during phase 3 of the tool run, these candidates are
checked again taking into account their hierarchical position. Would-be headings without
35The import facilities of other tools like DOORS heavily rely on the correctness of this number. This makes one con-
tributing factor why they fail so miserably for the Subset-026. See Section 3.5.
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any children are reset and ordinary artifacts preceding a sublist (see Section 3.3.2) are
added. Eventually, all resulting headings receive their kind-field set to the value Heading
(Section 3.2.1).
The method processRequirement() in helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminerSecondPass
contains the implementation of this second step.
There are a few more recurring structures in the Subset-026 which are given special treatment
by the tool. However, their algorithms are comparably simple and therefore skipped for reasons
of brevity. The interested reader may refer to the Javadoc in helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminer
(especially methods such as isDefinition()) and helper.subset26.LegalObligationDeterminer.
3.3.2 Sublist dependencies











5.4 Procedure Start of mission 
5.4.1 Introduction 
5.4.1.1 The driver may have to start a mission: 
a) Once the train is awake, OR 
b) Once shunting movements are finished, OR 
c) Once a mission is ended, OR 
d) Once a slave engine becomes a leading engine. 
5.4.1.2 The common point of all these situations is that the ERTMS/ETCS on-board is in 
Stand-By mode, but the Start of Mission will be different, since some data may be 
already stored on-board, depending on the previous situation. 
5.4.1.3 Once the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment is in Stand-By mode, the start of mission 
is not the only possibility, the engine may become remote controlled (i.e. the on-board 
switches to Sleeping mode). 
5.4.2 Status of data stored in the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment 
5.4.2.1 At the beginning of the Start of Mission procedure, the data required may be in one of 
three states:  
a) “valid” (the stored value is known to be correct) 
b) “Invalid” (the stored value may be wrong) 
c) “Unknown” (no stored value available) 
5.4.2.2 This refers to the following data: Driver ID, ERTMS/ETCS level, RBC ID/phone 
number, Train Data, Train Running Number, Train Position (see 3.6.1.3). 
5.4.2.3 Note 1:  The status of data in relation to the previous and the actual mode is described 
in chapter 4, section "What happens to stored information when entering a mode". 
5.4.2.4 Note 2: The change of status of data in course of the procedure is shown in the table 
in section 5.4.3.3. 
5.4.3 Table of requirements for “Start of Mission” procedure 
5.4.3.1 The ID numbers in the table are used for the representation of the procedure in form of 
a flow chart in section 5.4.4.  
Figure 13: Artifact 5.4.1.1 as shown by icr soft Word
The Subset-026 contains a number
of sublists whose items share a cer-
tain boolean relation. A sublist, in
this context, is a list where all items
have numberTexts attributed which
are not unique on their own (confer
with the beginning of Section 2.3). Fur-
thermore, the paragraph preceding
the list must contain a condition and
a keyword indicating a forward reference36 such as “following” (e.g. “If the following. . . ”) or
end with a colon (:)37. For formalization purposes, this bool a relation is o be extracted and
attributed to the individual sublist items through their Legal Obligation field (see the respec-
tively tagged values of this field in Section 3.2.1).
There are essentially two corner cases for such sublists and a variety of blends in-between:
1. In the first case the preceding paragraph completely defines the relation f the sublist
items. A typical example would be artifact 3.13.2.2.4.1 “The b ake position shall be set
to one of the following three values:”, with those “values listed in the children of the arti-
fact.
Here, the algorithm extracts the legal obligatio (in this case m nd tory (==1)) from the
given parental artifact, bequeaths it to the children and attributes the parent either a Heading
or ordinary kind, depending on its exact word g (in this case ordinary). It legal obliga-
tion is reset to the value that would have been attributed without the presence of a sublist
(in this case mandatory).
2. The second case defines the boolean relation only on the basis of the sublist items. Unfor-
tunately, the Subset-026 does not contain a really good example of this case in its purest
form, so consider the following artificial structure, instead:
36Literature sometimes refers to this as a “continuance” [WRH97, p. 169].
37There are a few exceptions to this generic rule which will not be discussed here. See the tool’s source for details.
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Figure 14: Search for ill-categorized sublists using ProR
1.2.3 To perform a system reset:
• The driver shall press the system’s reset button, OR
• The driver shall pull the emergency brake, OR
• The driver shall power cycle the entire on-board unit.
Each child of “1.2.3” (except the very last) ends with “OR”. Combining this information
with the keyword “shall” (see Appendix A.2.1) contained in each item’s text yields a legal
obligation of mandatory (>= 1) for all of them.
Similar hierarchies within the Subset-026 would come without the redundant “The driver
shall” prefix in the sublist items. Instead, this phrase would appear only once at the end of
the parental artifact (see e.g. artifact 3.9.3.12).
Figure 13 on the facing page shows an example of the many blends between the two afore-
mentioned cases. In here all the sublist items are attributed the legal obligation optional (==1)
(i.e. they are mutually exclusive)38 based both on the preceding paragraph and on their “OR”-
suffix.
The class helper.subset26.MetadataDeterminerSecondPass contains the implementation of
the different sublist-related algorithms. Due to the highly heterogeneous wording used for the
paragraphs preceding the sublists, it is infeasible for the code to automatically detect all their
possible manifestations. This is a result of the regex foundations of the employed heuristics
which do not perform well in such cases (Section 3.4.2). However, by using the search facilities
of an RM-tool the artifacts in need for manual post-treatment can be easily identified. A possible
query for chapter 3 of Subset-026 using ProR is depicted in Figure 14.
3.3.3 Intra-cell requirements
Figure 15 on the following page depicts a short example of a so-called “transition table”. As its
name implies, such a table is intended to visualize permissible transitions from one system
38Formally speaking, the “OR” at the end of each sublist item must actually be interpreted as an “XOR”. It remains
unclear whether this is what the requirement author actually intended.
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Page 70/70 
 
4.11 What happens to stored information when exiting NP mode 
4.11.1.1 Status of stored information, which is set to "Invalid" when No Power mode is entered, 
shall be affected, when relevant, by information from the Cold Movement Detection 
function, according to the following table: 
 
 Status of On-board stored information 
 EOLM 
information  
Train Position  ERTMS/ETCS 
Level 










Invalid Valid Un- 
know
n 
Invalid Valid Un- 
known 
Invalid Valid Un- 
known 
Invalid Valid 
No Cold movement 
occurred 
               
Cold movement detected or 
Cold movement information 
not available 
               
 
4.11.1.2 Note: Status of stored information, which remains valid after NP mode has been 
entered, is not affected by information from the Cold Movement Detection function.  
4.11.1.3 If a cold movement has been detected, or the Cold Movement Detection function is not 
able to confirm that no cold movement has taken place, no change of status of 
information to “valid” shall be made until it has been validated by a different means 
than cold movement detection. 
 























Train Position ERTMS/ETCS Level Table of trackside supported levels RBC ID/Phone Number
Transition
conditions
















Figure 16: Left half of the table of Figure 15 after processing by the tool
state to another by means of an arrow connecting two table cells. Technically the table consists
of a bit of text in the left and upper parts, which serves as the heading of the respective row or
column. However, except for a few bullets representing arrow tails, the actual content area is
mostly empty. The arrows themselves are floating objects anchored somewhere in the table,
but not necessarily at the position where they are finally displayed by Microsoft Word.
As outlined in Section 2.3.1, the default granularity level for the formalization of table contents
is the cell. Hence, those arrows must be converted into a representation that conveys the same
piece of information as before but fits into a single such cell. Since the positions of those ar-
rows are only known relative to their anchor, the first step to achieve this is inevitably to lay out
the entire table mimicking the behavior of Microsoft Word as closely as possible. This is a rather
complex and computationally expensive task because row heights are mostly not given explic-
itly but must be inferred from the cell containing the longest text. Rendering out this text in a
headless mode39 while taking into account a plethora of subtleties like kerning, line pitch and
hyphenation can be at most a best-effort attempt (e.g. correct emulation of the hyphenation be-
havior is virtually impossible without reimplementing Microsoft Word’s typesetting engine from
the ground up). Once this is done, a special TableContentOverrideManager (the class may be
found in docreader.range.table) comes into play. It scans all cells of the table for the afore-
mentioned anchors and assigns them to the cell where their starting point will effectively be dis-
played. All other content items are stripped, namely the bullets which do not really convey any
information. In a subsequent step an OfficeDrawingReader takes over (its code may be found
in docreader.range.paragraph.characterRun). The methods of this class identify the arrow,
check if it is rotated or flipped and then (re-)assign the final cell where the visible arrow tail is sit-
uated. Finally, a standardized “ARROW TO: <TARGET>” text will be appended to the contents of
this cell (see Table 3 on page 49 for details) and both the former target- and this source-cell will
get a tracestring attributed. Figure 16 shows the result of this tremendous effort for the case of
39That is: without displaying it to the user
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the example table of Figure 15.
Since the implementations of all the involved algorithms are nowhere near perfect, a subse-
quent manual check of the results is greatly advisable. However, they seem to perform quite
well for the current version of the Subset-026. Ultimately, the numerous tables which contain
such arrows (e.g. artifact 5.4.3.3[2].[t]* covering a multitude of transitions between different
variable states) ought to justify why so much work has been put into this project.
3.3.4 Unformalizable elements











 The reference pressure p0 shall thereafter be adapted to the current pressure 
according to the following table (which applies if the calculation is performed once per 
second): 
 
 CONDITIONS: ACTION: REMARKS 
a) p = p0 No change Constant pressure 
b) p > p0 p0 = p0 + 1,5 Increasing pressure 
c) p < p0 - 30 No change Braking 
d) p0 > p > p0 - 30 p0 = p0  0,5 Decreasing pressure 
 
Where:  
- p is limited to max 550 kPa. 
- Values given in kPa. 
 
A.3.10.5 Note: If T_bs1 and T_bs2 have been locked to 0s and 2 s, the locking will remain until 
the target speed monitoring is left, even if the train speed comes below the target 
speed. This avoids “jumping” indications. It also makes it possible to release the 
brakes before a speed reduction, without having the curves moving back again. It 
might though result in emergency brake intervention if the driver releases the brakes 
too early. But since EBI is not moved, this is not a safety issue. To keep 2 s between 
the SBI and EBI enables the service brake to be activated first and thus may avoid 
emergency brake. 
A.3.10.6 Note: If feedback has started but T_bs1 and T_bs2 are not locked, the feedback 
function will remain active until the target point is reached. This avoids “jumping” 




as shown by Microsoft Word
There are certain elements within a specification which simply
cannot be reasonably tackled by a computer. And often enough
they raise questions for a human reader as well. Consider Fig-
ure 17 for a tiny, but drastic example of such an element. At
the risk of stating the obvious, the problem with this Figure lies
in the interpretation of the symbol > . In the DOC file this is
encoded as a greater-than sign ( > ) with underlining applied.
Such a construct is highly ambiguous because, without any
context, a human reader (and a computer will not perform any better at this) can only speculate
if this underlin was in ended as a way of putting emphasis n the greater-than sign or if the au-
thor was simply unable to locate the greater-than-equal sign ( ≥ ) on his/her keyboard (i.e. the
entity constitutes a special kind of digraph). As nit-picky as this may seem, a similar, seemingly
innocent issue with messed up equations, which intentionally were not checked for overflows,
effectively constituted the root cause for the loss of the Ariane 501 rocket in 1996 [Lio96, p. 5].
This is widely regarded as the most costly single accident caused by a software failure in human
history.
The tool handles the above case by showing the equation (which technically is not an OLE-object
as described in Section 2.3.2 but only an ordinary sequence of characters) with a similar ren-
dering like that of Microsoft Word in its richText-field (Section 3.2.1). However, the plainText
only contains > at the position of this dubious symbol.
A second example of barely formalizable data are text-heavy images (within the Subset-026 this
often means: statecharts). Those which are also available as OLE-data may be treated in the
same way as similarly wrapped equations (i.e. implement their original file format and unwind
the contents; see the end of Section 3.1.1). Those which can only be obtained in a rasterized
format effectively mark a dead end unless Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was to be em-
ployed. Both approaches are extremely difficult to implement while the immediate benefit may
be comparably low. However, they constitute the only viable way to automatically resolve refer-
ences to named parts of their contents as outlined in Section 3.2.2.
Eventually, there are also various less severe cases of formalization-reluctant elements which
must be taken care of manually due to some sort of underspecification: A sublist as discussed
in Section 3.3.2 earlier is depicted Figure 18 on the next page. Items a) and b) inherit their le-
gal obligation from the parental element which contains the keyword “shall” indicating a value
of mandatory for this field (Section 3.2.1). However, item b) also contains the adverb “option-
ally” suggesting a more lenient legal obligation of optional. Since “optionally” is not defined
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3.8.2.7.3 In level 2/3: An MA request shall be sent to the RBC when any part of the track 
description is deleted according to A3.4, except for situations a, b, f, k. 
3.8.2.8 Together with the MA request the on-board shall inform the RBC about the reason(s) 
why the MA request is sent: 
a) Start selection by driver, 
b) Time before reaching pre-indication location for the EOA/LOA reached, 
c) Time before a section timer or the LOA speed timer expires reached, 
d) The track description has been deleted, 
e) Track ahead free up to level 2/3 transition location. 
3.8.3 Structure of a Movement Authority (MA) 
3.8.3.1 The distance to End of Authority (EOA) can be composed of several sections. 
3.8.3.2 For each section composing the MA the following information shall be given; 
a) Length of the section 
b) Optionally, Section time-out value and distance from beginning of section to Section 
timer stop location 
3.8.3.3 In addition, the End Section of the MA may include; 
a) End Section time-out value and distance from the End Section timer start location to 
the end of the last section 
b) Danger point information (distance from end of section to danger point, release 
speed related to danger point) 
c) Overlap information (distance from end of section to end of overlap, time-out, 
distance from Overlap timer start location to end of section, release speed related to 
overlap) 
 
Figure 18: Artifact 3.8.3.2 together with its sublist as shown by Microsoft Word
as a keyword for the Subset-026, the tool will only highlight this word as unknown within the
implementerEnh c d field (see Table 4 on p ge 50) but refrain from al ering the legal oblig -
tion.
3.4 Inner workings
Most of this thesis is written in a bird’s-eye manner oriented primarily towards the final output
and the new opportunities that come with it. The following Sections will deviate slightly from
this path to try and give an impression of the Java code driving the tool behind the scenes. Two
examples are chosen for this purpose: The hierarchy extraction algorithm that assigns parent/child-
relations to individual artifacts, and the techniques used for the much higher level text analysis.
Before going into the details, however, a short summary of the tool’s overall structure will be
given.
Figure 19 on the next page shows a graphical representation of the tool without any unit tests,
integration tests and dependencies on external libraries. subset026reader serves as the appli-
cation’s entry point. Its main()-method handles the input parameters (see the beginning of Sec-
tion 3.1) and passes them on to a DocumentReader which lives inside docreader. In this class
the different phases discussed in Section 3.1 are effectively carried out. Its child packages be-
low range resemble the relevant parts of DOC’s range philosophy (see Figure 3 on page 19).
As outlined in Section 2.2, the data gathered by DocumentReader will be stored in a tree of ar-
tifacts. These artifacts are modelled by the package requirement which houses a hierarchy of
classes representing different artifact grades. In this hierarchy a proxy artifact, for instance, is
represented by a class of higher genericity than a full-fledged textual requirement with plentiful
metadata. Objects of theses classes store references to their individual children, thereby con-
stituting the aforementioned tree. The data and metadata subpackages of requirement are re-
sponsible for artifact-related information such as links (Section 3.2.2), respectively various kinds
of metadata (Section 3.2.1).
The output serialization to the ReqIF file format is handled by reqifwriter. The purposes of
ReqifDataType and ReqifField are to manage the FundamentalTypes of the output document
(Figure 4 on page 21), respectively the individual fields associated with an artifact (Section 3.2.1).
SpecObjectMapper is a supplementary enum-class to take care of the particularities regarding
proxies (Section 3.2.2). Eventually, DocumentWriter contains the entry point and the glue code
to link all the involved classes.
There is also an elaborate collection of packages below helper. These were originally intended
to encapsulate various kinds of static information, such as the different annotation patterns

































textannotation (not to be confused with the annotation package whose explanation will be
postponed to Section 3.6). Although such encapsulation is often regarded an anti-pattern (so-
called “package by layer” rather than “package by feature” [Hir15]), it was crafted with adapt-
ability in mind. Thus, by having access to the source code, the user is not only enabled to easily
amend the way annotations are displayed but also to tweak a large amount of other settings,
most of which are pooled inside Constants and its subpackages. All of this is possible without
any deeper knowledge of the actual algorithms responsible for the treatment of the specifica-
tion files.
Besides these static data there are also various kinds of wrappers to adapt external functional-
ity to the tool’s needs: The package word contains methods to access common internal struc-
tures of the DOC files and to convert data formats specific to DOC into their generic equivalents
(e.g. to handle so-called twips, a measure for lengths, and to correctly map special character
entities). A similar aim is followed by the two packages poi and nlp. However, instead of ab-
stracting the functionality of a file format, they focus on external libraries. The former inherits
its name from Apache POI providing the low level reading facilities for DOC files, and employs a
fair bit of reflection to circumvent some bugs in that external code40. The latter links to an NLP
library (Section 3.4.2) and mostly provides enhancements for carrying out the respective work
on the multiple processing units of modern computers simultaneously. The correct construction
(Listing 4 on page 39) of tracestrings is taken care of by TraceabilityManagerHumanReadable.
Ultimately, subset26 encapsulates a good portion of functionality specific to the Subset-026,
such as the abstract table definitions (Section 2.3.1).
As a final note it should be clear that Figure 19 does not depict a UML package diagram in its
purest form. This is mostly because of how Java handles classes and how those are mapped
onto a meaningful visual representation41. For this Figure regular packages (starting with a lower
case letter), as well as the parent class of a set of nested classes and enum-classes42 (the latter
two both start with upper case letters) have all been drawn as “packages”.
3.4.1 List hierarchy algorithm
Section 2.3 outlined a very straightforward implementation of an algorithm to compute the
tracestring for an artifact within the Subset-026. In spite of illustrating the core idea behind the
tracestring-computation very well, this algorithm turns out to be much too simple for real world
use.
Consider Figures 20 and 21 on on pages 65–66 to get an idea of the problem scope from a
more technical point of view. Each colored vertical bar in those Figures marks an independent
list. Hence, in Figure 20 the specification authors used six different lists instead of sticking with
only the outermost green one and utilizing additional levels to cover for the various sublists. Un-
der these circumstances some computation has to take place which correctly determines the
hierarchical relationships of the individual lists in order to process their items into the traces-
trings shown in the gray region on the right of the Figure. On top of that, this algorithm must be
40In addition, this library has also seen extensive patching. However, this will not be discussed here.
41As with Figure 22 on page 67, the entire diagram construction was automatically performed by Yatta Solutions’ UML
Lab.
42Technically their enum-values (read: enumeration values) constitute a set of singleton-classes, i.e. a predetermined
number of objects.
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capable of both merging technically independent but visually continuous lists (the two bulleted
lists below 3.5.3.7.a) and doing the opposite if items of a hierarchically more significant list inter-
rupt a continuous list (blue list of Figure 21).











 The train front passes the start of an announced radio hole 
 Regards RIUs only: Level 1 is left 
A request shall be repeated immediately after EURORADIO has indicated that 
setting up the safe radio connection has failed. 
b) As soon as the safe radio connection is set-up, the on-board shall send the 
message Initiation of communication session to the trackside.  
c) As soon as the trackside receives the information, it shall send the system version.  
3.5.3.8 When the on-board receives the system version it shall consider the communication 
session established and: 
a) If one of its supported system versions is compatible with the one sent by trackside, 
it shall send a session established report, including its telephone numbers, to the 
trackside. 
b) If none of its supported system versions is compatible with the one sent by 
trackside, it shall send a version independent message indicating “No compatible 
version supported”. It shall inform the driver and shall terminate the communication 
session. 
3.5.3.9 When the trackside receives the session established report or the information that no 
compatible system version is supported by the on-board, it shall consider the 
communication session established. 
3.5.3.9.1 Intentionally deleted. 
 On-Board Trackside 
Set-up of the safe connection 
According to EURORADIO specifications 













established for  
on-board 
 
Figure 3: Establishment initiated by on-board 
3.5.3.10 If the establishment of a communication session is initiated by the RBC, it shall be 
performed according to the following steps:  











a) The identity of the RBC. 
b) The telephone number of the RBC. 
c) The action to be performed (establish/terminate the session). 
d) Whether this applies also to Sleeping units. 
3.5.3.5.1 See table at the end of section 3.5.3.  
3.5.3.5.2 If the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment has to establish a communication session 
with an RBC whilst in session with another RBC, the existing communication session 
shall be terminated (see 3.5.5.2 for details) and the new one shall be established. 
Exception: the order to contact an Accepting RBC shall not terminate the 
communication session with the Handing Ov r RBC. 
3.5.3.5.3 The order to contact an Accepting RBC shall be part of the RBC transition order and 
shall include: 
a) The identity of the Accepting RBC. 
b) The telephone number of the Accepting RBC. 
c) Whether this applies also to Sleeping unit. 
3.5.3.6 The order to contact a Radio Infill Unit shall include 
a) The identity of the Radio Infill Unit 
b) The telephone number of the Radio Infill Unit 
c) The action to be performed (establish/terminate the session). 
3.5.3.7 If the establishment of a communication session is initiated by the on-board, it shall be 
performed according to the following steps:  
a) The on-board shall request the set-up of a safe radio connection with the trackside. 
If this request is part of an on-going Start of Mission procedure, it shall be repeated 
until successful or a defined number of times (see Appendix A3.1). 
If this request is not part of an on-going Start of Mission procedure, it shall be 
repeated until at least one of the following conditions is met: 
 Safe radio connection is set up 
 End of Mission is performed 
 Order to terminate communication session is received from trackside 
 The train passes a level transition border (from level 2/3 to level 0, NTC, 1) with 
its front end. 
 Order to establish communication session with a different RBC is received from 
trackside and the order does not request to contact an Accepting RBC. 























Figure 20: List numbering example from chapter 3 of
Subset-026
As simple and intuitive as this may
sound, such behavior is hard to grasp
for a computer. This difficulty is mostly
owed to the iterative nature of the list
processing implementation in the DOC
file format. While scanning such a file
from beginning to end, an algorithm
has no idea what item will come next.
Therefore, any decisions regarding the
hierarchical position of this item can
only be based on historical information
(i.e. everything that was seen before).
Such behavior is genuinely different
from the holistic approach towards a
list commonly taken by a human.
For an overview of the tool’s classes
involved with list processing consider
Figure 22 on page 67. The lowest level
is populated by ListReaderPlain. This
class encapsulates the logic neces-
sary to correctly calculate the displayed
numberText of any list paragraph. It
was developed from scratch, using the
respective DOC file format documen-
tation provided by Microsoft (specifi-
cally [Mic14a, clauses 2.4.6.3 f]; other
sources are stated directly in the code)
because no comprehensive open-
source implementation of the DOC list
processing was otherwise available (Li-
breOffice/Openoffice, for instance, fail
to correctly compute all numberTexts
present in the Subset-026). Mean-
while, the respective code has been
extended by an external person to cover for the *.docx file format as well and is due to be inte-
grated into Apache TIKA, a project on top of Apache POI [ADB+15].
The ParagraphListAware-object expected as a parameter to the function getFormattedNumber()
of ListReaderPlain is an example of a wrapper provided by the package helper.poi (see Fig-
ure 19) which takes care of emending certain internal properties of list items. Together with
its sibling getLevelTuple(), this method is called by ListReader which eventually processes
this information into a proper hierarchy. To account for multiple nesting levels, specifically lists
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inside table cells (confer with Figure 3 on page 19), this class is accompanied by a dedicated
stack (SublistStack) providing independent list data stores for each nesting level. There is also
a FakeLsidManager computing valid Lsids (unique identifiers attributed by DOC to each individ-
ual list) for paragraphs that visually resemble a list item but are technically not part of any list.
These are prevalent in the appendix to chapter 3 of Subset-026.
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Figure 3: ERTMS/ETCS Application Level NTC 
2.6.4.2 Summary of characteristics of Application Level NTC 
2.6.4.2.1 Trackside equipment:  
 Level NTC uses the track-train transmission system from an underlying national 
system, which is not part of ERTMS/ETCS. 
 For level transition purposes Eurobalises are used. 
2.6.4.2.2 Main ERTMS/ETCS trackside functions: 
 None. 
2.6.4.2.3 On-board equipment:  
 Onboard equipment with Eurobalise transmission. 
 Onboard part of the national system. 
2.6.4.2.4 Main ERTMS/ETCS on-board function: 
 No train supervision, it is fully handed over to the national system.  
 Reading of Eurobalises to detect level transitions and certain special commands. 
All other messages are rejected. 
 Management of the national system through STM, in case the ERTMS/ETCS on-














Figure 21: List numbering example fro chapter 2 of
Subset-026
The two main methods exposed by
ListReader are getAsPrinted()
which returns the plain numberText
destined for the ListNumberText-
field of the ReqIF file (Section 3.2.1),
and getFullyQualified() which re-
turns the tracestring to appear in the
requirementID-field.
This ListReader is wrapped again
by a ListToRequirementProcessor
whose processParagraph() method is
what will actually be called repeatedly
for all paragraphs during phase 2 of
Section 3.1. The purpose of this last-
mentioned class is to properly handle
skipped levels for the in-memory tree
store (Section 2.2) and to generate the
resulting artifacts accordingly.
The diagram in Figure 22 also con-
tains a few collapsed classes which are not of any deeper interest here. As a side note,
TableContentOverrideManager makes the bridge to the arrow handling presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.3.
The iterative insertion of a new list item into the tracestring hierarchy is the actual magic within
this entire process. The responsible code is deeply buried inside SublistManager. Listing 6 on
page 68 depicts its core method stripped of any comments to squeeze it onto a single page.
The method is part of the LevelTuple class which represents a single level in a list43. Such
LevelTuples are tied together by a LevelStore representing an entire list. Since nesting of
lists is arbitrary, each LevelTuple can itself link to multiple LevelStores to account for sublists
(i.e. in such a case this LevelTuple would constitute the parental element as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.2).
Upon insertion of a new list item belonging to a previously unknown list, the logic starts by call-
ing the method shown in Listing 6 of the most significant LevelTuple contained in the most
significant LevelStore. This is usually the number of the currently processed chapter of the
Subset-026. It then loops over all levels of the current list and compares (line 7) their various
properties (mainly left indentation and outline level) against the item which is to be inserted. If
a stored level is found to be less significant (i.e. the condition in line 8 triggers), the loop exits.
In a second step (lines 18 ff.) sublists are accounted for. Line 20 checks if the LevelTuple which
43For the sake of the following explanation LevelTupleA mentioned in lines 1 and 3 of Listing 6 as well as



































listNumberAsPrinted : String = null
listNumberFullyQualified : String = null
listNumberFullyQualifiedSkippedLevels : String = null [1..*]
injectListItem ( final lsid : Integer, final ilvl : int, final numberText : String )
getAsPrinted ( ) : String
getFullyQualified ( ) : String
getFullyQualifiedSkippedLevels ( ) : String
getLevelDifference ( ) : int
getTableNestingLevel ( ) : int
removeNestingLevel ( )
getRange ( ) : Range
getHRParent ( ) : RequirementRoot
processParagraphPlain ( final paragraphListAware : ParagraphListAware ) : String
ListReader ( final readerData : ReaderData , final rootRequirement : RequirementRoot ) : ListReader
processParagraph ( final paragraph : Paragraph )
getParent ( final input : RequirementRoot ) : RequirementRoot
addNestingLevel ( final hrParent : RequirementRoot , final range : Range, final nestingType : NestingType )
ListToRequirementProcessor
lastRequirement : RequirementRoot = new RequirementRoot()
rootRequirement : RequirementRoot = this.lastRequirement
currentRequirement : RequirementOrdinary
processParagraph ( final paragraphNum : int ) : int
getRootRequirement ( ) : RequirementRoot
getListReader ( ) : ListReader
ListToRequirementProcessor ( final readerData : ReaderData ) : ListToRequirementProcessor




sublistManagers : ArrayDeque = new ArrayDeque<>(1)
getActiveManager ( ) : SublistManager
removeNestedManager ( )
getTableNestingLevel ( ) : int
SublistStack ( final fakeLsidManager : FakeLsidManager , final rootRequirement : RequirementRoot , final documentRange : Range ) : SublistStack
addNestedManager ( final hrParent : RequirementRoot , final range : Range, final nestingType : NestingType )
FakeLsidManager
LSID_ILLEGAL : long = 0xFFFFFFFF
currentLsid : long = LSID_ILLEGAL
computeNewLsid ( ) : long
ListReaderPlain
listStore : ListStore = new ListStore()
WORD_NUM_LEVELS_MIN : int = 1
WORD_NUM_LEVELS_MAX : int = 9
NO_NUMBER_INDICATOR : int = -1
logger : Logger = Logger.getLogger(ListRead...
lvlOfLastProcessedParagraph : ListLevel
paragraphIndentationMustBePreserved : Boolean = null
getLvlOfLastProcessedParagraph ( ) : ListLevel
isIndentationMustBePreserved ( ) : boolean
checkStartAtRange ( final iStartAt : int ) : int
getTrueIlfo ( final ilfo : int ) : int
ListReaderPlain ( final readerData : ReaderData ) : ListReaderPlain
getFormattedNumber ( final paragraph : ParagraphListAware ) : String
getLevelTuple ( final iLfoCur : int, final iLvlCur : int, final lfolvl : ListFormatOverrideLevel , final lvl : ListLevel, final lvlNotOverridden : ListLevel ) : LevelTupleReadOnly
ReaderData





1 private LevelTupleA findCorrectInsertionPoint(final ParagraphPropertiesDeterminer pProperties, final
String numberText) {↪→
2 assert pProperties != null && numberText != null;
3 final LevelTupleA outputTuple;
4 detection: {
5 LevelTupleA previousTuple = null;
6 for (final LevelTupleA currentTuple : this.levels.values()) {
7 final int hierarchyComparison = currentTuple.getLevelTuple().compareTo(pProperties);
8 if (hierarchyComparison > 0) {
9 final LevelTupleA candidate = forceOnThisLevel(numberText, currentTuple);
10 if (candidate.force) {





16 previousTuple = currentTuple;
17 }
18 if (previousTuple != null) {
19 assert previousTuple.getLevelTuple().compareTo(pProperties) <= 0;
20 if (previousTuple.getLevelTuple().getChild() != null) {





22 if (childTuple != null) {
23 final int hierarchyComparison =
childTuple.getLevelTuple().compareTo(pProperties);↪→
24 if (hierarchyComparison == 0) {
25 final LevelTupleA currentLevelCandidate = isOnSameListLevel(numberText,
childTuple.getLevelTuple());↪→
26 if (currentLevelCandidate.getLevelTuple().isPredecessor()) {
27 if (childTuple.force) outputTuple = new
LevelTupleWForce(currentLevelCandidate.getLevelTuple());↪→
28 else outputTuple = currentLevelCandidate;
29 break detection;
30 }
31 else if (!childTuple.force) {
32 assert !currentLevelCandidate.getLevelTuple().isPredecessor();
33 previousTuple = currentLevelCandidate;
34 }
35 }
36 else if (hierarchyComparison < 0) {
37 childTuple.getLevelTuple().setPredecessor(false);
38 previousTuple = childTuple;
39 }
40 if (childTuple.force) {







48 assert previousTuple.getLevelTuple().compareTo(pProperties) <= 0;
49 final LevelTupleA currentLevelCandidate = isOnSameListLevel(numberText,
previousTuple.getLevelTuple());↪→
50 if (currentLevelCandidate.getLevelTuple().isPredecessor()) previousTuple =
currentLevelCandidate;↪→
51 }
52 outputTuple = previousTuple;
53 }
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was last encountered by the loop (i.e. the last one not causing it to terminate) has a sublist44 at-
tributed. If so, the entire method shown in this Listing is invoked again starting with the most
significant level of that sublist. A successful recursive call (i.e. the condition in line 22 yields
true) indicates the presence of a sublist level which is more significant than the item to be in-
serted. Thus, this item now constitutes a member of a sublist’s sublist (confer with the bulleted
list below artifact 3.5.3.7.a[2] shown in Figure 20 on page 65). The following lines deal with edge
cases related to items of unknown lists which are on the same hierarchical level as items of pre-
viously encountered lists (with the two bulleted lists of Figure 20 again making a good example
here). The helper function isOnSameListLevel() is not only capable of determining this prop-
erty for the case of adjacent bullets but can also account for consecutive numbering which is a
strong indicator of hierarchically matching lists. Line 45 takes care of the opposite case exempli-
fied by the two intertwined lists of Figure 21 on page 66: It resets all knowledge about sublists
every time a more significant level is encountered.
As a result, the last LevelTuple which is more significant than or equally significant as the new
item is returned. In a subsequent step, the new item will be added to the governing LevelStore
accordingly. As explained earlier, the combination of LevelStores and LevelTuples constitutes
a hierarchy from which the tracestring can be easily computed.
The explanation above is intended to give at least a rough idea of how the list processing works.
However, some parts of Listing 6, such as the checks against the force flag and the case if the
algorithm returns null for a non-recursive call, have been purposely ignored to keep this Sec-
tion comprehensible. The interested reader may find the discussed code including the omitted
explanatory comments in docreader.list.SublistManager.LevelStore.
It should also be noted that the current implementation bears quite some potential for quality
improvements. The method isOnSameListLevel(), for instance, exhibits non-obvious side ef-
fects and there are generally too many violations of the Law of Demeter45.
3.4.2 Techniques for natural language content
Currently, the tool tackles natural language contents by two means: Regular expressions (regexes)
and Natural Language Processing (NLP). The former can be understood merely as an extensive
search syntax. To utilize it, first a pattern is defined, then compiled into an efficient binary rep-
resentation and subsequently matched against the texts of Subset-026. This process has the
advantage of being very fast, but comes at the cost of limitation by the expressiveness of the
search pattern. So a good pattern should only match exactly those contents it was intended
for, nothing more and nothing less. The more complex those patterns become and the less is
known about the structure of the content they are matched against, the more likely it is for this
contract to break. However, there is hardly any better way, especially when dealing with uniform
information extraction from large piles of input that share some common properties.
To limit the number of mistakes referring to regexes, they are rarely ever used alone in the tool
but rather combined with a secondary measure. The table matcher of Listing 3 on page 37, for
44Although LevelTuples can have several sublists, only the most recently added one returned by getChild() is of
interest here.
45This is: The code does not stick to communication with only its nearest neighbors. Simply put, all lines containing
more than one dot (.) in Listing 6 constitute such a violation.
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instance, uses regexes only after all other structural expectations of the table have been ful-
filled. In addition, there are numerous jUnit test-cases for the various classes employing regex
technology. These use data from the actual Subset-026 to further restrict erroneous results.
One major downside of regexes is their limited ability to account for context. Modern PCRE im-
plementations, including the one of the Java language, do feature support for so-called lookarounds,
which somewhat mitigate this problem. However, they still fall short when it comes to any deeper
concepts of contextual relations other than “search term is preceded by phrase x and followed
by phrase y”. An example46 of this functionality is given by the following regex which is part of
the unknown legal obligation keywords of Appendix A.2.1:
(?<!MAY␣)OPTIONALLY
This simply states that the keyword OPTIONALLY must be regarded a match unless it is pre-
ceded by the word MAY followed by a space. The embraced part is therefore called a negative
lookbehind.
Patterns, especially user-amendable ones, are often post-processed by the tool into a much
larger combined pattern. For the above example this means all the keywords indicating an un-
known legal obligation will be concatenated in one single pattern. In a subsequent step, this will
be preceded by a qualifier to indicate the entire search shall be performed case-insensitively.
One way of overcoming this drawback and to actually derive meaning from textual contents is
the employment of algorithms from the domain of NLP. Specifically, the tool uses a Probabilistic
Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) parser developed by the Natural Language Processing Group at
Stanford University [Sta15] to identify the predicate and headphrase (that is: the subject com-
bined with a bit of context) of any sentence within an artifact. This information is later visualized
in the implementerEnhanced-field of the ReqIF output (Table 4 on page 50).
A parser usually stands at the very beginning of any NLP pipeline. It takes a piece of text and
splits it into sentences. Each sentence then goes through a so-called part-of-speech tagging at-
tributing each word its respective function in that sentence. This step also yields a dependency
tree which can be queried to find the said predicate and headphrase. For an example of the
entire process try out the interactive parser demo accessible through Stanford’s website (see
above).
The probabilistic approach of this parser suggests that its algorithms perform some kind of guess-
ing. This is true in the sense that they were previously trained by their authors on a certain set
of texts totally unrelated to the Subset-026. During this training a number of so-called produc-
tion rules was extracted describing the construction of natural language sentences. It comes at
no big surprise that applying those generic rules47 onto the Subset-026 does not always yield
perfect results. For instance, consider the phrase “Handing Over RBC” prevalent in numerous
artifacts of chapter 3. Although the parser does take the capitalization of these three words into
account, it still fails to recognize this unusual phrase as an atomic entity rather than a succes-
sion of verb, preposition and noun. This mistake could be ruled out by either teaching the parser
this phrase as a named entity or by actually training the underlying lexical model of the extraor-
46As the mindful reader may have noticed, this Section will refrain from explaining the foundations of the actual regex
syntax. Numerous thick books on this subject are available.
47As they are usually ambiguous, the use of statistical methods is needed to choose between them. This is the actual
reason for the term “probabilistic” in the parser’s name.
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dinary English language used within the Subset-026. The latter is a pretty time-consuming en-
deavour and requires a fair amount of training data written in the same manner as the specifica-
tion texts, which simply was not available. Thus, it was decided to use this technology only as
an enhancement of suggestive quality within the implementerEnhanced field.
NLP generally bears a lot of potential for the RM-domain. However, this can only be properly
unleashed if the number of false positives is cut down to a manageable size. This means ei-
ther the specifications must see some “linguistic smoothing” (as suggested here [Kof05a, Sec.
3.1.2]) or the parser needs dedicated training (see above). A reduction of the number of erro-
neously parsed sentences to zero is unlikely to happen without the use of a clearly defined (i.e.
constrained) input language. Accordingly, NLP’s apparent lack of precision is often seen as a
major deal breaker for the employment of such technology in the requirements domain [Rya92,
Sec. 4].
For an example why this situation cannot be easily improved, consider the use of the keyword
“note” as an identifier to artifacts which are only informative (as defined in Subset-026, clause
1.7.1.4). Depending on the context “note” may be a noun (“musical note”, “A note to the reader”)
or a verb (“note this wonderful example”) [Ben13, p. 19]. Unfortunately, within the Subset-026
this term hardly ever comes with context. A typical use (taken from artifact 8.4.1.3.2) therefore
looks like this:
Note: orientations are in any case always referred to the directionality of balise group
(balise transmission), directionality of loop (Euroloop transmission) or directionality of
LRBG (radio transmission).
Since the appearance of “note” in this example essentially constitutes a single word sentence,
it remains unclear if this is an imperative verb or a simple noun (and the lack of an active predi-
cate in the following sentence does not make it any easier). It would take only minimal effort to
avoid such ambiguity, if the word “note” was simply swapped for the term “annotation” which
comes with a distinct noun-making suffix and does not double as a verb in the English language.
Although this example may seem a little contrived, it should nonetheless illustrate the general
difficulty which also emerges in other, far more complex scenarios.
Given that the previously stated obstacles can be overcome, there are five main areas were
NLP could be of valuable use:
Atomicity attribution Specifically, this refers to the improvement of the algorithms respon-
sible for the state of the atomic-flag (Section 3.2.1). By utilizing the more-sophisticated
sentence detection of an NLP toolkit combined with a count of nouns rather than conjunc-
tions of a sentence, such an enhancement could be accomplished with relative ease.
Context-aware annotation of keywords For the case of weak word detection (Appendix A.2.2)
in the automotive domain this has been shown to significantly reduce false-positives [Kri13].
A similar technique could be employed for use within the implementerEnhanced-field (Ta-
ble 4 on page 50).
Detection of ambiguities within the texts of a requirement Consider artifact 3.5.3.9 shown
below for an example:
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When the trackside receives the session established report or the information
that no compatible system version is supported by the on-board, it shall consider
the communication session established.
Here, it remains unclear if the emphasized part is a relative clause dependant exclusively
on “information”, or if the “session established report” (which again makes an example of
an atomic phrase a parser would have to be taught in advance) also governs this clause
(i.e. there are two entities “report” and “information” both of which are capable of con-
veying what is said in that clause).
Such an ambiguity detection may be implemented by comparing the different internal
trees a probabilistic parser naturally generates. Usually only that of the highest likelihood
is made available for further processing. However, the Stanford parser is open-sourced
which allows this to be easily changed.
As a side note: Resolving the ambiguity could be as easy as placing a comma behind “re-
port”.
Resolution of relative references A typical example of this is a sentence structure like the fol-
lowing (taken from artifact 6.6.3.4.5.b):
data is deleted (i.e. it is not sent to the receiver)
The intention here is to link the pronoun “it” with the noun “data” to make clear what “it”
stands for. This process is commonly referred to as coreference or anaphora resolution
and respective algorithms are readily available.
Improvement of the linked phrase detection The main problem with those phrases (which
are discussed in Section 3.2.2) is that they can come in various flections. As this frequently
happens with natural language in general, part of the work of a parser is therefore to find
the lemma of each processed word (so-called stemming). This functionality could be used
to find even more subsequent mentions of a previously stored phrase.
NLP has not yet seen widespread use in the RM-domain. This is not only due to its inherent in-
accuracy but can also be attributed to the poor running time and excessive memory usage of
most algorithms in this field (confer with the respective comment in Section 3.1). Existing tools
for information retrieval from specification documents therefore either focus on the automatic
processing of some constrained grammar [OM96, Sec. 2] or essentially require a human to per-
form the work of a parser [Kof05b, Sec. 4], [CCM+10, Sec. 5.3.3], [PYG12, Sec. 3.1]. A notable
exception of a commercial software that claims to employ NLP is the RQA tool described here
[The15a]. It belongs to the group of quality analyzers to be introduced in the next Section.
3.5 Comparison to other tools
Until now the raison d’être of the tool has never been really questioned. This is chiefly because
it fits a niche purpose, which simply does not exist in the perfect world other tools are often de-
signed for.
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In the mindset of the traditional V-Model the result of each step is assumed to be set in stone.
As a matter of course, specifications in this model are flawless. Although practitioners48 more
and more come to the conclusion that this V-Model does not exactly represent reality even for
the most rigorous development processes, most software safety standards, including EN 50128
for the railway domain [CEN11, Sec. 5.3.2], still endorse its use.
This attitude essentially yields two classes of tools for the general market: Quality analyzers and
specification importers. The former are used during the writing of requirements and assist the
author by marking textual properties such as inadequate wording, obvious inconsistencies or too
long sentences. Examples of this class include [LGF+05, Sec. 4], [Hei10] and [Hoo15]. The latter
usually forms a part of a much bigger RM-application where this component is intended to read
in the completed requirements after authoring (and perhaps quality checking). Both tool classes
therefore represent some kind of a waterfall-like toolchain whose result is ultimately passed on
to the next step of the V-Model where the implementer takes over.
As stated in the introduction (Section 1.1), the tool of this thesis distinctly differs from those
approaches. Specifically, it addresses the implementer rather than the primary author. This is
because the Subset-026, and ETCS specifications in general, are, indeed, more or less set in
stone49. Given this situation, an implementer therefore does not (or rather: is not eligible to)
care about, say, too long sentences. He/She simply has to live with them. This requires the tool
to limit its quality assessment to aspects which are also useful to an implementer. Section 3.2.1
details what this precisely means for the case of Subset-026. The same attitude applies to the
interpretation of the DOC input file. Other tools usually necessitate to craft those documents
in a specific way in order to facilitate their proper interpretation. DOORS, for instance, relies on
a certain structure and wording of the requirements. Reqtify employs regexes as its primary
strategy for information extraction and therefore is even more in need of consistent wording.
And IBM’s RequisitePro, which was used for the EuRailCheck-project introduced in Section 1.2,
requires the user to place special markers in such files50 denoting their individual elements
[IBM13]. Thus, providing documents without any such features is likely to break the respective
import routines (justifying the dashed arrow in Figure 1 on page 16). For the case of DOORS
this can be exemplified with intra-cell arrows (Section 3.3.3) and backgrounds of cells (as seen
in artifact 2.6.8.3[2].[t]1), both of which would simply be omitted. Another non domain-specific
example is depicted in Figure 23 on page 75 where DOORS (top) manages to garble equations.
In comparison, the tool of this thesis whose output is rendered by ProR (middle) performs a lot
better because its VBA-based conversion approach (Section 3.1.1) employs the very same algo-
rithms as Microsoft Word. Besides, the lack of indentation of these formulas poses challenges
for a proper hierarchy extraction51.
The further enhancements that the tool provides for implementation and subsequent V & V ac-
tivities are unparalleled by commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software due to their high degree of
domain-specificity. This is particularly true for the linked phrases detection (Section 3.2.2) and
the various supplemental metadata of an artifact (Section 3.2.1). Some by-products such as the
48E.g. the openETCS staff at DB Netz who rely on agile methodologies, instead.
49To be fair, requirements can be altered for a future version. However, the process of integrating changes is very
cumbersome and only allows certain named bodies to actually propose any amendments [Gra09, Sec. 2.6.1], [Eur15].
50Technically: Vanished Text. This feature of DOC has already been discussed in a different context in Table 3 on
page 49.
51This effectively constitutes a case when the algorithm of Listing 6 on page 68 will return null. Confer with Sec-
tion 3.4.1.
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tagging of elements within artifacts (Section 2.2.2) can even be considered novel altogether.
Alas, academic papers on this, admittedly very practical, problem are scarce. It can only be
speculated whether some of the reasons for this lack can be found in the difficulties involved
with generalizing the respective ideas. Thus, the few papers that do exist desperately try to
abstract from the specific challenges of a certain domain [ASB+08, Sec. 2] or start their analy-
sis from scratch [RAC11]. Low-level discussions of information retrieval techniques applicable
to a specific file format are mostly confined to the various XML-derived formats of the World
Wide Web [MMK01] and PDF [FFT+08]. A prototype for an Excel to ReqIF converter targeted at
model-driven development is discussed here [ADT11].
Hands-on descriptions from the industrial reality are even harder to find. [Cur08] makes one no-
table exception, using DOORS’ DXL automation facilities to read in military standards. For the
ETCS specifications some, allegedly error-prone, VBA scripts are available [AHLM14, Sec. 2.1 f].
3.6 Applying this tool to other documents
Although the preceding Sections may have created a different impression, applying the tool to
documents other than Subset-026 is indeed feasible. However, there is not yet any sorcery52
employed in its algorithms. Specific adaption to the new documents is therefore a necessary
preliminary step.
To easily spot the code sections which are likely to need modifications, the tool makes use of a
dedicated @DomainSpecific annotation (to be found in the package helper.annotations; see
Figure 19 on page 63) which labels methods, constructors and fields exhibiting a high degree of
customization to the Subset-026. For a rough idea how much code is affected by this annota-
tion consider the following statistics: Currently the tool consists of 1065 methods, 212 construc-
tors and 776 fields of which only 148 (approx. 7%) are tagged as @DomainSpecific (Counts by
Eclipse’s “Java search” respectively its “References” feature).
Provided that the new document is also available in the DOC format and its main structuring el-
ement is a hierarchical list, there is a good chance adaption can be performed with manageable
effort. The necessary steps can be summarized as follows:
1. Go through the various, comprehensively documented parameters of helper.Constants
and amend them as necessary. This specifically applies to elementary properties such as
the delimiter character of captions and the style names for the proper detection of head-
ings (Section 3.3.1).
Keywords of the implementerEnhanced-field as listed in Appendix A.2 can also be set
here.
2. Check the class docreader.range.TitleReader. It is used in the very beginning of the
tool’s processing (specifically: it constitutes the first operation in phase 2 of Section 3.1)
and can therefore cause it to fail right away. Alas, due to the layout of Subset-026, it con-
sists almost entirely of @DomainSpecific code.
52In less twaddling terms: Machine Learning. Confer with Section 4.
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3.13.9.3.4.1 The on-board shall calculate the location of the Warning supervision limit valid for 
the estimated speed, assuming that this latter remains constant during the interval 
T_warning until the location of the FLOI supervision limit is reached. 
warningestestFLOIestW TVVdVd  )()(  
3.13.9.3.4.2 T_warning is defined as a fixed value (refer to A3.1). 
3.13.9.3.5 Permitted speed supervision limit (P) 
3.13.9.3.5.1 In case the calculation of the GUI curve is inhibited, the on-board shall calculate the 
location of the Permitted speed supervision limit valid for the estimated speed, 
assuming that this latter remains constant during the interval T_driver until the location 
of the FLOI supervision limit is reached. 
driverestestFLOIestP TVVdVd  )()(  
3.13.9.3.5.2 T_driver is defined as a fixed value (refer to A3.1). 
3.13.9.3.5.3 Note: The reference for the Permitted speed supervision limit is the FLOI 
supervision limit and not the Warning supervision limit. As a result the permitted and 
warning supervision limits are clearly separated and do not affect each other. In this 
way it is clear that the warning is not part of the critical performance interval. 
3.13.9.3.5.4 In case the calculation of the Guidance curve is enabled, the on-board shall 
calculate the location of the Permitted speed supervision limit valid for the estimated 
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3.13.9.3.5.5 In case the calculation of the GUI curve is inhibited, for display purpose only, the P 
speed related to SBD shall be calculated for the estimated train front end as follows: 
 )()( 1bsdriverestestfrontSBD
EOA
estfrontP TTVdVdV   
0)( 
EOA
estfrontP dV  if EoAbsdriverestestfront dTTVd  )( 1  
3.13.9.3.5.6 In case the calculation of the GUI curve is enabled, for display purpose only, the P 
speed related to SBD shall be calculated for the estimated train front end as follows: 











estfrontP dVTTVdVdV ,)(min)( 1  
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estfrontP dV  if EoAbsdriverestestfront dTTVd  )( 1  
Figure 23: Result of DOORS’ DOC importer (top). ProR’s (middle) and Microsoft Word’s (bottom)
rendering is shown for comparison.
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3. Replace the existing table definitions (Section 2.3.1) with substitutes matching the tables
of the new document. This can be achieved by simply creating a new class which extends
from helper.subset26.tables.GenericTable and implements its abstract methods.
This new definition must then be made known through a respective mention in the list
of helper.subset26.tables.TableServiceLocator.
4. (optionally) Extend the available annotations for the implementerEnhanced-field (Table 4 on
page 50). [SGC+09], for instance, contains numerous fitting proposals for the domain of
legal documents.
The respective code lives in helper.formatting.textannotation.AnnotationBuilder.
5. (optionally) Amend the fields shown in the ReqIF output as desired. This can be done by
simply changing the calls in step four of the read() method in docreader.DocumentReader.
Ultimately try and run the tool on the new document. If it fails, it will most likely exit with an
explanatory message and a stack trace. Both should help to easily pin down the problem.
3.7 EN 50128 tool qualification
The European Standard on railway software EN 50128 primarily targets the development princi-
ples of the actual (most likely safety-relevant) production software. However, the current 2011
version of this Standard was extended by a section on auxiliary tools and the requirements to
qualify for use within an SDLC.
Such tools are divided into three classes: T3 for programs which directly contribute to the final
output (e.g. a compiler), T1 for anything on the periphery (e.g. a text editor) and T2 for every-
thing in-between (e.g. tools dealing with tests of the final software) [CEN11, clauses 3.1.42 ff.].
The tool developed within the scope of this thesis is clearly a T1-tool since it only deals with the
requirements which describe the final software. By the definition of EN 50128, this is a very ab-
stract, not-so-much-safety-relevant area. In fact, “requirement support tools” are even explicitly
stated as an example of T1-tools in [CEN11, clause 3.1.42].
In order to qualify a tool for any tool class, the first step is to provide a tool manual [CEN11,
clause 6.7.2]. In the present case, the preceding Sections of this thesis shall be considered as
such, in combination with the Javadoc documentation which comes with the sources of the
tool. Subsequently, the qualification requirements mentioned in the table below [CEN11, clause
6.7.4.12], need to be accounted for, as they differ for each tool class. T1 mandates the imple-
mentation of only a single such clause, namely [CEN11, clause 6.7.4.1]. This very generic re-
quirement basically requests the selection of a truly suitable tool for a certain job, as opposed
to a piece of software that requires a lot of error-prone manual labour accompanying its use.
In the words of EN 50128, a tool “shall be selected and demonstrated to be compatible with
the needs of the application” [CEN11, line 1154]. Since the tool discussed in this thesis was
specifically crafted for its job and thus by no means is a COTS software, no further explanation
is needed to justify its compatibility. Cooperation of that tool with other tools, as mandated in
[CEN11, lines 1151 ff.], is accounted for by the use of ReqIF as a standardized and openly docu-
mented exchange format (see Section 2.1.3). The final requirement towards availability “[. . . ]
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over the whole lifetime of the [resulting] software” [CEN11, line 1155] can only be striven for by
using technologies with little vendor lock-in (e.g. there are numerous implementations of Java
runtimes on the market) and opening the source code, so chances are that somebody can take
over maintenance even if the original author is no longer available (see also Section 2.1).
This Section, despite its brevity, is all EN 50128 requires for a T1 tool qualification and it may
therefore be regarded as a “tool validation report” according to [CEN11, clause 6.7.3].
4 OUTLOOK
deleted epigraph – Thomas Karl, [Kar13, p. 3]
Processing unconstrained specification documents is a task with copious degrees of freedom53.
Despite the elaborate diligence of the preceding Sections, this thesis can therefore only scratch
the surface of the overall problem.
As it stands, the solution presented is suitable for the given task (see Section 5). However,
there are numerous starting points for improvement. While the further evolution of specific
technologies used within the tool have, for the most part, already been discussed in the respec-
tive Sections, the big picture still deserves scrutiny.
The basic approach of this thesis was clearly motivated by the solution-oriented mentality of
a practical engineer. Therefore, only little effort has been spent on the theoretical foundations
underlying the limits and possibilities of the various utilized techniques. This emphasis on prag-
matism is notably manifested in the fundamental rule-based nature of the tool: Although an in-
tuitive if-then-else sequence may guarantee quick and reproducible results, it is likely to prove
too inflexible in the long run – especially when the number of possible inputs becomes more
diverse.
One possible escape from this dilemma may be found in the broader employment of Machine
learning (ML). While this is already a part of the utilized NLP-library, algorithms from this field
have not yet seen any wider adoption at other places within the tool. This limitation can be mainly
attributed to the lack of suitable training data and the strict orientation towards the Subset-026
which can be tackled with simple rules alone. Nevertheless, [DD95] and [Fre00] show promising
approaches to the domain of layout and structure recognition in documents using ML. Possible
future enhancements to the tool dedicated towards its applicability in a more generic context
are therefore likely to benefit from this technology.
Yet, a first and more simply implemented step in this direction could be made by employing
more generic metrics for the various detection algorithms, rather than by focusing exclusively
on domain-specific facts. Consider the example of the recurring phrases elicitation (item 2 of
53This is, in fact, a respectful quote by a coworker at DB Netz who always found the self-chosen topic of this paper to
be far too unrewarding for a Diploma Thesis.
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Section 3.2.2). Currently, the associated logic expects the first mention of such a phrase to al-
ways come enclosed in quotation marks (“first mention”). By utilizing a statistical measure such
as tf-idf (term frequency – inverse document frequency) combined with stemming as outlined
in Section 3.4.2, interesting candidates for recurring phrases can be spotted irrespective of their
individual formatting.
The tf-idf calculation is pretty straightforward and works as follows [MRS08, Sec. 6.2 ff]:
tf t,d = number of occurrences of term t in document d (1)
df t = number of documents containing the term t (2)




tfidf t,d = tf t,d · idf t (4)
So essentially a term frequency tf t,d (Equation 1) and a document frequency df t (Equation 2) are
computed. Then the latter is normalized over the number of documents N, inversed and scaled
logarithmically. The result (Equation 3) is called inverse document frequency idf t and consti-
tutes a measure for the degree of importance of a term t in respect to all documents. This idf t
is eventually multiplied by the term frequency to obtain the final tf-idf measure (Equation 4).
As idf t tends to be high for a rare term and much lower for a frequent one, tfidf t,d will be a (rela-
tively) big number if this term t occurs often within a small number of documents. By replacing
the term “document” with “artifact”, it becomes clear that this is a decent measure to deter-
mine candidates for recurring phrases.
As a side note, the logarithm of Formula 3 has no deeper meaning other than to provide a nice
scaling for the result (its base may therefore be altered at will). The same applies to the inver-
sion, whose primary duty is to ensure a positive result (confer log xy = − log
y
x ). Furthermore,
Equation 1 gives the so-called raw frequency of a term. Since artifacts are meant to convey
only a single idea (i.e. their atomic flag ought to be set for most of all cases, confer with Sec-
tion 3.2.1), an even simpler binary weighing scheme may be more appropriate here.
A second area which bears great potential for the development of the tool is the domain of au-
tomated ontology / taxonomy generation. This refers to the discipline of mining conceptual rela-
tions from natural language contents (think: has-a, is-a relationships) and storing them in such a
way (usually by means of a tree) that a computer can derive meaning from them. [MS00, Sec.
4] exemplifies this nicely with the varying configurations of hotel rooms in Mecklenburg-West
Pomerania.
However, this technology is mostly aimed at dynamic queries such as “List all necessary pre-
conditions for a Movement Authority” (i.e. “Movement Authority” has-a number of precondi-
tions), whereas ReqIF is designed as a static data store. Thus, these two concepts do not par-
ticularly lend themselves for combination.
Besides all these high-level considerations, a number of smaller, more technical improvements
are also conceivable. On the input side, above all, the lack of support for *.docx and the lim-
ited implementation of DOC are concerned. The latter is heavily tailored towards the specific
needs of Subset-026 and therefore does not encompass structures perhaps encountered in dif-
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ferent specification documents, such as support for textboxes or visual elements other than ar-
rows (see Section 3.3.3). In addition, there is currently no extensive support for the handling of
revision marks. Since the ERA provides specifications not only in a “sanitized” form, but also
with plentiful comments (technically: revision marks), it may be worth extracting them. Sub-
sequently, they may become attached to the respective artifacts and serve as some kind of a
“history of origins”.
On the content processing side, room for improvement lies primarily in traceability into images.
Alas, this task poses tremendous difficulties which have already been explained in Section 3.3.4.
Other than that, there are numerous small items worth of consideration, such as the (semi-) au-
tomated generation of standardized visualizations (e.g. Systems Modeling Language (SysML)
requirement diagrams) from statistical output (Section 2.2.1), or more detailed categories for
the implementerEnhanced-field (e.g. the various groups listed in [LGF+05, Table 4]).
This field may also be used as a foundation for the application of formal methods, such as Event-
B (confer with Figure 1 on page 16). Eclipse features sophisticated tooling support for this method
through its Rodin platform, which can be tightly integrated into ProR (see also [CSN+15, Sec.
6]). Since entities (single words, short phrases) referenced within Event-B commonly consti-
tute only a part of a requirement, they may be easily mapped onto the various annotations of
the implementerEnhanced-field (Table 4 on page 50). See [HJL14, Sec. 5] for details (referenced
entities are there called phenomena).
Another option for making use of the provided ReqIF-files within the Eclipse framework is the
employment of reqcycle [Ecl15]. This is a novel tool still under heavy development which can
provide traceability links to UML- and SysML-models for use in model-driven development.
Of course, all of the above imply that future versions of the Subset-026 will not differ funda-
mentally from the currently published documents. However, despite significant potential for
improvement, this is unlikely to happen anytime soon.
5 CONCLUSION
deleted epigraph – margin note in [GKP93, p. 142]
This thesis proposed a novel software tool for the processing of specification documents pub-
lished in the Microsoft Word file format. In its current version, the tool was specifically crafted
to meet the demands of Subset-026, a core specification in the ETCS domain. Numerous exam-
ples demonstrated its fitness to process all eight independent chapters of this document in a
fully automated manner.
In essence, there were two groups of stakeholders who biased the final outcome of this pa-
per: On the one hand, the practitioners within openETCS who desperately needed a workable
traceability foundation for the implementation of the EVC. And on the other hand, the academic
researchers at TU Dresden who always found traceability rather insipid and favored a deeper
understanding of the specification contents, instead. This thesis aims to satisfy both.
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Problem Tool mitigation
1. There are too many of them. defined structure (Section 3.2.1) and supportive links
(Section 3.2.2)
2. They are unstable. possibility of computing deltas between different require-
ment versions (confer with Section 2.3.3) using XML-
aware diff-tools such as the comparison functionality of
ProR or Altova’s DiffDog software.
3. They are ambiguous. detection of inappropriate wording (Table 4 on page 50)
and various context-aware warnings (Table 3 on page 49)
4. They are incomplete. decomposition into a tree to simplify the identification of
missing elements (Section 2.2.1)
Table 5: Common problems with requirements according to [Gla98, p. 21]
Despite its rather generic approach, Section 2 primarily targeted the practitioners. Besides ex-
tensively covering the computation of unique, context-sensitive requirement identifiers, so-
called tracestrings that make the foundation to traceability, this part also showed various met-
rics that can be extracted from specifications independent of their domain. In Section 3 the ac-
tual implementation of the tool was presented, placing special emphasis on the specific chal-
lenges imposed by the natural language contents of the processed documents. This approach
generated a much stronger formalization of those contents, which is reflected in the clear struc-
ture of the resulting ReqIF files.
Accordingly, the presented tool completely fulfills the requirements of the problem definition
(“Aufgabenstellung” on page 7) except two minor points: There is currently no direct integration
into the Eclipse platform, respectively its modelling framework, due to a lack of such demand
within openETCS. This point is mainly a usability issue and has no influence on the quality of
the output. Secondly, the tool does not yet feature any contradiction detection worth its name.
Section 3.4.2 details the reasons why this was not feasible within the scope of this thesis.
Nonetheless, the generated ReqIF-output constitutes a major improvement over the original Mi-
crosoft Word files. Not only can ReqIF be read and interpreted in a standardized way by a mul-
titude of different requirements management applications. But those files also finally allow to
tackle the most common and tedious causes of trouble with specification documents using de-
cent tool support.
Table 5 identifies four main groups of such requirement-related problems and lists the respec-
tive countermeasures offered by the tool. However, due to the postprocessing nature of the
software, these can at best be mitigative actions, as their root cause still remains deeply buried
in the swamp of European bureaucracy.
Indeed, this circumstance can only be tackled in the long run. Above all, it would take the wider
adoption of ReqIF instead of Microsoft Word. Thus, not only implementers would benefit from
its superior extent of formalization but also its authors and eventually all the other parties in-
volved.
An application of the tool to other domains is also conceivable and Section 3.6 detailed the nec-
essary preparatory steps. The successful processing of Subset-023 (Baseline 3.0.0) of the ETCS
specification can serve as an encouraging example here. In this context, a future integration
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A APPENDICES
deleted epigraph – Abstract of 2013’s April Fools’ Day RFC, [BKR13]
A.1 Postprocessing statistics data
A tool run (Section 3.1) will produce a statistics-subdirectory with two CSV-files:
nodes.csv which contains a line for each processed artifact (SpecObject) and thus represents
the nodes of the tree in Figure 5 on page 26. The meaning of the individual fields is as
follows:
Index Name Type Description
1 ID String a unique ID (equal to Spec Object | Identifier shown in
Figure 12 on page 48)
2 Label String plainText of the artifact (as in ReqIF)
3 Level Integer Hierarchical level of this artifact
4 Implement Boolean Value of the implement-field of this artifact (as in ReqIF)
Fields Level and Implement are not strictly required by any subsequent tool but can be
used for filtering purposes.
edges.csv where each line corresponds to an edge that connects two nodes. The meaning of
the individual fields is as follows:
Index Name Type Description
1 Source String unique ID of the source of this edge
2 Target String unique ID of the target of this edge
3 Weight Float a number which distinguishes different types of
edges. 3.0 denotes a hierarchical relation, 2.0 a cross-
reference and 1.0 a link between recurring phrases (see
Section 3.2.2 for a definition of the latter two).
The IDs of the fields Source and Target match with an ID from nodes.csv. Again, the field
Weight is not strictly required for subsequent processing but can be used for filtering.
A.1.1 Clean up spurious external links
The tool’s algorithms do produce a few false-positive links (read: SpecRelations in ReqIF termi-
nology, Section 3.2.2), which may falsify some means of statistical postprocessing. Specifically,
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the presence of those links may severely confuse automatic graph layout algorithms as intro-
duced in Section 2.2.1.
Here is how to get rid of them:
1. Open nodes.csv and jump to the end.
2. While scanning backwards through the file, look for spurious nodes. Note down their iden-
tifier (first column) and delete the entire line which contains them.
3. Stop scanning when you see the first node belonging to the current chapter (external nodes
are always written after the internal nodes).
4. Save and close the file.
5. Open edges.csv
6. Search for the identifiers of the second step in the third column.
7. Delete the entire line if a match is found.
8. Save and close the file.
A.1.2 Merge data of several tool runs
This Section briefly describes how statistics data gained from several runs of the tool (e.g. after
processing different chapters of the Subset-026) can be combined into one output.
Example code is meant to be run in a POSIX-compliant Unix environment using a shell.
1. For each nodes.csv: Remove the first line and concatenate the remainder to a big file
called nodesCombined.csv.
E.g.: sed '1d' nodes.csv >> nodesCombined.csv
2. For each edges.csv: Remove the first line and concatenate the remainder to a big file
called edgesCombined.csv.
E.g.: sed '1d' edges.csv >> edgesCombined.csv
3. Remove duplicate nodes from nodesCombined.csv. These are external links encountered
several times in different chapters. However, we only want to keep the node which repre-
sents the actual target.
E.g.: sort --field-separator="," -k 1,1 nodesCombined.csv | tac | sort -u
--field-separator="," -k 1,1 > nodesCombinedCleaned.csv
(this is: sort by the first column, then reverse the result and ultimately sort again, retaining only the first entry –
which thanks to the reversing will always be the longest text and thus the real target – of any duplicates).
4. Prefix nodesCombinedCleaned.csv with the original CSV-header.
E.g.: head -n1 nodes.csv | cat - nodesCombinedCleaned.csv > nodesFinal.csv
5. Prefix edgesCombinded.csv with the original CSV-header.
E.g.: head -n1 edges.csv | cat - edgesCombined.csv > edgesFinal.csv
6. nodesFinal.csv and edgesFinal.csv can now be used as an input to Gephi, Excel, R, . . .
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A.2 Subset-026 keywords
The keywords must be interpreted as case-insensitive regexes with Java-specific escapes. Match-
ing is performed from left to right (so the first matching keyword will cause all the remaining
ones to be skipped in that particular run). Spaces are given as ␣.
A.2.1 Legal obligation




unknown CAN(?:NOT)? , MUST , WILL , MIGHT , (?<!MAY␣)OPTIONALLY
A.2.2 Weak words
These are words unwelcome in a requirement text because of their inherent lack of precision.
Other literature may also call these "vague words" or "weasel words".
Weak words from literature These were compiled from [Kni12], [Dup98], [FFGL01, Table 3],
[WRH97, p. 164], [ISO11, clause 5.2.7]:
above , adequate , anything , approximately , as␣soon␣as , bad , believe , below ,
best , better , but␣not␣limited␣to , clear , cyclically , easy , eventually ,
extremely , feel , generally , good , hope , if␣appropriate , if␣needed ,
if␣possible , immediately , in␣round␣numbers , more␣or␣less , overall ,
possibly , recent , repeatedly , rough , seem , significant , something , strong ,
think , useful , very(?!␣(?:first|last)) , worst
Weak words from Subset-026 These were compiled by hand:
all␣necessary , at␣(?:minimum|least) , defined␣time , e\\.g\\. , for␣example ,
etc\\. , even␣(?:if|when) , if␣necessary , no[nt]␣exhaustive(?:ly)? ,
some␣(?:information|situation(?:s|\\(s\\))?) , temporarily ,
once␣(?:\\w+\\s)+?is␣terminated , other␣(?:\\w+\\s)+?sources ,
certain␣moment(?:s|\\(s\\))? , obviously , hereafter , tends␣(?:to)? , mostly ,
suddenly , accidental , (?:(?:an)?other|different)␣reason(?:s|\\(s\\))? ,
continuously , \\.\\.\\. , when␣needed
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A.2.3 Other keywords for the implementerEnhanced-field
These were all compiled by hand.
Condition
if , when(?:␣applicable)? , in␣case(?:␣of)? , whether , where␣available
Loop
For␣(?:all|each|every) , again , repeat(?:ed(?:ly)?)? ,
repetition(?:s|\\(s\\))?
Time
while , during , until , after , not␣(?:\\w+\\s)?yet , waiting␣time , time␣delay ,
timer? , delay , wait(?:ing)? , as␣long␣as
Again The authors of the Subset-026 often tend to write re-evaluate instead of reevaluate.
These regexes make use of that:
re-\\w+ , revalidat(?:ed?|ion) , reenter(?:ed)?
External Entities These were mostly compiled from ETCS Subset-023, which is a glossary to
other Subsets:
driver(?:[’']s)?(?!␣ID) , signalman(?:[’']s)? , external(?:␣(?:interface|device))? ,
(?-i:TRK) , trackside , (?-i:RBC)(?!␣ID) , Radio␣Block␣Cent(?:er|re) ,
(?-i:LEU) , Line␣?side␣electronic␣unit , National␣system ,
(?-i:RIU) , Radio␣In-?fill␣Unit , (?-i:LRBG(?:s|\\(s\\))?) ,
(?:Last␣Relevant␣)?balise␣group(?:s|\\(s\\))? ,
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ity. 90
COTS commercial off-the-shelf. 73, 76
CSS Cascading Style Sheets. 27
CSV comma-separated values. 22, 25, 43, 44, 83, 84
digraph When talking about graph theory (Section 2.2.1) this is just short for a generic directed
graph. However, regarding legacy computer systems, the term describes two adjacent
characters which are to be considered as one. For example the Pascal programming lan-
guage supports writing (* and *) instead of { and }. The latter is the intended meaning in
Section 3.3.4. 25, 61
DOC binary Microsoft Word file format used since Word 97. 3, 9, 17–20, 22, 23, 36–38, 40, 41,
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management. For this thesis version 9.6.1 was used. 16, 25, 33, 45, 47, 55–57, 73–75, 89
DXL DOORS eXtension Language. A scripting language to automate DOORS. 74
Eclipse Mainly a development environment for Java and other computer programming lan-
guages. Through its versatile plugin-system it may also be used as a platform to integrate
different small tools under a common interface. 79, 80, 90
EMF Windows Enhanced Metafile. A refined version of WMF introduced with Windows NT 3.1.
See [Mic15a] for details. 44
EN 50128 A European Standard on software safety in the railway domain. Official title: Railway
applications - Communication, signalling and processing systems - Software for railway
control and protection systems. [CEN11] contains the respective bibliography entry. 9, 14,
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ERA European Railway Agency. 14, 17, 79
ERTMS European Rail Traffic Management System. Umbrella term for ETCS and GSM-R. 13,
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ETCS European Train Control System. 3, 13–17, 23, 40, 46, 48, 52, 73, 74, 79, 80, 86, 89, 91
EU European Union. 14
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GDI Graphics Device Interface. A component of the Microsoft Windows operating systems to
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IBM International Business Machines Corporation. 55, 56, 89
Javadoc A documentation generator for Java source code from formatted text snippets. 36,
52, 58, 76
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MathML Mathematical Markup Language. An XML-based format for storing equations. There
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MTEF Math Type Equation Format. Proprietary file format used by Design Science’s MathType
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PNG Portable Network Graphics. 37, 43, 44
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface. 84
ProR An Eclipse plugin which can read and process ReqIF files.
For this thesis version 0.13.0.201505160302 with the “formalmind Studio”-extension in
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SDLC systems development life cycle. 52, 76
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singleton A standard term in object-oriented programming for a class which can only be instan-
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SLOC Source lines of code. A metric for the size of a computer program. sloccount available
at [Whe12] was used for its computation. 41
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words: “The purpose of this document is to specify the unified European Train Control
System (ETCS) from a technical point of view” (clause 1.5.1.1). The version discussed in
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UNISIG Union Industry of Signalling. 13, 14
URI Uniform Ressource Identifier. 23
V & V Verification & Validation. The process of checking that a piece of software meets its speci-
fications (Verification) and fulfills its intended purpose (Validation). 15, 23, 73
VBA Visual Basic for Applications. 24, 73, 74, 88
V-Model An extension to the waterfall-model (i.e. one step after another) whose individual
steps are usually drawn in the shape of a V. Each step on the right stroke of that V de-
pends on input from a step on the left stroke. Widely used for the different phases of tra-
ditional software development. See [CEN11, Fig. 4] for a graphical representation. 15, 22,
23, 73
WMF Windows Metafile. An image format for both vector- and bitmap-components in use
since Windows 3.0. See [Mic15b] for details. 44, 89
XHTML Extensible Hypertext Markup Language. 27, 28, 43, 55, 57
XML Extensible Markup language. A language for hierarchically structuring a text file. 3, 18, 22,
23, 27, 40, 45, 51, 74, 80, 90, 91
XPath XML Path Language. 27, 51
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Terms specific to this thesis
(traceable) artifact Every entity of the input file which can be processed individually and thus
has a tracestring attached. The number of these artifacts depends on the granularity. In
their collectivity they form a superset to all the requirements captured in the input file.
See the beginning of Section 2.3 for a more in-depth explanation. 23–25, 27, 28, 31–38,
40, 41, 43, 45, 46, 48–55, 57–59, 61, 62, 64, 66, 69–74, 78, 79, 83, 92
granularity A measure for the size of a single artifact and thus the precision of the overall trace-
ability. See also [EGHB07, Sec. 2.1]. 18, 28, 31, 38, 40, 53, 54, 60, 92
numberText Microsoft terminology for the displayed number of a list item. I.e for “1.2.3 Some
text” 1.2.3 would be the numberText of this list item. 28, 40, 51, 53, 54, 58, 65, 66
traceability The ability of knowing why an entity exists (backward traceability) and where it is
used (forward traceability). See Section 2.2 and the definitions in [IEE98, Sec. 4.3.8] and
[CEN11, clause D.58]. 9, 15, 17, 23, 28, 38, 41, 46, 51, 79, 80, 92
tracestring A unique identifier attributed to each traceable artifact. See also the more thorough
definition in Section 2.3. 20, 27, 31–40, 43, 46, 49, 52, 55, 57, 60, 64, 66, 68, 69, 80, 92
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